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in& personality& and& mathematical& ability& between& students& from& different& courses.&




Statistically& significant& correlations& were& found& between& mathematics& diagnostics&




the& use& of& implementation& intentions& to& increase& the& total& time& students& spent&
engaging&with&mathematical&study&outside&of&formal&lectures&and&seminars.&Wilcoxon&
signed& rank& tests& were& carried& out& and& suggested& that& implementation& intention&
could& be& used& to& improve& the& total& amount& of& time& students& spent& engaged&with&
mathematical&study.&&Study&Three&looked&at&the&use&of&implementation&intentions&to&
increase& the& use& of& the& Mathematics& Support& Centre& at& Coventry& University.& The&
Aligned&Rank&Transform&technique&was&used& to& facilitate& the&use&of& the&analysis&of&




of& whether& implementation& intentions& had& been& formed& or& not.& Forming&





Support&Centre.& It& is&suggested&that&this&could&be&an& individual’s&perceived&need&to&
use&the&support&services&reducing&the&effectiveness&of&the&implementation&intentions&
ability& shield& the& individual& from& the& performance& of& behaviours& that& do& not& help&
reach& the& goal& of& improving& mathematical& ability.& At& present& the& biggest&
improvements& in& usage& would& be& derived& from& improving& awareness& of& the&
Mathematics&Support&Services&and&helping&students&to&realise&the&importance&of&the&
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CHAPTER&5$ EXPLORING& THE& RELATIONSHIPS& BETWEEN& PERSONALITY,&


































6.3.5$ Personality& and& the& change& in& time& spent& engaged&with&mathematical& study
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8.2.1$ &Do& implementation& intentions& increase& the& usage& of& mathematics& support&
centres?&.........................................................................................................................................................&319$




























































Table&1.1:& Archived& usage& data& from& the& Mathematics& Support& Centre&


































































Table&6.4:& Mean& and& median& mathematics& diagnostic& test& scores,&









Table&6.6:& Wilcoxon& Signed& Ranks& Test& statistics& (z)& for& the& differences&




Table&6.7:& Kendall’s& tau& correlation& coefficients& between& scores& in& the&




















































































Table& 1:&Result& of&Mann&Whitney& tests& comparing& the& participants&who& had&






































Figure& 1:& Interaction& plot& showing& the& relationship& between& Condition& and&
improvements& in& the& amount& of& time& spent& studying& mathematics& in& the&
Mathematics& Support& Centre& for& those& with& low& psychoticism& scores& and&
Aspirations&equal&to&zero.&
448 
Figure& 2:& Interaction& plot& showing& the& relationship& between& Condition& and&
improvements& in& the& amount& of& time& spent& studying& mathematics& in& the&








Universities& in& England& have& for& many& years& observed& a& mismatch& between& the&
mathematical& capabilities& of& new& undergraduates& and& the& mathematical&
requirements&of&various&degree&programmes.&This&chapter&discusses&the&problem&of&
this& mismatch& and& also& the& strategies& employed& by& universities& to& address& the&







Mathematical& skills& are& important& in& both& the& workplace& and& for& the& successful&
completion&of&the&vast&majority&of&Higher&Education&courses&of&study.&Although&the&
courses&of&study&in&Higher&Education&have&varying&amounts&of&mathematical&content,&
the& importance& of& being& numerate& in& general& is& still& high.& This& section& presents&
evidence& which& shows& that& students& entering& university& come& from& increasingly&
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degree&courses.&The& result&of& this&has&been&an& increase& in& the&number&of& students&
entering&Higher&Education&combined&with&greater&variation&in&educational&and&social&
backgrounds.& A& byUproduct& of& the& influx& of& new& students& is& a& greater& variation& in&
current& and& potential& attainment& of& the& students& (Hawkes& and& Savage& 2000).& In&
particular,&the&number&of&students&who&are&entering&universities&with&an&inadequate&
mathematical& background& resulting& in& an& inability& to& cope& with& the& mathematical&
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demands& of& the& chosen& course& of& study& has& risen& substantially& (Williamson,& Hirst,&
Bishop&and&Croft&2003).&
&







A& major& difference& between& England& and& other& parts& of& the& world& is& the& nonU
compulsory&nature&of&mathematics& study&once& the&compulsory&phase&of&education&
has&been&completed&(Wolf&1997,&Nuffield&Foundation&2010:&15).&This&feature&sets&the&
English& education& system& apart& from& the& majority& of& other& developed& countries&
where&mathematics& is&to&some&extent&compulsory& in&the&postUcompulsory&phase&of&
education,& and& is& often& seen& as& an& essential& deciding& factor& for& acceptance& onto&
university& courses.& As& a& result,& English& university& students& may& have& avoided&
mathematics&immediately&prior&to&entry&onto&their&university&course.&This&can&lead&to&
a& mismatch& between& a& student’s& capabilities& and& the& demands& and& expectations&
arising&from&staff&at&universities.&This&problem&is&widespread&and&observable&in&many&
different&disciplines&(Smith&2004).&Psychology&is&a&good&example&of&this;&for&example,&




compulsory& statistics&components&of& their& course&prior& to&entry.&This&could&help& to&
explain& why& many& students& intending& to& take& psychology& do& not& undertake& postU




The&problems& relating& to& the&mismatch&between& the&mathematical&expectations&of&
universities&and& students& seem& to&be&a&particular& issue& for& subjects&which&demand&
some& form& of& mathematical& competency& as& part& of& the& core& curriculum& of& the&
subject,&but&which&are&not&overtly&mathematical&subjects.&Examples&of&the&problems&
in&numeracy&can&be&seen&in&many&disciplines.&&For&example,&Jukes&and&Gilchrist&(2006)&
looked& at& second& year& nursing& students’& ability& to& consistently& and& accurately&
perform&drug&dosage&calculations,& and& found& that& the&percentage&of& students&who&
answered& 90%& or& more& of& the& questions& correctly& was& as& low& as& 8%.& These& data&
support&the&earlier&work&done&by&Ashby&(1997),&whose&assessment&of&100&registered&
nurses& found& that& only& 44%& answered& at& least& 90%& of& the& questions& correctly;&
furthermore,& nearly& 20%& of& those& assessed& failed& to& achieve& a& score& of& 70%.&
Mathematical&difficulties&are&not&restricted&to&nursing&undergraduates&but&have&also&
been& found&to&exist&amongst&nurses& in& the&workplace.&Wright& (2006)& reported&that&
many&nurses&and&nursing&students&found&topics&related&to&fractions&and&interpreting&
information& from& charts& to& be& problematic& and& these& mathematical& inadequacies&





Nurses& are& not& the& only& population& of& students&who& demonstrate& difficulties&with&
mathematical&concepts.&A&study&of&890&Psychology&1st&year&undergraduate&students&
(from& eight& universities)& by&Mulhern& and&Wylie& (2005)&was& conducted& using& a& 32U
item& mathematics& diagnostic& test& (covering& calculation,& proportionality& and& ratio,&
probability&and&sampling,&algebraic&reasoning,&estimation,&graphical& interpretation).&
Their&results&showed&that&in&most&cases&the&mean&proportion&of&correctly&answered&
question& items&was&0.4& suggesting& that& there&may&be&mathematical& deficiencies& in&
many&undergraduate&psychology& students.& Furthermore,& the&mathematical& skills& of&
psychology& students& from& 2002& was& significantly& lower& than& those& observed& in& a&




Furthermore,&a& report&by&Kounine,&Marks&and&Truss& (2008:&8U12)& suggests& that& the&
overall& standard& of& mathematics& has& been& declining& since& the& midU1970s,& to& the&
extent& that& students& can& achieve& a& good& pass& at& GCSE& with& little& conceptual&
understanding& of& the& mathematics& being& studied.& Similarly,& Ofsted& (2009:& 51U52)&
highlights& that& students’& mathematical& competencies& are& focused& more& on& the&
performance& of& mathematical& procedures& and& less& on& the& underlying& concepts&
involved.& The& decline& in&mathematical& competence& has& also& been& observed&within&
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(8& items)& of& undergraduate& students& studying& industrial& science& and& computing&
courses.&Their&study&attempted&to&change&the&attitudes&of&the&students&through&an&
intervention.&The& intervention&consisted&of&a&30Uhour&problemUsolving& course& (split&
over& ten& weeks),& which& aimed& to& encourage& participants& to& solve& a& variety& of&
mathematical&problems&coUoperatively&(in&small&groups&of&3&to&4&students)&and&also&
to& facilitate& reflection& on& the& problem& solving& process& they& were& engaged& with.&
Although& the& instructor& facilitated& the& sessions& by& encouraging& collaboration& and&
reflection,& no& indication& was& given& to& the& students& of& the& correctness& of& their&
solutions.& It& was& found& that,& prior& to& the& intervention,& participants& who&were& not&
confident& in&mathematics& predominantly& thought& of&mathematics& as&mostly& about&








important& role&with& student& engagement& but& also& students’& choices& about& further&
mathematics& study.& A& study& by& Brown,& Brown& and& Bibby& (2008)& looked& at& GCSE&
students&and&found&their&decisions&to&study&mathematics&at&A/AS& level&were&based&
largely& on& their& perceptions& of& mathematics.& Their& reported& study& was& part& of& a&
larger&project&and&results& from&5&questions&that&were&relevant&to&engagement&with&
further& study& of& mathematics& were& reported& (i.e.& 1.& Gender& and& predicted& GCSE&
grade,& 2.& Circling& one& or& more& of& ten& words& describing& their& feelings& about&
mathematics&or&adding&their&own&words,&3.&Did&the&students&intend&to&undertake&AU
level&study&and&in&which&subject&areas,&4.&Were&they&going&to&choose&mathematics?&
5.& Open& ended& question& explaining& their& decision& to& study& or& not& study&
mathematics).& Major& reasons& for& not& continuing& with& mathematics& were& because&
students&felt&that&mathematics&was&difficult,&not&enjoyable,&irrelevant&or&boring.&This&
suggests& that& some& of& those& who& choose& nonUmathematical& courses& in& tertiary&
education&may&do&so&not& for& reasons&solely& related& to& their&vocational&preferences&
but& also& to& some& extent& as& a& method& of& mathematics& avoidance.& That& is& many&






engage& with& the& subject.& However,& it& is& important& to& note& the& limitations& of& the&
instruments& that& have& been& used& to& measure& attitudes& and& reasons& for&
disengagement&with&mathematics.&For&example,&the&instruments&used&by&Yusof&and&
Tall& (1994)& to& measure& attitudes& towards& mathematics& and& problem& solving&
consisted&of&10&and&8&question&items.&&These&items&were&limited&to&how&mathematics&
is& learned& and& confidence& in& mathematics;& but& did& not& offer& a& means& to& capture&
other&attitudes&towards&mathematics&that&may&well&contribute&to&their&attitudes&(e.g.&
social& or& peer& influences).& The& study&by&Brown,&Brown&and&Bibby& (2008)& discussed&
the& responses& from& 5& questions,& which& allowed& students& to& better& express& their&
feelings& towards&mathematics&due&to&the& inclusion&of& free&response&questions.&The&
literature& on& attitudes& towards& mathematics& highlights& some& of& the& reasons& why&
students& disengage& with& mathematics& at& university& and& prior& to& entry.& However,&
while& the& question& items& allow& expression& of& students’& feelings& (i.e.& ‘I& find& maths&
difficult’,& ‘I& find& maths& interesting’)& to& be& associated& with& students’& intentions& of&
future&study,&questioning&of&this&kind&does&not&necessarily&fully&explain&why&a&student&
disengages&with&mathematics&(e.g.&why&does&the&student&find&mathematics&difficult?&&
Why& do& they& find& it& interesting?)& & It& is& possible& that& there& are& more& underlying&




As& described& in& Section& 1.1.3& above,& there& are& a& number& of& reasons& (including&
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even& those& which& may& be& thought& of& as& unskilled& or& requiring& low& academic&
achievements,&still&may&require&at&least&a&grade&C&in&GCSE&Mathematics&(Kounine&et&
al.& 2008).& For& example,& in& warehouse& or& manual& labour& jobs,& employees& may& be&
involved& in& checking& quantities& of& delivered& stock& and& correctly& working& out& total&
costs&of& items& in& addition& to& calculations& involving& time&or&use&of& ratios& for&mixing&
cleaning&solutions&(Hudson&2007).&Other&research&(Hoyles,&Wolf,&MolyneuxUHodgson&
and&Kent&2002)&also&highlights&the&importance&of&mathematics&within&the&workplace&
and& how&many& vocations,&which&may& have& been& thought& of& as& nonUmathematical,&
can& require& employees& to& use& mathematics.& Hoyles& et& al.& (2002)& also& note& that&
mathematics& is& a& requirement& at&many& levels& of& employment.& Furthermore,&many&




Due& to& the& identified& problem& of& numeracy& and& mathematical& competence& of&
students& as& they& enter& university& there&would& seem& to& be& an& immediate& problem&
relating& to& the& mismatch& between& students’& capabilities& and& the& demands& and&





courses& i.e.& where& the& entry& requirement& with& regards& to& mathematics& does& not&
exceed&GCSE&mathematics&(grade&C).& &During&these&courses&students&will&encounter&
and& be& required& to& understand&mathematical& concepts& and& procedures& up& to& and&
possibly& in& excess& of& that& required& for& some& elements& of& an& AUlevel& mathematics&
course.& For& example,& in& many& social& science& and& health& courses,& students& are&
expected& to& learn& and& apply& advanced& statistical& techniques& through& the& use& of&
statistical&packages&such&as&SPSS,&R&and&SAS.&&&
&
The&material& reviewed& in& this& section& has& shown& that&mathematics& is& an& essential&














Mathematics& Support& Centres& focused& on& dropUin& and& appointment& style& support&









studies& and& consequently& increases& the& probability& of& premature& withdrawal& or&
failure&before&completion&(Quality&Assurance&Agency&for&Higher&Education&1998).&The&





institutions& of& Higher& Education& to& disseminate& good& practice& with& regards& to& the&
retention&of&students&(HEFCE&2010).&&
&




1. To& assume& that& the& problem& originates& in& the& teaching& and& learning&
experiences&of&the&students&prior&to&entering&university&and&that&it&is&not&the&





of& Qualification& and& Examinations& Regulation& has& recently& released& a& three&
year&plan&to&help&ensure&that&the&education&young&people&receive&is&adequate&
to& prepare& them& for& future& employment& and& study& (Ofqual& 2012).&
Furthermore,& Ofsted& (2012)& have& also& suggested& that& standards& in& both&
schools&and&further&education&need&to&be&raised&in&order&to&help&improve&the&
education&received&by&students&in&schools&and&further&education&institutions.&&&
2. To& assume& that& the& problem& originates& in& the& teaching& and& learning&
experiences& of& the& students& prior& to& entering& university& and& that& the&
university&can& take&steps& to&assist& the&students& to&make& the& transition& from&
further& to& higher& education& and& lessen& the& gap& between& the& students’&
capabilities&and&the&university’s&expectations.&&
3. To&believe&that&the&whole&educational&system&needs&to&be&overhauled&and&a&





4. To& believe& that& the& student& and& parents& need& to& take& responsibility& for&
learning& and& should& engage& with& supplementary& home& tutoring& or& topUup&
teaching.&
&
Of& the& four& actions&described& above& it&would& appear& that& university& educators& are&
acknowledging& the& fact& that& the& problem&exists& (Bourn& 2007:& 32)& and&needs& to& be&
addressed& by& the& educators& at& university& (Smith& 2004).& The& role& of& colleges& in&
supporting& students& to& become& more& numerate& was& highlighted& by& Casey& et& al.&
(2006).& Their& study& examined& the& impact& of& embedding& literacy& and& numeracy&
teaching&with&students&who&were&weak&in&some&areas&of&numeracy&within&vocational&
courses& such& as& Health& and& Social& Care,& Hair& and& Beauty& Therapy,& Construction,&
Business&and&Engineering.&They&found&that&90%&of&students&involved&with&embedded&
courses& achieved& a& mathematics& qualification& compared& to& 73%& on& the& nonU
embedded& courses.& For& some& institutions& the& problem& can& be& attenuated& by&
increasing& course& entry& requirements;& however& this& option& is& not& always& available&
and& may& not& always& work& if& it& is& available.& Also& the& idea& of& restructuring& and&
overhauling& current&educational& frameworks& for&delivering&mathematics& in&primary&
and& secondary& schools& is& not& an& easily& attainable& goal&which& can& be& accomplished&
quickly.& Option& 2& would& seem& to& be& the& view& many& institutions& (e.g.& Coventry&








levels& to& help& students& to& improve& their& mathematical& skills& once& in& university& to&
address&the&problem&of&mathematical&competencies& in&their&student& intakes.& In&the&
majority& of& cases& the& support& is& available& for& the& full& duration&of& the& course&being&
studied& (i.e.& not& limited& to& just& 1st& year& students).& Some& of& the& solutions& currently&
employed&include:&
• The&addition&of&a& foundation&year/extra&year&–&the&addition&of&a& foundation&
year& can& bridge& the& gap& between& the& skills& of& the& students& and& the&
expectations& the& university& has& for& a& typical& 1st& year& student.& This& does&
lengthen& the& duration& of& the& course& and& increase& the& burden& on& students&
who&need&to&pay&their&own&fees&(e.g.&the&Engineering&and&Science&Foundation&
Year& Programme& offered& by& Nottingham& University.& After& successful&





report& by& LTSN& MathsTeam& Project& (2003a:& 28U34)& describes& a& number& of&
these&services&in&detail.&
• Additional&Teaching&–&supplementary&sessions&where&students&can&meet&with&




Coventry& University& to& support& nursing& students&with& calculations& involving&
such&topics&as&drug&dosages,&ratios,&percentages&and&fractions).&
• Creation&of&various&learning&materials&–&Many&materials&have&been&created&so&
that& the& students& can& learn& more& effectively& on& and& off& site.& They& include&
online& support/& paperUbased&materials/& CDUROMs/& podcasts/& virtual&worlds&
etc.&The&Maths&Support&Service&at&Cardiff&University,&for&example,&has&made&
available& a& number& of& online& resources& that& have& either& been& created& by&
themselves&or&repurposed&from&existing&materials.&Furthermore,&topics&have&
been& grouped& together& by& relevance& to& different& subject& areas,& such& as&
psychology& or& health& sciences.& Many& institutions& also& make& use& of& the&




where& students& can& come& in& and& study&while& a&member& of& staff& can& assist&
students&as&and&when&required.&Mathematics&Support&Centres&have&been&set&
up& at& a& number& of& institutions,& for& example& Coventry& University,&
Loughborough&University,& London& South&Bank&University& and& the&University&
of&Nottingham.&&
&




students’&mathematical& skills& is,& it& is& still& reliant&on& the& individual&making&use&of&or&
engaging&with&the&methods.&Engaging&with&the&support&provision&does&not&guarantee&
an& improvement& in& the& attainment& of& students,& neither& can& increases& in&
mathematical& attainment& be& attributed& to& any& particular& method& of& support.&
However,&it&is&impossible&for&students&who&do&not&engage&with&the&support&available&
to& derive& any& improvement& from& the& service& regardless& of& the& effectiveness& or&










offer& support& in& a& number& of& locations& around& the& university,& typically& in& informal&
locations&such&as&food&outlets.&
&
The& services&are&operated&by& the&university&and&are& run& in&addition& to& the&courses&
that&students&are&enrolled&on.&The&aim&of&the&services&is&to&provide&additional&help&to&
students& who& request& it.& Support& is& offered& in& the& form& of& oneUtoUone& tutorials/&
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vocational& or& course& specific& maths& workshops/& openUtoUall& dropUin& sessions& etc.&




Further& information& about& the& support& described& above& can&be& found& in&Appendix&





various& Mathematics& Support& Centres& in& other& institutions& (Bhakta,& Lawson& and&
Goodband&2007),& visits&were&made& to& London&South&Bank&University,&University&of&
Nottingham&and&Coventry&University&and&members&of& staff&were& interviewed& in&an&
effort&to&better&understand&what&provision&is&being&made&for&these&students&and&also&
to&make&an&estimate&of&how&effective& the&available&provision& is.& Staff&were&able& to&
give& some& insight& as& to& possible& reasons& why& students& may& or& may& not& use& the&
support& on& offer& and& also& the& effectiveness& of& the& services& being& offered.& Support&
services& at& all& three& institutions& stressed& that& the& support& being& offered& was& not&
intended&to&be&any&form&of&replacement&for&teaching&and&learning&already&available&





providers’& point& of& view,& students& were& generally& happy/pleased/grateful& for& the&
support& that&was& being& offered.& Staff& indicated& that& the& evaluation& of& the& support&
provision& at& these& institutions& was& through& data& obtained& from& overall& student&
achievement&(university&wide&and&department&data&where&possible),&usage&statistics&
and& feedback& from&students&who&had&made&use&of& the& support&provision.& In& some&
cases&the&feedback&from&support&centre&staff&suggested&that&students&would&prefer&
more&contact&time&with&the&support&centre&staff.&Students&were&grateful&for&the&time&
offered& by& the& support& providers& as& it& was& felt& that& lecturers& (those& teaching& and&
lecturing& on& the& students’& course& of& study)& did& not& always& have& the& time& or&
inclination& to& be& able& to& help& students.& Data& are& not& available& to& ascertain& if& the&
improved& understanding& resulted& in& higher& achievement& on& coursework& or& exam&
results.& Data& involving& comparisons& of& improvement& in& comparison& to& a& control&
group& were& not& available& at& the& time& of& the& interviews.& The& evaluations& and& the&
claims&made& by& service& providers& as& to& the& effectiveness& of& the& support& provision&
should& not& be& taken& at& face& value& as& these& evaluations& were& based& on& data& from&
students& who& made& use& of& the& services& and& little& to& no& comparison& data& were&
available& from& students&who& did& not& use& the& services.& These& students& did& provide&
useful&feedback&to&the&staff&on&how&effective&the&service&was&and&also&how&it&could&
be& further& improved.& From& the& interviews&with& the& staff& from& London& South& Bank&
University,& Coventry&University& and&Nottingham&University& it&would& appear& that& in&





use& of& the& service).& Support& providers& did& acknowledge& this& and& indicated& that&
departmentally&(where&a&large&proportion&of&students&from&a&particular&department&
attend)& there& were& observed& improvements& in& overall& mathematical& competence.&
Although& there&was& a& reported& improvement& in&mathematical& competence,& it&was&
not& possible& to& ascertain& if& the& improvement&was& due& to& the& support& provision& or&




Archived& usage& data& from& the&Mathematics& Support& Centre& at& Coventry&University&
are& presented& in& Table& 1.1& (below).& The& data& in& Table& 1.1& suggest& that& during& the&
2008&to&2009&academic&year&the&number&of&students&from&the&faculty&of&Health&and&
Life&Sciences&represented&a&very&small&proportion&(0.7%)&of&the&students&who&made&
use& of& the& support& services& on& offer& compared& to& the& Faculty& of& Engineering& and&
Computing& (88.7).& It&was& suggested& in&Section&1.1.2& that& the&mathematical& skills&of&
undergraduate& students& from&nonUmathematical&disciplines&had&declined& (including&
















































the&data& suggest& that& those&who&have&used& the& support& services&have& returned& to&
make&additional&use&of&the&services&(as&shown&by&the&number&of&unique&users&being&
considerably& less& than& the& number& of& uses& of& the& Mathematics& Support& Centre).&
However,&these&data&on&their&own&do&not&prove&or&even&suggest&that&the&majority&of&
users&return&for&additional&support.&Without&more&detailed&data&which&examine&the&
actual& number& of& visits& per& user,& the& data& from& Table& 2.1& could& be& interpreted& in&
many& ways& e.g.& for& the& Engineering& and& Computing& users& the& data& could& be&
interpreted&as&all&712&users&returning&for&at&least&3&further&visits&(which&could&be&an&
indicator& of& a& successful& service&with& all& users& returning).& However,& an& alternative&
interpretation&could&be&that&the&2655&additional&visits&were&due&to&a&small&handful&of&
repeat& users& (e.g.& 20)& who& make& considerable& use& of& other& services& and& not&
necessarily& only& the& one& to& one& support.& The& alternative& interpretation& would&
suggest&that&the&other&692&users&did&not&make&return&visits,&this&would&be&far&from&
ideal& if& these& users&were& unhappy&with& the& service& on& offer.& The& reality& of& where&




that& the& provision& is& effective& in& improving& the&mathematical& skills& of& students& for&
those& students&who&attend.&A& report&by& Lawson,&Croft&and&Halpin& (2001)&aimed& to&






their& research& was& that& a& major& barrier& as& identified& by& the& universities& to& the&
effectiveness&of& the&provision&was&the&small&number&of&students&who&were&making&
use& of& the& services& (Lawson& et) al.& 2001:& 15U17).& A& more& recent& analysis& of& the&
effectiveness&of&a&Mathematics&Learning&Centre&based&at&the&University&of&Limerick&
by&Gill&and&O’Donoghue&(2007)&suggests&that&the&number&of&individual&students&using&
the& centre& increased& by& five& times& and& the& number& of& appointments& more& than&
doubled& between& 2001/2002& and& 2005/2006.& Furthermore,& Gill& and& O’Donoghue&
point& to& students’& mathematics& achievement& data& as& a& possible& indicator& of& the&
effectiveness&of& the& support&provision.& The&percentage&of& students&having&a& failing&
grade& in& the&mathematics&modules& taken& by& science,& engineering,& technology& and&
mathematics&students&decreased&since&the&introduction&of&the&Mathematics&Support&





also& improving& their& mathematical& capability,& it& was& impossible& to& confidently&
attribute& these& improvements& to& the&use&of& the&Mathematics& Support&Centre.& It& is&











These& two&seemingly& contradictory&views&can&be& reconciled&by&acknowledging& that&
there&are&many&students&who&do&require&the&support&yet&are&not&making&using&of&the&




Robinson& (2008)& interviewed&a& total&of&92&students&at&Loughborough&University,&of&
whom&19&were&found&to&have&failed&one&or&more&mathematics&modules&during&their&
first&or&second&year&studies.&The&research&highlights&that&of&the&failing&students&there&
was& a& recurring& theme& of& lack& of& engagement& with& the& Mathematics& Learning&
Support& Centre& (MLSC)& at& Loughborough& University.& & From& the& focus& groups& and&
interviews,&a&number&of& reasons&were&found&why&students,&particularly& the&weaker&
ones,&did&not&use& the& service.&Not)knowing) the) location)of)MLSC& suggests& that& the&




adequate& and& did& not& need& improvement.& Others& felt& embarrassment) and) a)
perceived) stigma) attached) to) using) a) support) service,& this& could& be& a& strong&




perception& that& the&MLSC)was)a) support) service)geared) towards) students) studying)
maths)intensive)courses.)These&kinds&of&ideas&where&students&from&nonUmathematics&
courses& felt& that& services& were& geared& towards& those& from& courses& such& as&
Mathematics& and& Engineering& whilst& being& poorly& equipped& to& support& students&





promotion& of& the& support& services& with& a& focus& on& weaker& students.& They& also&
suggest& that& students& are& encouraged& to& actively& reflect& on& their& own& learning,&










engaging&with& lectures&and& tutorials.&Reasons& for& the& lack&of&engagement&with& the&
support& services&were& lack& of&motivation,& being& unaware& of& the& support& provision&
and& fear& (of& failure,& of& showing& lack& of& ability,& of& being& singled& out& and& of& the&
unknown,&in&particular&the&Mathematics&Support&Centre&that&was&new&to&them).&&
&
In& summary,& past& research& suggests& that& there& is& merit& in& students’& using& the&
Mathematics&Support&Centres,&though&as&Gill&and&O’Donoghue&(2007)&point&out&the&
increase&in&achievement&or&mathematical&ability&cannot&directly&be&attributed&to&just&
the& use& of& a&Maths& Support& Centre.& Furthermore,& previous& attempts& at& evaluating&
the& effectiveness& of& the& support& provision& have& been& methodologically& limited.&




raising& or& improving& the& mathematical& skills& of& students& becomes& irrelevant& if&
students&do&not&use&the&service.&
&












has&aimed& to&discuss& the& strategies&used&by&universities& to&address& the&differences&
that& exist& between& the& mathematical& capabilities& of& students& on& entry& and& the&
mathematical& expectations& of& the& diverse& courses& of& study& at& University.& A& major&
focus& was& placed& on& the& Mathematics& Support& Centre& type& of& provision& that& has&
become&prevalent&in&over&50%&of&institutions&in&various&forms.&As&highlighted&in&SubU
Section&1.2.3,&there&is&evidence&to&suggest&that&provision&of&these&types&of&centres&is&





that& those& students& from& courses& where& AUlevel& mathematics& was& not& an& entry&
requirement&or&those&from&degree&courses&considered&nonUmathematical&in&relation&




for& the& purpose).& An& example& of& this& was& for& students& from& the& Health& and& Life&




not& using& the& services& with& a& view& to& helping& those&who& are&weaker& and& in&most&










be& known&without& some& kind& of&measurement,& questioning& or& observation& of& the&
student.& As& the& use& of& the& Mathematics& Support& Centre& has& been& identified& as&
possibly& promoting& improved&mathematical& attainment& there& would& appear& to& be&
the& need& to& increase& students’& engagement& with& the& service& through& some&
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intervention.& One& suggested& method& (Symmonds& et& al.& 2008)& was& to& increase&
students’& reflective& study&abilities& and&ability& to& act&on& their&own&weaknesses.& The&















more& students& engage& actively& with& mathematical& study& for& longer.& Changing&







over& the& past& 20& years.& The& change& has& resulted& in& a& mismatch& between& the&
expectations&of&universities&and&the&mathematical&capabilities&of&students&beginning&
their&studies.&In&response&to&the&mismatch,&a&number&of&strategies&have&been&used&to&
support& students& in& improving& their&mathematical& skills.&However,& this& chapter&has&
highlighted& that& the& effectiveness& of& these& strategies& is& difficult& to& measure,&
particularly& where& samples& are& composed& only& of& students& who& have& used& the&






has& the&potential& to& improve& the&mathematical& skills&of& those&who&use& the&service.&
However,& it&was&also&suggested&that&many&students&who&were&weaker&and&more& in&
need&of&the&service&were&unlikely&to&use&it.&We&therefore&need&to&understand&how&to&






In& Chapter& 1& it& was& identified& that& there& is& a& need& to& improve& the& mathematics&
capabilities& of& undergraduate& students& across& all& disciplines.&Mathematics& Support&
Centres&are&now&widespread&and&there&is&a&growing&body&of&evidence&to&suggest&that&
these& are& helping& to& improve& the& mathematical& capabilities& of& undergraduate&
students.& However,& it& was& also& noted& that& these& services& were& not& always& being&
made&use&of&by&all& those& students&who&needed& the& support.&This& section&discusses&
three& popular& psychological& models& of& behaviour& change& that& are& used& in& the&
explanation,& prediction& and& modification& of& behaviour& within& several& contexts.&
Importantly,&each&of& the&models& incorporates&an&evaluative&component&resembling&
an& attitude,& although& each& has& a& slightly& different& view& of& how& the& evaluative&
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construct& is& formed& and& the& role& it& plays& in& the& overall& model.& These& behaviour&
change& models& could& potentially& be& used& to& change& the& learning& and& study&
behaviours&of& students&outside& formal& contact&hours&at&a&university.& It& is& therefore&






This& section& aims& to& decompose& and& discuss& three& currently& used& models& of&





Changing& an& individual’s& behaviour& such& that& a& university& support& service& is& used&
more&frequently&by&him&/&her& is&more&complicated&than&just& informing&a&student&of&
the& services& available& and& hoping& that& the& right& choice& (from& the& university’s&
perspective)& is&made.& The&way& in& which& an& individual& reacts& to& the& information& is&
dependent&not&just&on&the&perceived&quality&of&the&service&but&also&on&a&body&of&preU
existing& information& that& an& individual& already& possesses& about& mathematics& and&




and& related& entities& influences& whether& the& student& will& respond& favourably& or&





This& subUsection& will& explore& and& give& meaning& to& two& fundamental& concepts:&
attitude& and&attitude) object) (where& the& attitude& is& an& evaluation& of& some& attitude&
object&e.g.&a&cat&or&mathematical&study)&and&importantly&how&the&two&interact&with&
each&other&and&other&knowledge&structures&an&individual&may&have.&It&will&be&argued&








liberty)& while& an& attitude& is& an& individual’s& summary& evaluation& of& the& attitude&





evaluation& evaluates& all& the& object’s& properties& (or& possibly& some& subset& of& all& it’s&
properties).&The&term&valence&refers&to&whether&the&attitude&is&positive&or&negative.&
Magnitude&refers&to&the&degree&to&which&an&attitude&is&positive&or&negative.&Strength&
refers& to& the& persistence& of& the& attitude& (summary& evaluation)& over& time.& It& also&




act& together& to& evaluate& an& attitude& object.& Attitudes& can& be& thought& to& be&
composed& of& Cognitive,& Affective& and& Behavioural& components& (Triandis& 1971,&
Breckler&1984)&as:&&














importantly&how&an& individual& should&or& intend& to& react& in& relation& to& the&attitude&
object.& The& attitude& object& can& be& described& as& a& collection& of& perceived& facts& or&
nodes& of& knowledge& that& together& define& the& attitude& object& for& the& individual&






between& related& concepts& akin& to& a& network& of& interlinked& ideas& or& nodes&
(Greenwald,& Rudman,& Nosek,& Banji,& Farnham& and& Mellott& 2002).& Although& the&
literature&presents&many&notions&of&what&attitudes&and&attitude&objects&may&consist&
of,&what&is&more&important&is&how&these&attitudes&change&and&the&part&they&play&in&
predicting& or& bringing& about& changes& in& learning& behaviours& through& appropriate&
interventions&within&Universities.&
&
2.1.2) THEORY) OF) PLANNED) BEHAVIOUR) (TPB)) AND) THEORY) OF) REASONED) ACTION)
(TRA))
The&Theory&of&Planned&Behaviour&(Ajzen&1985)&was&a&development&of&the&Theory&of&





by& Ajzen& and& Fishbein& suggested& that& there& was& little& relationship& between& the&
attitude& object& and& very& specific& behavioural& outcomes& (Fishbein& and&Ajzen& 1974).&
This&was& supported&by&earlier& research& that&had&demonstrated& the&poor&predictive&
power&of&attitudes&(LaPiere&2010,&Bray&1950)&in&addition&to&later&research&which&cast&
doubt& on& the& attitudinal& construct& when& used& to& predict& behaviour.& Fishbein& and&
Ajzen’s&(1974)&study&(using&selfUreport&measures)&looked&at&100&religious&behaviours&




study& did& not& suggest& that& attitudes&were& of& little& use& in& predicting& behaviour& but&

















Figure& 2.1& (above)& shows& how& the& TPB& adds& control& beliefs& and& perceived&
behavioural&control&into&the&TRA.&The&incorporation&of&the&control&aspect&is&thought&
to&better&predict& the& intention&of&an& individual&whilst&also&providing&more&accurate&
predictions& of& actual& behaviour.& Each& of& the& three& components& (Behavioural,&
Normative& and& Control)& are& summarised& in& more& detail& below,& remembering& that&









• Behavioural& Beliefs& –& composed& of& beliefs& which& describe& the& effects& or&
outcomes&of&the&performance&of&a&behaviour&
• Attitude&towards&the&behaviour&–&This& is&the& individual’s&own&assessment&of&









to& the& individual.& & Again& the& beliefs& are& assessed& as& being& positive& and&
















It& is& acknowledged& that& many& behaviours& or& activities& that& individuals& indulge& in&
could&be&considered&eccentric,&strange,&unpleasant&or&even&undesirable&by&important&
others&in&general.&This&then&raises&the&question&of&why&individuals&persist&with&these&
activities.& It& is& important& to& remember& that& normative& beliefs& are& based& on& the&
approval& of& other& people& around& the& individual.& The& normative& beliefs& could& be&
influenced& by& society& as& a& whole& or& those& in& various& subUgroups& such& as&
organisations,& clubs,& circle& of& friends& and& individuals.& All& of& these& subUgroups&may&
vary&in&distance&and&importance&from&the&individual&i.e.&the&value&of&any&subgroup’s&
view& or& evaluation& of& the& behaviour& may& be& weighted& differently& from& another&
group’s&evaluation.&As&a&result&those&closest&to&the& individual&or&those&who&share&a&
similar& interest&may&have&their&views&weighted&highly&e.g.& the&student&places&more&
importance& on& the& views& of& those& who& are& taking& the& same& course& as& they& are&
compared& to& the&views&of& their& lecturer.&However,& in& instances&where&behaviour& is&
judged& negatively& by& others,& including& those& whose& views& are& important& to& the&
individual,& it& is& still& possible& to& have& a& positive& evaluation& of& the& behaviour& when&
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related& to& consequences& for& the& individual.& Although& the& original& idea& of& attitude&
(see& Sections& 2.1.1.1&&& 2.1.1.2)&was& focused& on& an& attitude& object& and& the& TPB& is&
focused&on&the&attitude&towards&a&behaviour&involving&the&attitude&object&there&does&
not& seem& to& be& a& considerable& difference& between& the& two&when& it& comes& to& the&
structure& as& both& are& evaluative& and& the& behaviour& involving& the& object& could& be&
considered&an&object& itself.& Together,& the& components&of& the&attitude& construct& as&
described& by& the& TPB& model& (behavioural,& normative& and& control)& shape& and&
influence& the& intention& to&perform&a&behaviour&which& in& turn&has& an&effect&on& the&
observable&behaviour.& In&essence&the&greater&the&overall&positive&magnitude&of& the&




individual& evaluations& of& the& beliefs& (i.e.& the& longevity& and& persistence)& combined&
with&the&evaluation&of&the&component&beliefs&(i.e.&the&magnitude&and&valence).&The&
resulting& summary& evaluations& influence& the& behavioural& intention.& &However,& it& is&
important& to&make&note&of& the& role& that&Perceived&Behavioural&Control&has&on& the&
relationship& between& intention& and& behaviour.& Of& the& three& components,& Ajzen&
suggests& that& Perceived& Behavioural& Control& (PBC)& exerts& the& most& influence& on&
behaviour.&As&a&result&both&intention&and&PBC&are&thought&to&be&strong&indicators&of&













estimations& of& their& selfUefficacy& and& external& facilitators& for& performing& the&
behaviour& must& be& as& accurate& as& possible& in& estimating& the& level& of& actual&
behavioural& control& (Ajzen&1991)&which&describes& the& actual& rather& than&perceived&





The& TPB&model& suggests& that& the& likelihood& of& an& individual& who& has& intended& to&
engage&in&mathematical&study&being&able&to&demonstrate&behaviours&such&as&using&a&
Mathematics&Support&Centre&would&be&dependent&on&their&perception&of&how&well&
they& think& they& could& perform& the& behaviour.& Facilitators& for& attending& the&











current& emotional& state.& The& TPB& is& limited& to& cognitive& beliefs& and& evaluations& of&
these& beliefs& (attitude,& subjective& norms,& perceived& control).& Critics& of& the& model&





For& example,& a& study& by& Bae& (2008)& found& that& the& intention& of& an& individual& to&
donate&money& was& better& predicted& when& incorporating& the& individual’s& empathy&
and&sympathy&towards&the&recipient&of&the&donation&than&when&using&the&TPB&alone.&
The& Theory& of& Planned& Behaviour& has& been& and& is& currently& in& use& as& a&means& to&
achieving&behavioural&change.&A&metaUanalysis&of&185&studies&that&used&the&TPB&by&




Furthermore,& 31%& of& selfUreported& behaviours& and& 20%& of& observed& behaviours&
could& be& accounted& for& through& predictions& made& using& TPB.& Similarly& a& metaU
analysis&by&Hagger,&Chatzisarantis&and&Biddle&(2002)& looked&at&72&studies&that&used&
the& TPB/TRA& applied& to& behaviours& related& to& physical& activity& and& found& that& the&
TPB& accounted& for& 29%& of& the& variance& in& behaviour& and& 50%& of& the& variation& in&
intended& behaviour.& Typical& research& studies& involving& the& TPB& (Stead,& Tagg,&
MacKintosh&and&Eadie&2005;&Hardeman&et&al&2002)&involve&a&preUpost&design&where&
the& TPB& and& other& baseline& measures& are& recorded& both& before& and& after& an&
intervention.&The& intervention&can&take&the& form&of&exposing&participants& to&a&new&
information&source&(such&as&an&advertising&campaign,&or&workshops/seminars).&Other&
interventions&may&involve&targeting&specific&members&of&a&social&or&family&group&with&






behaviour& based& on& measures& of& selfUefficacy,& beliefs& and& social& influences.& By&
estimating& intention&and& the& level&of&perceived&behavioural& control& a&prediction&of&
the& actual& behaviour& can&be&made.&However,& the&model& does&not& attempt& to& fully&






the& control& beliefs& changing& thereby& influencing& PBC& which& in& turn& affects& the&
intention& to& perform& a& given& behaviour.& It& is& important& to& note& that& the&model& is&
better& at& predicting& intentions& than& actual& behaviours.& Some& recent& literature& has&
also&highlighted& that& the&model&omits&affective& components&and&as& such& limits& the&
predictive&power&of& the&model.& It&has&also&been&stated& that& the&Theory&of&Planned&
Behaviour&does&not&take&into&account&the&potentially&diminished&effect&of&summary&
evaluations& after& behaviour& has& occurred& a& number& of& times& previously.& From& the&
evaluation&of&the&usage&of&mathematics&support&services&within&a&university&context&
(see& Chapter& 1)& it& is& suggested& that& these& behaviours& tend& to& become& habitual.&
Students&who&make&use&of&the&services&tend&to&do&so&on&a&regular&basis.&The&model&
also&does&not&make&any&attempt&to&explain&how&an& individual&makes& the&transition&



















Contemplation& –& those& individuals& identified& as& being& in& the& contemplation& phase&
have& decided& that& they& wish& to& make& a& modification& to& their& current& behaviour&
within& the& next& 6& months& (i.e.& the& behaviour& in& the& PreUcontemplation& phase).&&
However,& although& they& are& aware& they&wish& to&make& the& change,& their& attitudes&
towards&the&behaviour&are&ambivalent&(Bleuler&1950);&that&is&to&say&bipolar&in&a&sense&
and& conflicting.& These& attitudes& are& based& upon& ideas& associated& with& the& beliefs&
(beliefs,& norms& and& controls& from& the& TPB)& that& are& evaluated& as& being& beneficial/&
positive.& However& during& this& phase& the& negative& consequences& of& performing& or&
adopting&this&behaviour&are&weighted&highly&and&are&very&important&in&the&decision&
to& either& perform& or& refrain& from& carrying& out& the& behaviour& (Prochaska& and&
DiClemente&1992).&&
&




modifications& to& their& original& behaviour& in& the& near& future& (within& 30& days).&&
However,&although&the&intention&may&be&there&and&some&rudimentary&ideas&on&how&
the& individual& may& attempt& to& change& their& behaviour& may& have& formed,& no&
behaviour&change&has&actually&occurred.&&
&
Action& –& At& this& point& the& individual& has& been& able& to& make& the& transition& from&
thinking& about& the& performance& of& the& new/modified& behaviour& to& an&
actual/observable&change&which&deviates& from&the&original&behaviour.&At& this&stage&
the& individual’s& behaviour& can& be& observed& to& have& changed.& However,& this&
behaviour&has&only&been&observed& for&a& short& length&of& time& (less& than&6&months).&




Maintenance& –& The& last& phase& occurs& after& the& individual& has& changed& their&
observable& actions& and& behaviours& (more& than& 6& months).& Performance& of& the&
behaviour& initially& may& be& achievable,& however,& the& individual& then& needs& to&
consciously& maintain& that& behaviour& and& try& to& ensure& that& relapse& to& the& old&
behaviour&does&not&occur.&
&




the& normal& behaviour& that& the& individual& is& accustomed& to.& In& this& sense& the&





intervention&would& be& administered& to& initiate& a& transition& to& a& subsequent& stage.&
Stage&specific&interventions&could&be&to&aid&an&individual&to&realise&that&they&need&to&
change& their& behaviour& (preUcontemplation& to& contemplation)& through& education&
followed& by& selfUevaluation.& Action& to& maintenance& could& be& facilitated& through&
supportive& strategies& aimed& at& supporting& the& individual&with& their& new&behaviour&
e.g.& support& groups& or& meetings& with& others& who& are& maintaining& that& behaviour&
(such&as&quitting&smoking).&&
&
A& metaUanalysis& by& Marshall& and& Biddle& (2001)& of& 71& studies& examining& the& TTM&
suggests& that& there& is& some& evidence& to& support& the& use& of& the& model& and& that&
interventions& used& in& the& studies& that&were& examined& did& to& some&degree& show& a&
movement& or& change& in& stage& that&was& consistent&with& the& TTM&model.&However,&
they& also& highlight& that& the&majority& of& the& studies& that&were& examined&were& of& a&




Hutchison,& Breckon& and& Johnston& (2008)& looked& at& 24& studies& related& to& physical&
activity&and&how&interventions&based&on&the&model&were&applied.&&Of&major&concern&
















stages& sequentially.& Littell& and&Girvin’s& interpretation&of& their& findings& suggest& that&







The&TTM&model& suggests& that&changes& in&behaviour&occur&as&a& result&of& transitions&
through& a& number& of& stages.& The& literature& suggests& that& the& exact& duration& an&
individual& stays& in& any& particular& stage& is& highly& variable& and& is& dependent& on& the&
context.&The&time&taken&to&make&a&transition&from&one&stage&to&the&next&is&unclear.&
Initial& stages& involve& the& individual& becoming& aware& of& the& need& for& a& change& in&
behaviours& while& latter& stages& focus& on& overt& changes& in& behaviour& and& the&
maintenance& of& those& behaviours.& In& a& learning& context& such& as& the& use& of&
Mathematics&Support&Centres,&students&would& initially&need&to& identify&a&need&or&a&
reason&to&change&(contemplation)&followed&by&intention&to&use&the&support&services&
(preparation).& From& this& point& they& could& make& use& of& the& Mathematics& Support&
Centres& (action)&and& ideally&keep&using&the&service& in&the& long&term&(maintenance).&
The& TTM& model& seems& a& useful& model& for& trying& to& describe& and& change& study&
behaviours& as& it& attempts& to& describe& the& process& of& change& from& preU
contemplation/contemplation& stages& (becoming& aware& that& a& change& needs& to& be&
made)&to&the&action&stage&where&the&behaviour&has&been&carried&out.&The&model&also&
takes&into&account&past&behaviours&and&the&need&for&the&individual&to&maintain&this&
behaviour& through&conscious&effort& that& the&TPB&did&not&use.&What& is& still& an& issue&
with& this& model& is& the& transition& from& the& preparation& to& the& action& phase.& The&
literature& is& still& unclear& on&how& this& transition& occurs& and& the& processes& involved.&









given& that& individuals& would& move& between& stages& over& time.& Furthermore,&
literature& has& suggested& that& due& to& the& flawed& experimental& designs& and&
inconsistent& interpretation& of& the& TTM,& experimental& results& do& not& necessarily&
suggest& that& only& a& multiUstage& model& could& explain& the& results.& & It& is& difficult& to&
assess&if&this&is&a&good&model&or&not&in&light&of&this.&Both&the&TTM&and&the&TPB&suggest&
that& an& individual’s& behaviour& can& to& some& extent& be& predicted& by& an& individual’s&
intention& to& perform& the& behaviour.& However,& how& the& process& of& moving& from&
intention& to& behaviour& works& is& unclear.& The& formation& of& habits& suggests& that& a&
positive&attitude&or&summary&evaluation&is&not&always&important&during&the&process&
of&carrying&out&a&behaviour&(Bagozzi&1981:&625).&According&to&the&TPB&the&individual’s&
perception& of& being& able& to& perform& the& behaviour& can& determine& how& likely& an&
intention&can&be&turned&into&a&behaviour.&In&the&next&section&an&intervention&model&
for&behaviour&change&will&be&described&that&attempts&to&provide&some&explanation&of&






The& Theory& of& Planned& Behaviour& has& been& shown& to& be& good& at& predicting& the&
intentions&of&individuals&based&on&the&attitudes&of&the&individual&towards&an&attitude&
object&(see&Section&2.1.2).&Both&the&TPB&and&the&TTM&(Section&2.1.3)&suggest&that&a&
precursor& to& behavior& change& is& the& intention& to& change& the& current& behavior.&
Neither&theory&provides&a&mechanism&by&which&the&individual&turns&an&intention&into&
a& behavior.& One& theory& aims& to& address& this& shortcoming& through& the& use& of&
mediating& constructs& called& implementation& intentions.& implementation& intentions&
(Gollwitzer& 1999)& suggest& a& mechanism& though& which& an& intention& can& become& a&
behaviour& and& can& also& help& explain& why& not& all& intentions& lead& to& observed&
behaviour.& Research& by& Webb& and& Sheeran& (2007)& and& Gollwitzer& (1999)& suggest&
models&of&behaviour&change&that&focus&on&cue&accessibility&and&use&this&as&a&means&
of& promoting& goalUdirected& behaviours.& Cue& accessibility& refers& to& the& mind& being&
able& to& recognize& a& situational& cue& and& potentially& act& on& it.& Increasing& cue&
accessibility&means&that&the&mental&representation&of&a&preUdetermined&situation&or&
cue&(e.g.&a&time&of&day,&a&location,&a&person)&becomes&highly&activated.&Increasing&the&
cue& accessibility&makes& that& representation& easier& to& access.& The& result& is& that& the&
implementation& intention& increases&an& individual’s&ability& to& recognize& the&cue&and&
then&respond&with&a&preUdetermined&action;&hence&aiding& the&ability& to&carry&out&a&

















out& an& experiment& to& change& the& method& of& teaching& amongst& mental& health&
practitioners&(N&=&78).&Participants&attended&one&of&two&versions&of&a&class&(1&session&
lasting&6&hours)&on&psychiatric&advance&directives,&one&class&facilitated&the&formation&
of& implementation& intentions& (N& =& 40)& while& the& other& did& not& (N& =& 38).& The&
implementation& intentions& that& were& formed& by& participants& identified& when& and&
where& to& carry& out& a& practitioner& guided& procedure.& The& use& of& the& practitionerU
guided&procedure&was&measured&using&selfUreport&questionnaires&three&months&after&
the& intervention.& The& results& of& the& study& found& that& there& was& no& statistically&
significant&difference&in&the&intentions&of&participants&from&the&two&conditions.&It&was&
found&that&those&who&had&formed&implementation&intentions&(80%&of&the&treatment&
group)&were&more& able& to& use& the& new& teaching&method& than& those&who&had& not&
(58%&of& the&control&group).&However,& the&results&also&suggested& that& there&was&no&
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statistically& significant& difference& in& the& use& of& practitionerUguided& procedures&
between&participants&who&had& the&highest& level&of& intentions.&The&study&used&selfU
report& measures& that& are& inherently& less& reliable& than& observations.& Furthermore,&
the&experiment&did&not&measure& the&participants’&preUintervention&behaviours;& this&
omission& could& have& led& to& incorrectly& over& or& underestimating& the& effects& of&
implementation& intentions& if& there& were& differences& between& the& two& groups& at&
baseline.&&
&
An& experiment& by& Webb& and& Sheeran& (2007)& looked& at& the& speed& at& which&
participants&were&able&to&respond&to&a&task&aimed&at&identifying&four&words&and&four&
nonUwords&in&a&word&search&problem.&The&participants&who&were&UK&undergraduate&
students& (N& =& 74)& were& allocated& to& one& of& two& conditions.& Those& in& the& first&
condition&were&given&instructions&that&asked&them&to&familiarise&themselves&with&one&
word& (avenda)& while& those& in& the& second& condition& were& given& instructions& that&
allowed&the&students&to&form&implementation&intentions.&All&participants&completed&
the&experiment&by&using&a&computer&and&following&the&instructions&presented&on&the&


















monitored&at& three&points&during& the&study,&a&week&after& the&MI& incident,&8&weeks&
after& the& MI& incident& and& a& short& 2& week& rehabilitation& course& consisting& of& a&
cardiovascular& exercise& program& and& finally& at& 8& months& after& the& MI.& After& the&




performed.& Measures& of& exercise& behaviours& were& obtained& through& selfUreport&
question& items& on& a& questionnaire.& The& results& of& the& study& suggested& that& those&
who&had& formed& implementation& intentions&were& far&more& likely& to& continue& their&




the& amount&of& physical& activity& for& those& in& the& treatment& condition& (r)=&0.59,&p)<&
0.001).&
&
Furthermore,& a& study& by& Webb,& Christian& and& Armitage& (2007)& examined& how&
implementation& intentions& could& be& used& to& improve& the& class& attendance& of&
undergraduate&psychology& students& (N)=&100).& & Participants&who&were&85%& female&
were& randomly& allocated& to& either& the& control& (N) =& 53)& or& treatment& (N) =& 47)&
conditions.& The& study& looked& at& the& TPB& constructs& and& personality& measures&
alongside&class&attendance.&The&implementation&intention&intervention&consisted&of&
a&questionnaire&with&guidance&for&how&to&construct&implementation&intentions,&once&
constructed& the& instructions& required& the&participants& to&write&out& their&plans.&The&
guidance&for&forming&implementation&intentions&was&not&provided&for&questionnaires&
completed&by& those& in& the& control& condition.& The& results&of& the& study& suggest& that&
class& attendance& can& be& significantly& improved& by& the& construction& of&
implementation&intentions&(attendance&in&the&treatment&group&was&83%,&compared&
to& 69%& in& the& control& group).& Furthermore,& the& study& also& found& a& statistically&
significant& interaction& between& conscientiousness& and& the& condition.& Those& in& the&
treatment& condition&with& low& to&moderate& levels&of& conscientiousness& showed& the&
greatest& benefit& from& the& intervention& compared& to& those& with& high& levels& of&
conscientiousness.&&
&





sizes& (d) =& 0.65)& from& the& 94& studies& that& were& included& in& the& analysis.& However,&
Meeks&and&Marsh& (2007)&conducted&a& study&where&311&people&were& tested&across&
three& conditions;& two& conditions& used& nonUfocal& cues& in& the& implementation&
intentions&(a&general&cue&that&is&not&specific&i.e.&an&animal),&while&the&last&involved&a&
specific&focal&cue&(a&specific&cue&i.e.&giraffe&or&tiger).&Their&results&suggested&that&both&
nonUfocal& and& focal& cues& seemed& to& produce& the& beneficial& effects.& They& go& on& to&




It& should& be& noted& that& although& the& studies& above& suggest& that& implementation&
intentions& are& beneficial& for& individuals& in& accomplishing& goal& directed& behaviours&





be&perfect&or& close& to&perfect& for& society& to&value& them)&and& those&who&are&highly&






useful& in& increasing& the& performance& of& desirable& behaviours.& Students& who& have&
areas& of& mathematics& that& need& development& may& benefit& from& the& use& of& an&
intervention&based&on& implementation& intentions.& Students&who& require&assistance&







critical& evaluation& of& the& theories& as& tools& for& changing& educational& behaviours.&
Theories& of& behaviour& change& can& be& grouped& into& either& dynamic& or& static& types.&
Dynamic&types&are&where&an&individual&is&described&as&moving&through&a&number&of&
stages& (e.g.& Transtheoretical& model& of& behaviour& change).& Static& types& are& those&
models& where& a& network& of& interrelated& mental& constructs& exist& simultaneously,&























































& Maintenance& & & &
&
A&decomposition&and&categorisation& (static&or&dynamic)&as& shown&above&could&also&
be& carried& out& on& other& theories& of& behaviour& change& such& as& the& Elaboration&
Likelihood&Model& (Petty& and& Cacioppo& 1983,& 1986)& and& SelfUDetermination& Theory&
(Deci&and&Ryan&1985b,&Deci&and&Ryan&2000,&2002,&Ryan&and&Deci&2000a,&2000b).&The&





a& representation& of& the& wider& body& of& theories& that& currently& exist& for& changing&
behaviour;&furthermore,&these&models&formed&the&basis&of&more&recent&models&such&
as&selfUdetermination&theory.&The&decomposition&of&the&theories&shown&in&Table&2.1&
suggests& that& there& are& similarities& between& the& constituent& components& of& the&
models.& Each& model& appears& to& consist& of& three& main& types& of& components& i.e.&
attitude,& intentions& and& behaviours.& Each& model& includes& some& form& of& mental&
construct&that&defines&the&way&an&individual&feels&or&evaluates&the&current&state&(e.g.&
preUcontemplation&and&contemplation&in&the&TTM).&The&models&also&include&a&stage&
or& component& where& the& individual& has& decided& to& make& a& change& in& their& own&
behaviour& (e.g.& intention& in& the& TPB).& The& last& type& is& the& actual& behaviour& of& the&
individual.&What&the&models&do&generally& fail& to&adequately&describe& is& the&process&
through&which&an&individual&makes&the&transition&from&an&intention&to&a&behaviour.&





(TPB& and& TTM)& tend& to& incorporate& an& evaluative& component& analogous& to& an&
attitude.& Within& the& Theory& of& Planned& Behaviour& the& attitude& component& was&
composed& of& Attitudes& Towards& the& Behaviour,& Subjective& Norms& and& Perceived&
Behavioural&Control.&Within&the&Transtheoretical&model&of&behaviour&change&(TTM),&
two& components& (first& two& stages&within& the&model)& seem&most& similar& to&what& is&
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defined& as& an& attitude.& The& preUcontemplation& phase& and& contemplation& together&
are& analogous& to& the& formation& of& an& attitude& through& the& negative& and& positive&
consequences& of& adopting& a& behaviour& being& evaluated.& The& preUcontemplation&
phase&as&described& in&Section&2.1.3& is&a&stage&where& there& is&no&perceived&need&to&
change&a&behaviour,&similar&to&the&static&model&of&the&Theory&of&Planned&Behaviour&
before& a& change& in& attitude& occurs.& Implementation& intentions& sit& between& an&
Intention& and& behaviour.& Importantly& the& Intention& to& perform& a& behaviour& is&
informed&by&the&attitude&towards&the&behaviour.&However,&other&mental&constructs&
that&the&attitude&could&be&informed&by&e.g.&the&attitude&object&and&past&actions&seem&
to& be& less& important& in& the& model& as& a& whole.& Attitudes& as& described& in& Section&
2.1.1.1&are&constructs& that&encompass&a&wide&range&of& information&based&on& facts,&
beliefs&and&social&evaluations&of&the&behaviour.&The&scope&of&the&information&that&is&
used&to&form&the&attitude&and&also&the&scope&of&the&attitude&is&difficult&to&define.&As&
Triandis& (1971)& and& Breckler& (1984)& have& suggested,& attitudes& can& encompass&
cognitive,& affective& and& behavioural& components& while& the& Theory& of& Planned&
Behaviour& suggests& attitudes& encompass& attitudes& towards& the& behaviour,& what&
society&feels&about&the&behaviour&as&well&as&perceptions&of&control.&The&information&
in& these& attitudes& could& be& drawn& from& any& part& of& an& individual’s& experiences&
occurring& at& any& time& of& their& life.& & As& a& result& this& can& lead& to& difficulties& in& the&
measurement& of& attitudes& along& with& attributing& or& identifying& correctly& which&
attitudes&are&important.&Attitudes&would&seem&to&appear&to&be&important&in&gauging&








The&educational& literature&suggests& that& the&study&of&attitudes&can&give& insight& into&
how&students&approach&the&learning&of&mathematics.&Macrae&et&al.&(2001)&highlight&
how& little& research& has& been& done& with& regard& to& attitudes& of& Higher& Education&
students& in& England.& Skemp& (1976)& has& suggested& that& students’& learning& of&
mathematics& (either& relational& or& instrumental)& was& strongly& influenced& by& their&
personal& attitudes& towards&mathematics.& Recent& empirical& research& has& suggested&
that& approaches& to& learning& are& influenced& by& individual’s& attitudes& towards&
mathematics.& A& study& by& Crawford,& Gordon,& Nicholas& and& Prosser& (1994)& used& a&
questionnaire& to& gather& data& from& approximately& 300& 1st& year& undergraduate&
students& and& explored& students’& attitudes& towards& mathematics& and& their&
approaches&to& learning&and&studying&mathematics.&Their& results&suggested&that& the&
majority&of&students&felt&that&mathematics&was&mostly&about&learning&a&set&of&rules.&
Furthermore,& Crawford,& Gordon,& Nicholas& and& Prosser& (1998)& used& two&
questionnaires& to& explore& undergraduate& student& conceptions& of&mathematics& and&
approaches& to& learning&mathematics.&The&questionnaires&were&administered&at& the&
start&of&the&first&year&of&study&and&also&at&the&end&of&the&first&semester.&Their&results&
suggest& a& relationship& between&perceptions& and& attitudes& of&mathematics& and& the&
approach& taken& to& learning& mathematics.& Those& who& felt& mathematics& was& an&
exercise& in& learning&a& set&of& rules&also&approached& their& learning& in&a& rote& fashion.&&
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Furthermore,& Shaw&and&Shaw& (1997)& identified& that&AUlevel& grades& alone&were&not&
sufficient& to&predict& students’&achievement&and&performance&at&degree& level.&Their&
study&used&questionnaires&to&gather&data&on&attitudes&towards&mathematics&and&also&
difficulties&with&mathematics&from&139&1st&year&computer&engineering&students.&83%&
felt& they&would& like& to& improve& some& aspects& of& their&mathematical& competencies&
while& only& 31%& enjoyed& the&mathematics& component& of& the& course.& The& study& by&
Shaw& and& Shaw& also& used& cluster& analysis& to& identify& five& types& of& students& (HighU
Flyers,& Downhillers,& Haters,& Ambivalents& and& Realistics).& They& found& that& attitudes&
towards&mathematics&were&significantly&different&between&the&groups&and&could&be&
used& as& a& way& to& help& inform& targeted& support& for& students& with& mathematical&
difficulties.&The&three&studies&suggest&how&important&an&individual’s&attitude&towards&
mathematics&is,&not&just&for&engagement&with&the&subject,&but&also&for&the&strategies&
used& for& learning&mathematics.& A& study& by& Ablard& and&Mills& (1996)& looked& at& 153&
academically& able& adolescent& children& and& used& self& report& instruments& to& gather&
data&on& selfUperceived&measures&of& their&own&ability,&effort& (towards& learning)&and&
perceptions&of&intelligence&(fixed&or&changeable).&They&found&9%&of&the&participants&
to&be&at&risk&of&underachievement&despite&their&academic&performance&to&date;&they&
believed& that& they& were& less& able& than& their& peers& and& also& that& intelligence& was&
‘stable’&in&the&sense&that&it&could&not&be&improved&through&hard&work.&Students&may&
have&a&personal& view& (perception&or&misconception)&of& intelligence& that& it& is&either&
genetically& preUdetermined&or& it& is& acquired& as& a& result& of& prolonged& study& (Dweck&
1999).& This& suggests& that& some& students& may& not& have& engaged& with& support&







were& discussed,& and& it& was& suggested& that& these& constructs& inform& an& individual’s&
intention& to& perform& a& behaviour.& Research& suggests& that& the& accessibility& of&
memories& and& objects& (sometimes& conflicting)& are& often& context& dependent,&
resulting& in& different& strategies& (not& always& correct)& used& to& tackle& identical&
mathematics& problems& in& different& contexts& (Boaler& 1993,& Nunes& 1993,&Mevarech&
1997).& This& is& similar& to& the& context& dependence&of& attitudes& (Schwartz& 2007)& that&
can&lead&to&conflicting&attitudes&or&cognitive&dissonance&(Festinger&1956,&1957).&This&
suggests& that& attitudes& are& context& dependent& and& that& conflicting& behaviour& can&
occur& when& conflicting& attitudes& or& intentions& are& evoked& simultaneously.& In& the&
context&of&education&and&study&behaviours,&this&finding&suggests&that&students&could&
have&good&attitudes&and&intentions&towards&studying&outside&of&lectures&while&sitting&
in& the& lecture& theatre& but&when&outside&of& the& formal& learning& environment& could&
have&a&negative&attitude& towards&mathematics& study&and&not&wish& to&make&use&of&









that& when& the& children& were& in& formal& school& settings& they& implemented& school&
taught& strategies& to& solving& mathematics& problems& with& a& mixture& of& success.&




complexity& and& unnecessary& distractions& to& questions.& However,& as& Nunes& (1993)&
and&Boaler&(1993)&have&shown,&contextualisation&can&have&an&effect&on&the&strategies&
used&to&solve&the&problems&as&the&students&can&draw&on&their&past&knowledge&of&the&
context& to& help& inform& or& select& appropriate& strategies& for& solving& the& problem.&
These&strategies&are&not&always&coherent&with&other&strategies.&However&as&they&are&
not& all& evoked&or& accessible& at& the& same& time& they&do&not& cause& cognitive& conflict&
(e.g.& street& mathematics& strategies& being& different& from& those& used& in& a& school&
context).& It& is& suggested& that& the& same& is& true& for& learning& strategies& and& that&
individuals&can&be&adept&learners&in&one&context&yet&may&appear&lazy&or&apathetic&in&
others.&To&the& individual&there&seems&no&discernible&contradiction& in&their&different&
attitudes& to& learning& yet& an& observer& may& easily& see& that& there& is.& The& above&
literature& supports& the& idea& that& mental& objects& are& context& sensitive& and& that&
changing& contexts& (be& they& environmental,& those& from&a&mathematics& problem,&or&












that& while& individuals& with& strong& attitudes& do& behave& in& the& predicted& manner&




behaviour.& Though& the& contextual& sensitivity& seems& to& explain& why& there& may& be&




so& for& predicting& actual& behaviours.& Furthermore,& it& has& been& highlighted& that& the&
discrepancy& between& intention& and& behaviour& could& be& due& to& the& contextual&
dependence&of&attitudes&and&intentions.&The&lack&of&evidence&for&the&effectiveness&of&




of& this& construct& for& improving& the& study& habits& of& students& may& be& difficult& and&
possibly&ineffective.&Educational&research&on&behaviour&change&has&regarded&attitude&
constructs&as&important.&Many&studies&have&not&found&attitudes&to&be&reliably&linked&
to& successful& behavioural& change& (e.g.& Wicker& 1969,& Ajzen& et& al.& 2007).& However,&
intentions&are&suggested&to&be&the&construct&immediately&preceding&the&contextually&




Each& model& describes& a& construct& that& serves& the& purpose& of& an& intention.& An&
intention& is&a&construct&that&defines&how&an& individual&would&prefer&to&behave& in&a&
given&context.&Within&the&models&represented&in&Table&2.1&this&construct&is&shown&as&
an&intention&(Theory&of&Planned&Behaviour)&and&Preparation&stage&(Transtheoretical&
model& of& behaviour& change).& The& Preparation& stage& (Transtheoretical& model& of&
behaviour& change)& suggests& that& the& individual& has& made& the& decision& to& change&
their& behaviour& but& as& yet& has& made& no& observable& change& (Prochaska& and&
DiClemente& 1992).& Similarly& the& Goal& Intentions& as& referred& to& by& implementation&
intentions& are& intentions& to& perform& goal& directed& behaviours.& However,& Goal&
Intentions&are&only&intentions&and&as&such&may&or&may&not&be&realised&as&observable&
behaviours.&The&intention&construct&is&based&upon&the&constructs&that&are&analogous&
to& attitudes& (Section& 2.2.2).& In& both& the& dynamic& and& static& types& of& model& the&
intention& indicates&how&an& individual&perceives&himself&or&herself& acting& in&a& given&
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either& unaware& of& a& need& to& change& their& behaviour& or& is& deciding& if& a& change& is&
necessary.& As& with& attitudes,& this& construct& is& measured& through& selfUreport& or&
interviews.& Importantly,&as&these&data&are&based&upon&an&individual’s&perception&of&
his& or& herself,& they& may& not& be& an& accurate& measure& of& an& actual& behaviour.&
However,&unlike& the&attitude&construct,&which& is&not&easily&definable& (i.e.&what&are&




examples& of& questions& that& explore& the& intention& to& perform& a& learningUrelated&
behaviour.& The& intention& to& perform& a& behaviour& is& informed& by& the& attitude&
construct.&However,&the&intention&is&more&specific&and&indicates&what&the&individual&
would&want&to&do.&The&intention&construct&is& important&as&all&the&models&suggest&it&












model& of& behaviour& change)& and& Goal& directed& behaviours& (implementation&
intentions).&Each&of&these&relate&to&the&actual&behaviour&of&an&individual&and&may&not&
necessarily&be&in&line&with&the&internally&constructed&construct&of&intention.&Models&
such& as& the& Transtheoretical& model& of& behaviour& change& have& a& postUbehaviour&
component& called& Maintenance.& The& Maintenance& stage& describes& how& the& new&
behaviour&is&maintained&once&it&has&been&performed&for&the&first&time.&The&behaviour&
in& the&models&discussed& in&Table&2.1&are&always&post& intention&and&occur&after& the&
individual& has& made& a& conscious& decision& to& change& their& behaviour.& In& both& the&
static&(TPB,&Ajzen&1985)&and&dynamic&(TTM,&Prochaska&and&DiClemente&1992)&models&
there&is&no&clear&indication&of&the&exact&processes&through&which&an&individual&moves&





behaviour& change,&Motivation& has& also& been& described& as& being& one& factor& which&
plays& a& role& in& determining& an& individual’s& behaviour;& more& importantly& it& also&
explores& the& ‘why’.& Where& the& ‘why’& refers& to& the& reason& or& push& to& change& or&
adhere& to& a& particular& type& of& action.& This& push& or& pressure& to& change& or& remain&
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unchanged& (validating& original& behaviour)& is& important& for& both& initiating& a& new&
behaviour& and& for& selfUregulation& and& motivation& (Deci& and& Ryan& 1985a,& 1985b).&
Motivation& can& range& from& intrinsic& to& extrinsic& and& be& based& on& social& pressures,&
external& rules& or& a& wish& for& selfUimprovement& regardless& of& external& perceptions&




of& as& being& true& by& a& particular& individual.& These& then& lead& to& 3& corresponding&
summary& evaluations& (Attitude) Towards) Behaviour,&Subjective)Norm& and&Perceived)
Behavioural)Control).& Interestingly& two&components&of& the&attitude&as&described&by&
the& TPB& and& the& TRA& are& also& suggestive& of& being& described& as& motivations&
(Sheppard,&Hartwick&and&Warshaw&1988):&
• Behavioural& (Attitude& towards& the& behaviour)& –& Could& be& interpreted& as& an&
evaluation& of& how& the& outcome& of& performance& of& the& behaviour& impacts&
directly&on& the& individual& (based&on& the&beliefs& the& individual&holds)&akin& to&
intrinsic&motivation.&
• Normative&(Subjective&Norm)&–&Could&be&interpreted&as&an&evaluation&which&
expresses& the& degree& to& which& social& attitudes& and& expectations& result& in&
pressures,& forces& or& ‘extrinsic& motivators’& which& suggest& how& an& individual&
should&behave.&
&
The&TTM&also& includes&motivation& in& the&contemplation&and&preparations&stages&of&
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the&model&where& the& individual& has&decided& that& a& change& in&behaviour& is& needed&
but&has&yet&to&act&on&it.&It&has&been&argued&by&Smith&(2004:&95)&that&universities&need&
to& accommodate& to& the& needs& and& requirements& of& current& GCE& students.& At& the&
heart& of& the& “accommodation”& is& a& need& to& encourage& students& to& engage& in&
mathematical& study& actively,& either& on& their& own,& with& their& peers,& or& by& taking&
advantage&of& support&offered&by& the&university.& For& this& to&happen,&most& students&
need& to& change& their& study& behaviours.& For& students& to& change& their& behaviours&




and& Fishbein& 1980,& Fishbein& and& Ajzen& 1975)& by& suggesting& that& an& individual’s&
perception& of& how& easy& or& difficult& it& would& be& to& perform& a& behaviour& plays& a&
significant& factor& in& the& resulting&congruence& (or&not&as& the&case&may&be)&between&
intention& and& behaviour.& Bandura& (1977)& suggests& that& one& major& factor& when&
determining& the& extent& to& which& an& individual& performs& certain& behaviours& is& the&
type&of& expectations& the& individual&has& about&performing& the&behaviour.&However,&
expectations& are& not& solely& related& to& the& results& of& the& performance& of& the&











The& two& forms& of& expectancy& described& above& suggest& that& the& evaluation& of&
performing& the&behaviour&could&be&a& source&of&motivation& if&an& individual&believes&
that& performance& of& the& behaviour& is& beneficial& and& also& if& the& individual& believes&
that& performance& of& the& behaviour& is& feasible.& The& extra& component& relating& to&
control& suggested& by& the& TPB,& in& addition& to& the& selfUefficacy& component& of&
Bandura’s& expectancy& model& (Bandura& 1986,& Bandura& 1994)& suggest& that& the&
perception&of&how&easy&it& is&to&perform&a&task&or&engage&with&it& is&significant&in&the&
prediction& of& behaviours.& Research& on& the& TPB& has& suggested& that& the& impact& of&
control&beliefs& is&significantly&higher& than&that&of& the&motivations&generated&by&the&
behavioural)beliefs)and&normative)beliefs.&Both&the&Theory&of&Planned&Behaviour&and&
the& Bandura’s& expectancy&model& suggest& that& an& individual’s& ability& to& gauge& how&









important& in& being& able& to& predict& and& influence& future& behaviour.& Similarly,& the&
Theory&of&Planned&Behaviour&(Section&2.1.2&and&Table&2.1)&suggests&that&the&level&of&
Perceived& Behavioural& Control& can& influence& how& well& an& individual’s& actual&
behaviour& is& in& line&with&their& intentions.& Implementation& intentions& (Section&2.1.4)&
suggested& a& strategy& for& changing& behaviours& through& the& formation& of&
implementation& intentions,& these& statements& or& expressions& linked& a& goalUdirected&
behaviour&with& some& external& cue.& It& would& seem& that& implementation& intentions&
build&upon&the&Perceived&Behavioural&Control&component&of&the&Theory&of&Planned&
Behaviour& as& suggested& by&Webb& and& Sheeran& (2008,& Study& 1).& The& formation& of&
implementation&intentions&requires&the&individual&to&identify&a&time&(or&place)&where&
the&goal&directed&behaviour& could&be&performed.& & Through& this&plan& formation& the&
individual& has& had& to& mentally& create& or& identify& a& realistic& scenario& where& the&
behaviour&could&take&place.&Importantly&this&process&could&allow&for&increased&levels&
of&Perceived&Behavioural&Control&as&the&formation&of&the& implementation& intention&
required& the& individual& to& explicitly& identify& and& acknowledge& that& the& behaviour&
could&be&carried&out.&
&
If& it& is&assumed&that&first&the&individual& is&motivated&to&perform&behaviour&X&(either&
through& extrinsic& or& intrinsic& motivations)& and& in& addition& ‘perceives’& that& the&
performance& of& X& is& feasible& using& the& available& physical& and&mental& resources,& it&
would& seem&that& there& is&a&high&chance& that& the& intention& to&perform&a&behaviour&
could& be& translated& into& a& real& action.& However,& a& problem& occurs& when& the&
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perception& of& control& does& not& match& up& with& the& actual& ability& to& perform& the&
behaviour&(i.e.&lacking&the&physical&tools/&mental&capabilities/&in&the&wrong&location)&
i.e.&where&Actual&Behavioural&Control&is&less&than&the&perceived&behavioural&control.&
The& literature& on& study& behaviours& and& use& of&Mathematics& Support& Centres& (see&
Sections&1.2&and&1.2.3)&have&generally&focused&on&the&number&of&students&who&have&
used&the&services,&self&reported&measures&of&effectiveness&and&yearly&attainment&of&
students& in& general.& From& literature& on& educational& behaviours& and& in& particular&







can& subsequently& change& behaviour.& Each& theory& describes& a& process& by&which& an&
individual& goes& from& one& state& of& ‘equilibrium’& where& they& have& no& intention& to&
change&through&to&a&state&where&their&personal& intentions&based&on&their&attitudes&
towards& the& behaviour& have& changed& such& that& they& intend& to& act& differently.& A&
deconstruction& of& three& theories& and& models& of& behaviour& change& (Section& 2.2)&
suggests&many&commonalities&in&the&attitude&and&intention&constructs.&Furthermore,&
Section&2.2&also&suggests&that&while&there&is&plenty&of&detail&describing&the&process&of&




that& models& such& as& the& Theory& of& Planned& Behaviour& (Ajzen& et& al.& 2007)& are&
satisfactory&at&predicting& intention,&but& in& isolation&are&not&very&good&at&predicting&













2007)& which& has& identified& that& although& the& prediction& of& the& intentions& can& be&
highly&accurate&and&indicate&to&some&degree&the&possible&behaviour&of&an&individual;&
predictions& of& observed& behaviours& may& be& less& accurate& (Sheeran& 2002).& For&
example,& if&an& individual&was&highly&enthusiastic&towards&the& idea&of& increasing&the&
time&they&spend&studying&then&it&would&seem&sensible&that&the&individual&may&have&
strong& intentions& to& study& and& consequently& a& higher& chance&of& realising& that& goal&









2006).& Furthermore,& Webb,& Christian& and& Armitage’s& (2007)& suggested& that& while&
implementation& intentions& were& effective& in& changing& behaviour,& they& were& least&
effective& for& those&participants&with&high& levels&of& conscientiousness.& The& research&





might& increase& the& likelihood& of& an& individual& reaching& a& desired& goal& through& the&
development&of&mental&constructs&that&define&a&desired&goalUdirected&behaviour,&in&
addition&to&being&highly&specific&with&regards&to&how&it&can&be&performed&(when&and&
where).& As& a& result& the& behaviour& is& explicitly& linked& to& a& specific& context& and& the&
means& to& accomplish& the& behaviour& is& defined& using& what& is& known& about& the&





intentions.& As& a& result,& this& thesis& will& describe& the& use& of& interventions& based& on&
implementation&intentions&to&produce&effective&behaviour&change&in&educational&(as&
opposed& to& health)& settings.& The& next& section& will& describe& implementation&
intentions&in&more&detail.&
&
2.4& & WHAT& ARE& IMPLEMENTATION& INTENTIONS& AND& WHY& MAY& THEY& BE&
USEFUL?&
Research&into&attitudes&and&behaviour&has&explored&how&the&attitudes&of&individuals&
and& groups& influence& their& behaviours& (see& Section& 2.1.1).& It& has& been& noted& that,&
although& attitudes& are& very& good& predictors& of& intended& behaviour,& unfortunately&
they&are&not&as&accurate&in&predicting&actual&behaviour&(Ajzen&et&al.&2007).& In&many&
studies& individuals’& intentions& indicated& they& wanted& to& initiate& a& change& of&
behaviour& to& a& new& behaviour& i.e.& quitting& smoking& or& increasing& the& amount& of&
exercise& undertaken& in& a& week.& However,& what& was& also& found& was& that& while&
intentions&were&good& indicators&of&what&an& individual&would&aim& to&do,& they&were&
often& found&not& to& translate& into&observable&behaviours.& The&TTM&and& the&TPB&do&
not& describe& the& transition& from& an& intention& to& a& behaviour.& However,& the& TPB&
incorporated& an& aspect& called& Perceived& Behavioural& Control& (PBC).& PBC& suggests&
how& confident& an& individual& is& in& their& ability& to& perform& the& behaviour.& This&
construct&appeared&to&be&similar& to&that&of& implementation& intentions& in&the&sense&
that&it&aimed&to&help&explain&why&intentions&are&not&always&the&same&as&observable&
behaviours.&Implementation&intentions&required&the&individual&to&form&plans&on&how&






a& behaviour& can& be& increased& by& highlighting& that& the& desired& behaviour& can& be&
performed.&This&section&aims&to&describe&how&models&of&behaviour&change&based&on&
implementation) intentions& (Gollwitzer& 1999)& may& be& used& to& help& bridge& the& gap&










is& the& distinction& between& actual& and& intended& behaviours& and& more& importantly&
how&can& the& two&be& linked& together&or&bridged& such& that& changes& in& the& intended&
behaviour&are&more&likely&to&be&reflected&in&the&actual&behaviour.&A&metaUanalysis&by&
Webb&and&Sheeran&(2006)&on&behaviour&change&suggests&that&there&is&a&considerable&
amount&of& research& looking&at& changing& intentions&and&behaviours&with& the&use&of&
implementation&intentions&e.g.&Condom&use&(Caron,&Godin,&Otis&and&Lambert&2004).&
Such& data& suggest& that& the& formation& of& implementation& intentions& does& change&
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health& behaviours.& However,& a& review& of& the& literature& (e.g.& Webb& and& Sheeran&
2006)&suggests&that&a&significant&number&of&studies&may&lack&adequate&measures&of&
individual& intentions& and& behaviours& or& do& not& include& a& control& group& in& the&
experimental&design.&&
&
The& majority& of& studies& looking& at& behaviour& change& focus& on& healthUrelated&
interventions.& Currently& there& is& little& research& related& to& attitudes& of& nonU
mathematics& specialist& students& in& higher& education& and& none& exploring& the&
intention&and&behaviour&gap&in&the&domain&of&mathematics&education&and&support.&
The& research& described& in& the& literature& exploring& behaviour& change& and&
Implementations& has& focused& predominantly& on& behaviours& where& there& is& a&
definable& ideal&usage&that& is&seen&as&the&target&behaviour.&Examples&of&this& include&




time,& reducing& the& intake& of& fats& as& much& as& possible,& exercising& every& day& or&
stopping&smoking.&However,&the&use&of&Mathematics&Support&Centres&by&students&is&
not&a&behaviour&where&more&usage&is&necessarily&better.&Students&who&do&not&have&
many& areas& which& need& to& be& developed& could& either& intend& to& use& the& services&
infrequently& (the& student&does&not& require& very&much& support)& or& frequently& (very&


















Von& Hooft& described& the& factors& as&mediators& as& constructs& which& bridge& the& gap&
between& an& intention& and& behaviour.& The& mediator& that& will& be& explored& in& this&
research& will& be& the& type& commonly& referred& to& as& an& implementation& intention&
(Sheeran&et& al.& 2005,& van&Hooft& et& al.& 2005,&Webb&et& al.& 2007,&Webb&and& Sheeran&
2006).&The&mediators&act&as&planning&steps&and& in&a&sense&are&tangible&rather& than&








Research& into& the&use&of& implementation& intentions&and& the&mechanisms&by&which&
they&may&work&has&suggested&that&the&statement&acts&in&a&priming&fashion&to&allow&
the& individual& to& more& easily& identify& situations& involving& the& “If& X”& part& of& the&
implementation&intentions,&i.e.&individuals&are&more&able&to&see&the&X’s&or&cues&than&
those& who& have& not& formed& implementation& intentions.& These& situations& become&




of& action& there& may& be& numerous& possible& alternative& actions& which& could& be&
performed.& Each& possible& action& then& needs& evaluation& (what& is& the& result& of&
performing& that& action& and& how& easy& the& action& is& to& perform),& this& being&





overarching& goal& intention& or& proposed& behaviour.& As& pointed& out& by& Webb& and&
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Sheeran& (2007),& the& possible& time& and& cognitive& effort& & required& to& evaluate& the&
alternative& behaviours& may& result& in& a& missed& opportunity& for& some& potentially&
beneficial&behaviours.&&
&
Recent& work& by& Webb& and& Sheeran& (2007)& supports& the& idea& that& once& the&
implementation&intention&has&formed,&the&need&for&reUevaluation&of&attitude&objects&
or&even&evaluation&or&sorting&of&alternate&possible&actions&is&not&needed.&The&action&
is& then& less& dependent& on& thought& and& relies& more& on& the& stimulusUaction& link&
(provided&via& the& implementation& intention),& thus& suggesting& that& the&action& could&





that& have& the& effect& of& working& to& the& detriment& of& achieving& the& goal& intention&
(Achtziger&et&al.&2008).&Actzinger&et&al.&(2008)&suggest&that&detrimental&thoughts&and&
actions& can& hinder& the& achievement& of& goal& intentions,& however& it& was& also&








to& contradict&other&models&but& rather& supplement&other&prevalent&models& such&as&
the&Theory&of&Planned&Behaviour&(Ajzen&1985)&and&models&that&talk&about&habits&e.g.&
The& Theory& of& Interpersonal& Behaviour& (Triandis& 1977)& and& Prototype/Willingness&
(Gibbons,&Gerrard&and&Lane&2003).&In&the&Theory&of&Planned&Behaviour&(see&Section&
2.1.2)& attitude& is& described& as& having& 3& components& each& of& which& has& 2& subU
components.&It&has&been&suggested&that&the&most&influential&of&the&3&components&is&
the& one& consisting& of& control& beliefs& and& perceived& behavioural& control& (Armitage&
and& Conner& 2001).& According& to& the& theory& of& planned& behaviour,& the& level& of&
perceived& behavioural& control& is& highly& influential& to& the& congruency& between&
intention&and&behaviour.&Control&beliefs&describe&facilitators&or&hindrances&that&can&
affect& the& performance& or& carrying& out& of& the& behaviour,& possibly& a& mixture& of&
internal&factors&such&as&perceived&skill&and&external&factors&such&as&knowing&that&the&
behaviour&can&be&performed&better&in&the&presence&of&A&or&B.&Perceived&Behavioural&




of& how& easy& the& ability& is& to& perform& and& is& subject& to& other& factors& including&
environmental& factors.& The& likelihood&of& adopting& the&behaviour&and&ensuring& that&
the&behaviour&is&congruent&with&the&intention&is&significantly&increased&if&the&level&of&
perceived& behavioural& control& is& high& and& closely& matches/approximates& the&
actual/real& level& of& behavioural& control& or& actual& behavioural& control& (Ajzen& 1991)&
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heightened& cue& detection& in& addition& to& triggering& an& observable& response& in& the&
form&of&actual&behaviour.&In&terms&of&the&TPB&it&is&plausible&to&suggest&that&there&is&
some&similarity&between&PBC&and&the&implementation&intention&in&the&sense&that&the&






Y”& statement,& i.e.& not& missing& out& on& opportunities& to& perform& the& behaviour.& In&
constructing& the& plans,& individuals& need& to& think& about& such& variables& as& the&
environment& and& their& selfUefficacy& in& order& to& create& a& sensible& implementation&
intention.&Due&to&the&identification&of&possible&conditions&under&which&the&behaviour&
could& be& performed& it& is& possibly& more& likely& that& an& individual& will& construct& an&
implementation&intention&(and&thus&increase&PBC)&such&that&their&PBC&is&closer&to&the&







Papies& and& Vries& 2010)& also& suggests& that& the& cueUresponse& link& formed& through&
implementation& intentions& appears& to& interact& with& past& behaviours& and& also& the&
effect&of&habits&on&future&behaviours.&Where&implementation&intentions&(strong&cueU
response& links)& are& formed& they& have& the& effect& of& reducing& the& effects& of& habits.&
However,&the&research&suggests&that&the&implementation&intention&provides&another&
strategy&or&response&to&a&given&cue.&Only&in&cases&where&the&cueUresponse&is&strong&




This& chapter& has&discussed& the&mental& constructs& of& attitude&objects& and& attitudes&
and&how& these&are&key&components& in&many&models&of&behaviour& change& that&are&
currently&used&extensively&in&changing&health&behaviours&(i.e.&The&Theory&of&Planned&
Behaviour& and& The& Trans& Theoretical& Model& of& behaviour& change).& Though& the&








constructed&plans.&Forming& implementation& intentions&can&also& lead&to&quicker&and&
more& instinctive& responses& by& having& the& decision& to& act& not& based& on& some&
evaluative&function&but&rather&as&a&response&to&a&cue.&However,&positive&evaluations&
of& possible& behaviours& and& actual& control& (i.e.& high& levels& of& motivation)& are& still&
required&for&implementation&intentions&to&work&effectively.&A&review&of&the&literature&
found& that& the& types& of& behaviour& that& tend& to& be& looked& at& in& the& literature& are&
those& where& either& abstinence& (of& negative& or& detrimental& behaviours)& or& gorging&
(beneficial& behaviours)& are& encouraged.& What& is& of& interest& is& how& this& kind& of&







In& the& previous& chapter,& the& role& of& attitudes,& external/internal& motivations& and&
habits&were&argued&to&be&influential&in&explaining&an&individual’s&behaviour.&The&gap&
between& the& intended& behaviour& and& actual& behaviour& was& also& highlighted& and&
found&to&be&substantially&different&from&behaviour.&Past&literature&suggested&that&the&
formation&of& implementation&intentions&could&help&address&the&difference&between&
intention& and& behaviour.& While& attitudes& and& models& of& behaviour& change& have&
suggested&how&and&why& individuals&behave& in&particular&ways,&personality&has&also&
been& used& to& explain& some& types& of& behaviour.& Of& particular& interest& is& how&
personality& might& be& used& to& explain& some& of& the& variance& in& the& academic&
achievement& of& students.& & Chapter& 3& therefore& reviews& the& demonstrated&











also& suggests& that& there& is& some& inconsistency& in& the& relationship& between&
personality& and& academic& achievement.& However,& it& should& be& noted& here& that&
intelligence& is& not& the& same& as& achievement.& Although& Deary,& Strand,& Smith& and&
Fernandes’&(2007)&carried&out&a&longitudinal&study,&which&looked&at&the&relationship&




A& study& by& Komarraju& et& al.& (2009)& looked& at& how& personality& could& be& related& to&
both& motivation& and& achievement& (amongst& 308& undergraduate& students& at& an&
American& university).& Of& particular& note& is& their& finding& that& conscientiousness,&
openness,&neuroticism&and&agreeableness&as&measured&using&the&60& item&NEO&Five&
Factor&Inventory&(NEOUFFI)&as&constructed&by&Costa&and&McCrae&(1992)&accounted&for&
14%&of& the& variance&of&Grade&Point&Average& (GPA)& scores&whilst& only& 5%& could&be&
accounted& for& by& intrinsic& motivation.& & This& suggests& that& personality& may& have& a&
greater&influence&on&attainment&than&the&degree&of&personal&motivation.&It&is&worth&
mentioning& here& that& high& levels& of& conscientiousness& could& be& considered& to&
contribute&to&an&individuals&personal&motivation.&&Komarraju&et&al.&(2009)’s&research&
also&showed&that&amongst&their&sample,&there&was&a&significant&positive&correlation&
between& GPA& scores& and& scores& on& the& conscientious& (r& =& 0.29,& p& <& 0.01),&
agreeableness&(r&=&0.22,&p&<&0.01)&and&openness&(r&=&0.13,&p&<&0.05)&scales.&A&similar&




and& personality& (neuroticism,& extraversion,& openness& to& experience,&










et& al.& (2009)& suggest& that& individual& conscientiousness& has& the& greatest& correlation&
with&GPA&scores.&While&Komarraju&et&al.&(2009)&found&a&positive&correlation&between&
conscientiousness& and& achievement& (measured& using& GPA& scores),& Allik& and& Realo&
(1997)& found& a& negative& correlation& between& conscientiousness& and& intelligence&
which&is&not&in&line&with&Costa&and&McCrae&(1992,&2002)&who&suggest&that&there&is&a&









and&60& females.&The& study& looked&at& intelligence&and&personality&of&participants&at&
the&ages&of&18&and&40.&Their&study&found&a&negative&correlation&between&intelligence&
and&agreeableness&(in& line&with&more&recent&research&by&Allik&and&Realo&1997).&The&
studies& described& above& suggest& that& personality& could& be& related& to& academic&
achievement.& More& recent& research& by& Komarraju& (2009)& and& Costa& and& McCrae&
(1992,& 2002)& suggests& a& positive& correlation& between& conscientiousness& and&
intelligence.&This&suggests&that&the&direction&of&this&relationship&is&unclear.&The&small&
to& medium& effect& sizes& combined& with& the& inconsistency& in& the& direction& of& the&
relationships& suggest& caution& in& any& conclusions& that& are& drawn& about& the&
relationships& between& the& measures& of& intelligence& and& achievement& with&
personality.&&
&
The& influence& of& conscientiousness& on& attainment& is& highlighted& by& the& use& of& the&
Hogan&Personality&Inventory&(HPI)&by&Martin&et&al&(2006)&who&conducted&a&fourUyear&
longitudinal& study& which& looked& at& the& effectiveness& of& personality& measures& and&
preUentry&academic&assessments&as&predictors&of&undergraduate&performance&in&the&
form&of&GPA& scores& for&undergraduates& (N& =& 587)& at& an&American&university.& Their&
study& showed& that& there& was& a& correlation& between& GPA& and& both& Prudence&
(positive& correlation)& and& Sociability& (negative& correlation),& where& Prudence& was&




also& shown& that& over& the& four& years& the& strength& of& the& correlations& decreased,&
which&suggests&that&tuition&might&attenuate&the&extent&of&any&relationships&between&
personality& and& attainment.& Fruyt& and& Mervielde& (1998)& also& found&
conscientiousness& as& measured& by& the& NEOUPIUR& (Dutch& Flemish& version)& to& be& a&
predictor& of& the& achievement& of& 934& final& year& undergraduate& students& of& various&







in& the&context&of& implementation& intention& research&and&educational&performance,&
because&the&effectiveness&of& implementation& intentions&as&an& intervention&strategy&
may& be& moderated& by& individual& differences& in& the& students’& personalities.& & For&
example,& the&effectiveness&of& implementation& intentions& in&an&educational& context&
could&be&negatively&correlated&with&the&trait&of&psychoticism&(or&positively&correlated&
with& the& trait&of&conscientiousness,& see&Lodhi,&Deo&and&Belhekar&2002).& Lodhi,&Deo&
and& Belhekar& (2002)& suggest& that& there& is& a& negative& correlation& between&
conscientiousness& as& measured& using& the& Neuroticism,) Extravertion) &) Openness)
Personality) InventoryaRevised& (NEOUPIUR)& and& psychoticism& as& measured& using& the&
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Eysenck) Personality) QuestionnaireaRevised& (EPQUR)& (r& =& U0.33,& p& <& 0.001).& The&
relationship& between& conscientiousness& and& psychoticism& suggests& that& that& low&
scorers&on&the&EPQUR&psychoticism&scale&(high&scorers&on&the&NEO&conscientiousness&
scale)&will&tend&to&be&more&meticulous,&organised,&better&at&planning&and&also&more&
able& to&selfUmotivate&themselves& towards&a&goal;&as&a& result& it& is&plausible& to&argue&
that& both& measures& relate& directly& to& an& individual’s& personal& study& behaviours,&
beliefs& and& possibly& academic& achievement.& However,& it& should& be& noted& that& the&
psychoticism&and&conscientiousness&scales&measure&different&aspects&of&personality&
and& it& would& be& unwise& to& infer& that& the& two& scales& are& measures& of& the& same&
construct.&Positive&correlations&between&conscientiousness&and&academic&attainment&




The& evidence& presented& so& far& suggests& that& there& is& an& inconsistent& relationship&
between&extraversion&and&academic&achievement,&although&the&aspect&of&personality&
measured&variously&as&‘conscientiousness’&and&‘psychoticism’&does&appear&to&have&a&
more&consistent& relationship&with&academic&achievement.&However,& it& is& important&
to& note& that& not& all& studies& use& the& same& scales& for& measuring& personality;& for&
example& the& psychoticism& scale& on& the& EPQ& instrument& can& be& thought& of& as& an&
amalgamation& of& conscientiousness& and& agreeableness& scales& on& the& NEO&
instrument.& & A& metaUanalysis& by& Wolf& and& Ackerman& (2005)& suggests& that& past&
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research& has& identified& statistically& significant& correlations& between& intelligence&
(including& numerical& ability)& and& the& extraversion& personality& trait.& Wolf& and&
Ackerman&also&suggest&that&the&magnitude&of&the&positive&correlation&has&decreased&
over& time& and& that& more& recent& studies& imply& a& negative& correlation.& The&
extraversion& trait& also& suggests& that& extraverts’& and& introverts’& behaviours& when&
taking& tests&were&different& (Eysenck&1994);& introverts&being&slower&but&being&more&
accurate& compared& to& extroverts& who& were& quicker& and& made& more& errors.& This&
suggests&that&students&who&are&more&extroverted&are& likely&to&score& lower&on&tests&
designed&to&measure&mathematical&ability&compared&to&those&who&are& introverted.&
However,& this& does& not& suggest& that& extroverts& are& less& able& or& intelligent& than&
introverts,& it&does&suggest& that& they&are&more&prone&to&errors&and&mistakes&due&to&
excessive&haste.& These&data& also& suggest& that&measures& of& extraversion& alone&may&
not&be&used&to&predict&intelligence,&mathematical&ability&or&achievement&reliably.&
&
The& levels& of& extraversion& may& have& an& influence& on& the& individual’s& ability& or&
willingness& to& work& as& part& of& a& group.& & Many& learning& theories& suggest& that& the&
process& of& learning& is&most& effective&when& individuals& are& able& to&work&with& each&
other.& Barry& and& Stewart& (1997)& found& that& extroverts& were& often& perceived& as&
contributing& more& to& the& outcomes& of& a& group& activity.& The& literature& does& not&





personality& or& mathematical& ability& (on& courses& that& do& not& require& more& than& a&






One& of& the& similarities& between& the& theories& discussed& in& the& previous& chapter&
(Section&2.2.4)&was&the&salience&of&motivation.&This&construct&was&observable&in&the&
both& the& Theory& of& Planned& Behaviour& (TPB)& and& the& Transtheoretical& Model& of&
Behaviour& Change& (TTM)& described& in& the& previous& chapter.& Within& education,&
students’& motivation& has& been& considered& a& predictor& of& how& well& students& will&
engage&with&the& learning&process& (e.g.&Komarraju&and&Karau&2008,&Linnenbrink&and&
Pintrich& 2002).& Motivation& is& also& a& dominant& model& of& behaviour& change& in&
educational&research&(Section&2.2.4).&Much&of&the&current& literature&has&focused&on&
how& motivation& towards& learning& can& be& increased& so& that& there& is& increased&
engagement& with& learning& processes& (Artino& and& Stephens& 2009,& Schiefele& and&
Csikszentmihalyi& 2005).& Motivations& have& been& categorised& as& belonging& to& two&
groups& that& define& the& origin& of& a& soUcalled& reward& for& the& performance& of& a&
particular& behaviour& or& task& (Lepper& 1988,& Ryan& and& Deci& 2000b).& Intrinsic&





praise.& The& research& literature& suggests& that& strong& intrinsic& motivation& for&
performing&learning&behaviours&is&more&likely&to&enable&an&individual&to&initiate&and&




extrinsic&motivation& and& some& have& argued& that& it& is& essentially& bad& to& try& to& use&
extrinsic&motivation& to& change&behavior& as& it& erodes& the& intrinsic&motivation& of& an&
individual& through& the& perceived& reduction& in& control& or& ability& to& perform& the&
behavior& without& external& pressures& (Deci,& Koestner& and& Ryan& 1999).& It& is& for& this&








One& of& the& important& study& behaviours& that& was& described& in& Chapter& 1& was&
students’& use& of& the& Mathematics& Support& Centre.& Those& who& were& found& to& be&






may& engage&with& group&work.& Social& Constructivism& (Vygotsky& 1978)& suggests& that&
learning& is&more& productive&when& performed& as& a& collaborative& process;& i.e.&when&
individuals& work& with& others& rather& than& in& isolation.& Vygotsky& suggested& that&
learning& is& a& collaborative& process& where& knowledge& is& constructed& through&
interactions&between&learners&(peers)&and&those&of&greater&skill&(more&able&peers&or&
instructors).&The&notion&of&collaborative& learning&has&also&been&highlighted&by&Lave&
and&Wenger’s& work& on& communities& of& practice& (Lave& and&Wenger& 1991,&Wenger&
1998).&However,& it& is& important& to&note& that& collaboration&and& learning&as&a&group&
idea&is&dependent&on&the&individuals&and&how&they&interact&with&each&other.&Eysenck&




be&more& inclined& to&work& alone& rather& than& collaborate&with& peers.& The& literature&
suggests& that& introverts&do&not&have&an&aversion& to& small& group&work& though& they&
may&approach&working&in&groups&differently&from&those&characterized&as&extroverts.&
Research&suggests& that&when&working& in&small&groups&extroverts&are&more& likely& to&
work& together& through& discussion& and& the& use& of& counterexamples& and&
contradictions&whereas&introverts&are&more&likely&to&work&together&collaboratively&to&
form& creative& solutions& (Nussbaum& 2002).& This& reflects& the& findings& of& Barry& and&




contradictions& and& counterarguments.& As&many&Mathematics& Support& Centres& also&
facilitate& collaborative& learning& in& addition& to& providing& one& to& one& support,& it& is&
possible& that& a& student’s& level& of& extroversion& and& psychoticism& could& indirectly&
influence&how&much&time&a&student&spends&using&the&Mathematics&Support&Services.&
&
What& is&not&clear& from&the& literature& is& if& this& is& true& in&all&areas&of& learning&or& just&
isolated&to&certain&areas&e.g.&numeracy,&literacy&or&foreign&languages.&Furthermore,&it&
is& unclear& whether& there& are& significant& differences& in& the& personality& and&




it& is& possible& that& these& students& would& be&more& likely& to&make& use& of& the& group&
study& areas& where& there& is& more& opportunity& for& contributing& to& discussion& in&
addition& to& receiving& support.& What& has& not& been& found& in& the& literature& is& any&




Section& 3.1& suggested& that& personality& measures& could& not& accurately& be& used& to&
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predict& academic& achievement& but& may& be& a& factor& in& the& effectiveness& of&
implementation&intentions&as&a&method&of&behaviour&change&in&educational&contexts&
(Section&3.2).&Personality&can&be&measured&using&a&number&of&different&instruments&
that& measure& a& number& of& facets& of& personality.& & These& instruments& differ& in& the&
number& of& question& items,& number& of& traits& being&measured& and& also& the& type& of&
response& required& from& participants.& A& short& description& of& three& commonly& used&
instruments&is&given&below:&
• NEO& PIUR& (Revised& NEO& Personality& Inventory)& –& 240& items& measuring&
neuroticism,& extraversion,& openness,& agreeableness& and&
conscientiousness&(Costa&and&McCrae&1985).&
• EPQ&–&R&(Eysenck&Personality&Questionnaire&revised&version)&–&106&items&










factor& analysis,& have& been& reduced& down& to& a& smaller& number& of& traits&which& the&




inventory& increases.&Many& of& the& inventories& contain& additional& scales& that& aim& to&
add&validity&to&the&results&by&measuring&the&degree&to&which&a&respondent&would&be&
inclined&to&lie&or&respond&in&a&manner&which&is&not&reflective&of&their&true&personality,&
in& effect& a& measure& of& the& distortion& of& actual& personality.& The& majority& of&
instruments&aim&to&measure&either&all&or&at&least&a&subset&of&the&‘big&five’&personality&




are& of& interest.& The& literature& in& Section& 3.1& and& 3.2& suggests& that& personality&
measures& could& to& a& small& extent& predict& achievement& (however,& the& measures&
would&only&be&able&to&explain&a&small&amount&of&the&observed&variance).&Measures&of&





In& the& previous& sections& the& possible& importance& of& personality& in& educational&
research& was& discussed,& and& in& Chapter& 2& a& model& of& behaviour& change& involving&
implementation&intentions&was&introduced.&Interventions&of&this&kind&are&best&tested&
through& a& preUpost& design& with& control& and& treatment& conditions.& To& test& the&
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effectiveness& of& the& implementation& intentions& on& improving& the& usage& of&
Mathematics&Support&Centres&whilst&taking& into&account&the&effect&of&personality& it&
seems& sensible& to& ascertain& the& contextual& and& temporal& stability& of& these&
constructs.&If&personality&is&stable&then&it&can&be&assumed&that&personality&measures&







were&stable&during&adulthood.&However,& in& the&case&of&adolescents,& the&stability&of&
personality&has&been&found&to&vary&across&individuals&(Roberts&et&al.&2001).&Roberts’&




Monika& (2000)& suggests& that& much& of& the& research& which& claims& stability& of& the&
personality&construct&has&only&been&conducted&over&short&time&periods.&Moreover&a&
longitudinal&study&taking&place&over&40&years&(Hampson&and&Goldberg&2006)&suggests&




(Haan& et& al.& 1986,& Soldz& and& Vaillant& 1999)&which& suggested& that& there&was& a& low&
correlation&between&the&measured&personality&of& individuals&at&childhood&and&then&
at& adulthood.& In& the& above& studies,& individual& traits& such& as& extraversion& and&
Neuroticism&have&been&shown&to&vary&in&the&degree&to&which&they&are&unstable&over&
time.& For& example& extraversion& was& found& to& be& stable& (Hampson& and& Goldberg&
2006,&Von&Dras& and& Siegler& 1997)& to& the& extent& that&Von&Dras& and& Siegler& suggest&
that& the&extraversion&of&adolescents&was&predictive&of& their& level&of&extraversion& in&
midlife.&Whereas&the&research&on&neuroticism&suggests&that&there&is&more&variability.&
Some& would& suggest& that& there& is& a& high& level& of& stability& (Birley& et& al.& 2006,&
Veronique&De&2003),&whilst&others& suggest& there& is& little& to&no&stability&of& this& trait&
over& time& (Hampson& and& Goldberg& 2006).& & From& the& research& described& above,& it&
would&seem&sensible&to&draw&the&conclusion&that&fluctuations&in&personality&traits&are&
more& observable& when& the& separation& between&measurement& is&medium& to& large&
(approximately& in&excess&of&3& to&4& years),&while&on&a& smaller& scale& (i.e.& less& than&3&
years)& there& is& less& variability& or& change.& However,& certain& traits& ‘may’& be& more&
resistant&to&change&than&others.&&As&a&result&it&would&seem&that&as&the&time&between&
measurements&increases,&the&level&of&caution&should&correspondingly&increase&when&
assumptions& are& made& about& the& personality& of& an& individual& between& the& two&









Monika& (2000)& suggests& that& studies& which& have& shown& that& personality& is& stable&
over&time&may&not&have&taken&the&contextual&or&situational& influences& into&account&






personality&may& be& relatively& consistent& across& contexts;& traitUwise& examination& of&
personality& reveals& that& there& is& an& observable& variability& in& personality& due& to&






It&has&been&suggested& in& this& chapter& that&according& to& research,&personality&when&







1) Due& to& the& short& time& span& (3& to& 4& years)& between& the& start& and& end& of& a&
course& of& study& personality& traits& could& be& assumed& to& be& stable& and&
relatively&unchanging.&
2) Contextual&dependence&would&not&be&an&issue&as&long&as&the&context&and&role&






1& to& 3.& Furthermore,& this& section& will& propose& an& intervention& (based& on&
implementation& intentions)&aimed&at& improving& the&usage&of&Mathematics&Support&
Centres.& &An& identified&problem&with& the&mathematical& abilities&of& students& is& that&
there&is&a&mismatch&between&ability&and&course&demands&in&many&cases&(Hawkes&and&
Savage&2000).&This&has&been&a&problem&for&a&number&of&decades,&and&appears&to&be&
getting& worse& (Kounine& et& al.& 2008,& Williamson,& Hirst,& Bishop& and& Croft& 2003).& A&
number& of& strategies& have& been& put& in& place& by& UK& universities& to& address& this&
problem& (see& Section& 1.2.2)& and& to& try& and& help& students& to& improve& their&




provision& of& Mathematics& Support& Centre& type& services& (see& Section& 1.2.3)& which&
allow&students& to&obtain& support&with&any&mathematics&or& statistics& type&problem.&
However,&not&all&students&choose&to&make&use&of&the&strategies&on&offer.&In&particular&
usage&data& from&Coventry&University& suggested& that& students& from&Health&and&Life&
Science&courses&accounted&for&less&than&1%&of&the&users&of&the&Mathematics&Support&
Centre.& It& was& highlighted& that& only& those& who& engage& with& the& services& on& offer&
could&expect& to&realise&any&potential&benefits& (see&Section&1.2.4).&Furthermore,& the&
low&usage&identified&amongst&weaker&students&in&particular&would&suggest&the&need&








Support& Centres,& it& seems& that& an& individual& who& feels& the& need& to& improve& their&
mathematics&abilities&may&well&try&to&improve&their&skills&by&intending&to&use&various&
support& services& however& this& intention&may&not& always& realised.& Sections& 2.3& and&
2.4&highlight&how&the&gap&between&intentions&and&behaviour&could&be&bridged&using&




desirable& outcome& is& either& complete& cessation& or& complete& adherence& to& a&
particular& goalUdirected& behaviour.& It& was& noted& that& intrinsic& motivation& is&
something& that& is& harder& to& influence& than& extrinsic& motivation& and& some& have&
argued& that& it& is& essentially& bad& to& try& to& use& extrinsic& motivation& to& change&
behaviour&as& it&erodes&the& intrinsic&motivation&of&an& individual.& It& is& for& this& reason&
that,& within& the& context& of& this& thesis,& motivation& was& not& addressed& directly.&
Furthermore,&a&method&of&behaviour&change&that&did&not&rely&on&external&rewards&or&
motivations& was& sought.& Educational& research& has& focused& mainly& on& motivation,&
attitudes&and&selfUconcept&as&a&means&to&explaining&behaviour&(see&Section&2.2.1.1).&





theories& as& Academic& Psychologists.& Furthermore,& a& report& from& Ofsted& (1999)&
highlighted&the&problem&of&poor&research&in&education&including&methodological&and&
nonUempirical& research&based&weaknesses.& &The&Ofsted& report& found& that& the&main&
issues&related&to&subjectivity&in&the&interpretation&of&data&in&qualitative&case&studies&
(e.g.&through&misogyny,&sexism&or&racism)&and&sampling&information.&A&general& lack&
of&detail& in& the& reporting&of& studies&was& found&which&was& suggested& to&not& reflect&
good& practice& in& educational& research& e.g.& the& sample& size,& how& participants&were&














between& intention&and&behaviour.&The& literature& suggests& that& this& construct& could&
be&a&predictor&of&both&achievement&and&effectiveness&of&implementation&intentions.&
However& the& use& of& personality& as& a& predictor& of& effectiveness& of& implementation&
intentions&has&been&limited&to&situations&where&complete&adherence&or&cessation&is&
ideal.& Attitudinal& research& (including& personality)& up& until& now& in& the& area& of&
mathematics& has& been& limited& to& students& who& have& had& a& continuous& history& of&













this& research& aimed& to& explore& the& effects& of& an& implementation& intentionUbased&
intervention& on& students& whose& chosen& courses& of& study& did& not& require& an&
understanding&of&mathematics&higher&than&GCSE&prior&to&entry&(e.g.&psychology).&&
&
Following&on& from& the& summary& above,& this& thesis& aimed& to& explore& and&discuss& a&
strategy& for& improving& the& engagement& of& students& with& Mathematics& Support&
Centres& using& interventions& based& on& implementation& intentions.& The& thesis& also&
examined& the& differences& in& personality& between& groups& of& students& and& the&








implementation& intentions& applied& to& a&mathematics& education& context.& Firstly,& do&
implementation& intentions& increase& students’& usage& of& Mathematics& Support&
Centre?& Secondly,& does& personality& or& mathematical& ability& influence& the&
effectiveness&of&the&implementation&intentions?&&
& &
In& addition& to& the& two& primary& research& questions& described& above,& the& project&
aimed&to&answer&two&secondary&research&questions.&Firstly,&are&there&differences&in&






In& the&previous&chapters,&a&discussion&of& the&apparent&decline& in& the&mathematical&
abilities& of& undergraduate& students& was& highlighted.& Mathematics& Support& Centre&
services& such& as& those& provided& by& Coventry& University& provide& mathematical&
support&to&students&across&disciplines.&In&Chapters&2&and&3&it&was&argued&that&the&use&
of& such& services& could& be& improved& through& the& use& of& interventions& that& aim& to&
change&students’&study&behaviours.&Furthermore,&in&Chapter&3&it&was&suggested&that&
personality& could& play& an& important& role& in& influencing& educational& behaviours&
particularly& those& related& to& approaches& to& learning.& The& aim& of& this& project& is&
therefore& to& explore& the& effectiveness& of& applying& an& intervention& based& on&






• Do& implementation& intentions& increase& the& usage& of& Mathematics& Support&
Centres?&&




In& addition& to& the& two& primary& research& questions& described& above,& this& project&
aimed&to&answer&two&secondary&research&questions:&&




To&answer& the& research&questions&above,& studies&were&designed& to& implement&and&
evaluate& an& intervention& approach& based& on& implementation& intentions.& The&
intervention& was& designed& such& that& individuals& would& form& implementation&
intentions& that& promoted& increases& in& the& time& spent& engaged&with&mathematical&
study&outside&of&formal& lectures&and&workshops.&The&main&focus&was&to&ascertain&if&























social& desirability,& study& habits& (time& spent& engaged& with& mathematical& study),&
personality,&mathematical&ability&and&demographics.&Prior& to&carrying&out& the&main&
study,& a& pilot& study&was& carried& out& in& April& 2008& to& trial& the& first& versions& of& the&













condition& (implementation& intention& intervention).& The& participants& in& each&
condition&were& assessed& on&mathematical& ability& (pre& and& post),& personality& (pre),&
study&behaviours&(pre&and&post)&and&socially&desirable&responding&(pre).&Concurrent&
data&preUintervention&were&examined& to&explore& relationships&between&personality&
and& mathematics& ability& (secondary& research& question)& and& whether& there& were&
differences&in&personality&and&mathematical&ability&between&students&from&different&
disciplines& (secondary& research& question).& The& preUpost& data& were& examined& to&
explore& the& effectiveness& of& implementation& intentions& in& improving&mathematical&













improved& versions& of& the& instruments& and& a& refined& treatment& condition.& Study& 3&
also&aimed&to&collect&data&on&study&habits&(pre&and&post)&specific&to&the&usage&of&the&
Mathematics& Support& Centre& at& Coventry& University& (whereas& the& previous& study&
looked&at&study&behaviours&in&a&wider&range&of&study&locations,&the&implementation&
intentions& created& in& the& previous& study&were& not& solely& focused& on&Mathematics&
Support& Centre& usage).& Personality,& mathematical& ability,& social& desirability& and&
demographic& data& were& collected& in& addition& to& a& measure& of& the& quality& of& the&






Designing&an& intervention&study&needs& to& take& into&account& the& research&questions&













learning&environments)& in& improving&attainment&or& the&effect&of& introducing&a&new&
assessment&policy&on&the&quality&of&student&assessment.&
&
It& is& not& recommended& that& all& participants& receive& the& intervention;& this& strategy&
would&mean&that& it&would&be& impossible&to&determine&whether&any&changes& in& the&
outcome& variable& were& attributable& to& maturation& effects& alone& (e.g.& participants&









treatment& conditions& (of& which& there& may& be& more& than& one& of& each).&
Randomisation& is& useful& in& that& it& can& help& to& attenuate& the& effects& of& personal&
differences,& group& differences& and& maturation& effects.& The& CONSORT& 2010&
statement& (Schulz,& Altman& and& Moher& 2010)& suggests& that& when& designing&
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randomised& trials& it& is& important& to& have& individuals& randomly& allocated& to& one& of&
two&parallel&conditions&(e.g.&treatment&and&control).&The&ratio&of&participant&numbers&
in& the& groups& should& also& be& clearly& reported.& The& statement& also& highlights& the&




and& participate& in& the& interventions& within& seminar& and& lecture& theatres.&
Unfortunately,& random& allocation& in& these& settings& can& result& in& contamination&
between&various&conditions&(particularly&in&a&lecture&hall).&For&example,&it&may&seem&




had&been& allocated& to& different& conditions& sitting& together.& It& is& therefore& possible&
that& students& sitting& together& are& likely& to& discuss& their& tasks& with& those& sitting&
adjacently.&Random&allocation&also&aims&to&control&for& individual&differences&and&as&
such&the&random&allocation&can& lead&to&the&assumption&that&baseline&measures&are&
equal& across& groups& (as& with& the& posttest& control& group& design).& However,& taking&
baseline& measures& prior& to& an& intervention& (as& with& the& pretest& posttest& control&








However,& this& option& immediately& alerts& the& participants& that& they& will& not& all& be&
carrying& out& the& same& task.& Furthermore,& there& is& no& guarantee& that& friends& who&
have& been& split& up& through& the& random& allocation&will& not& discuss& their& individual&
tasks&as&they&have&already&been&alerted&to&the&different&conditions.&A&second&option&




the& composition& of& individual& groups& of& participants& and& as& such& the& participants&
from& different& conditions& may& not& be& equivalent,& however,& the& likelihood& of&
contamination& is& decreased& as& there& is& less& chance& of& participants& from& different&
conditions&discussing&the&experiment&with&each&other.&
&
Intervention&designs&also&benefit& from&being&single&blind&or&double&blind& to& reduce&






allocated& to.& As& such,& it& would& seem& logical& to& aim& to& create& double& blind& type&
experiments&and& if&possible&preserve& the&uncertainty& in&condition&until&all&data&has&
been&analysed,& though& this&may&not&be&possible& if& data& is& entered&and&preliminary&
analysis&is&conducted&part&way&through&data&collection.&
&
The& design& of& an& intervention& study& needs& to& take& into& account& the& above&
considerations& both& in& terms&of& the& allocation&of& participants& to& conditions& and& to&
when&and&how&the&data& is&collected.&These& issues&also&have&a&direct& impact&on&the&
creation&and& content&of& the& intervention& itself.& The&participants& in& the& control& and&
treatment&conditions&must&not&become&aware&of&their&allocated&condition.&To&reduce&
the& likelihood& of& participants& becoming& aware& of& which& condition& they& have& been&
allocated& to,& the& control& condition&would& need& to& appear& similar& to& the& treatment&





suggest& strategies& for&maintaining&parity&both&within&and&between& the& control& and&
treatment& conditions.& They& recommend& that& the& duration& of& contact& with&











addition& to&observing&effects&due& to& the& implementation& intentions.&Assuming& that&








experiment& with& a& low& power& would& be& less& likely& to& reject& a& false& hypothesis&
(incorrect&acceptance&when&false).&However&an&experiment&with&a&very&high&power&is&
likely& to& have& an& increased& risk& of& rejecting& a& true& hypothesis& (incorrect& rejection&
when&true).&&Powers&(P)&of&at&least&0.7&(0.8&is&an&arbitrary&but&commonly&used&figure)&
were&required&to&confidently&reject&a&false&hypothesis;&using&a&table&of&values&(Howell&





































0.7& Small& 0.20& 2.48& 308&
& Medium& 0.50& 2.48& 50&
& Large& 0.80& 2.48& 20&
0.8& Small& 0.20& 2.80& 392&
& Medium& 0.50& 2.80& 63&
& Large& 0.80& 2.80& 25&
0.9& Small& 0.20& 3.25& 529&
& Medium& 0.50& 3.25& 85&
& Large& 0.80& 3.25& 34&











the& research& questions& presented& in& Chapter& 3.& Prior& to& carrying& out& the& studies&
described&in&this&thesis,&approximately&400&students&were&expected&to&participate&in&
Study& 2& (see& Section& 4.1.2),& distributed& between& the& different& courses& from&which&






effects& are&more& interesting,& especially& if& the& time&and&money& spent& administering&
the&intervention&only&yielded&a&marginal&or&small&improvement&(this&is&not&to&say&that&
a& small& or& marginal& improvement& is& inconsequential).& For& the& purposes& of& this&
















contained& a& link& to& a&website&which& provided& further& information& on& the& research&
project& and& how& to& participate& (downloadable& paper& questionnaire& or& online&
questionnaire).&&It&was&important&to&ensure&that&the&leaflets&were&placed&in&locations&
that& were& easily& and& equally& accessible& to& all& students.& Also& it& was& necessary& to&
ensure&that&only&students&at&Coventry&University&would&participate& in&the&research.&
For&the&above&reasons& leaflets&were&placed&near&the&main&entrance&and&exit&of& the&














130).& Access& to& the& students& was& provided& through& a& 10& minute& briefing& at& the&
beginning&of&a&timetabled&nursing&related&lecture.&During&this&time&all&it&was&possible&
to& do&was& to& distribute& a& small& research) pack)which& consisted& of& information& and&
consent& documents& (see& appendix& 2.15),& questionnaires& (Appendices& 2.2,& 2.5,& 2.8&
and&2.11)&and&a&leaflet&(see&above&and&Appendix&2.14)&
&







Website&–&To&assist& students&with&understanding& the&research&and&their& role& in& the&
research,&a&website&(not&affiliated&to&Coventry&University)&was&created&that&provided&
further& information& and& participation& information.& Most& importantly,& this& website&
included&downloadable&versions&of&the&information&and&consent&documents&for&use&
by& participants.& For& those& who& wished& to& participate& online,& a& link& to& the& SONA&














sample& that&was& representative&of&nonUmathematics& students&across&any&particular&
subject,&it&provided&the&opportunity&to&trial&the&instruments&and&obtain&feedback&that&
could&be&used&to&improve&the&clarity&of&the&instruments&prior&to&the&research&carried&
out& during& 2008/2009.& Using& this& method,& students& studying& mathematics& and&





(including& leaflet,& information& and& consent& documents)& were& left& in& the& centre&







studies& that& were& carried& out.& The& students& involved& were& interviewed& in& a& nonU
threatening&environment&such&as&a&seminar&room.&No&physical&risks&were&anticipated&
or& encountered& for& either& the& interviewer& or& students.& Personal& details& were& not&
used& in& any& report& about& the& research.& & Interviews&were& recorded& to& assist& in& the&
analysis& but& these& recordings&were& held& securely& in& a& locked& cabinet& and& the& data&




relating& to& individuals& was& kept& for& no& longer& than& was& necessary& in& order& to&
complete&the&analysis&and&dissemination&of&the&research.&All&results&were&reported&in&
a& way& that& preserved& confidentiality.& Consent& forms& and& raw& data&were& stored& in&
locked&cabinets& in& separate& locations.& Importantly,& informed&consent&was&obtained&
from& all& participants& prior& to& participating& in& the& studies.& All& participants& were&
informed&of&their&right&to&withdraw&at&any&point&during&their&participation.&After&all&of&
the&studies&the&participants&were&debriefed&and&given&full&details&of&the&purposes&of&









may& already& be& receiving.& In& light& of& this& there& was& not& a& significant& ethical& issue&
regarding& students& who& do& not& receive& the& treatment.& Furthermore,& the& lecturers&
involved&in&the&teaching&of&the&students&from&control&groups&were&at&their&discretion&
able&to&choose&whether&to&introduce&the&treatment&with&their&students&after&the&data&
collection& had& ended.& A& short& summary& of& the& results& and& outcomes& were& made&
available& to& all& students& and& staff&who& participated& in& the& research;& students& then&




Prior& to&carrying&out& the&main& study,&a&pilot& study&was&carried&out& to& trial& the& first&
versions& of& the& instruments& developed& for& measuring& mathematical& ability,& study&
habits&and&demographic&data.&Through&the&trialling&of&the&instruments&it&was&possible&
to&inform&the&development&of&the&instruments&as&used&in&future&studies.&This&ensured&
that& any& problems&originating& from&question& items& and& instruments& that&were& not&
preUconstructed&could&be&identified&and&where&possible&attempts&made&to&rectify&and&






Being& able& to& recruit& a& sufficiently& large& number& of& participants& that& was& also&
representative&of&the&wider&body&of&students&was&an&important&factor&to&consider,&as&
were& issues& of& sample& size& that& might& reduce& the& ability& to& draw& statistically&
significant& results& from& the&data&due& to&N&being& small.& Piloting& therefore& aimed& to&
refine&both&the&recruitment&process&and&the&instruments&that&would&be&administered&
to&the&participants& in&the&next&academic&year.&As&a&consequence&of&the&pilot& it&was&
also& possible& to& explore& which& recruitment& strategies& would& be& best& utilised& for&
maximising&the&number&of&participants.&
&
In& the& pilot& and& subsequent& studies& one& of& the& aims&was& to& control& and& take& into&
account& the&effects&of& social& desirability.& For& the& studies&detailed& in& this& thesis& the&
Marlowe&Crowne&Social&Desirabilty&Scale&(Crowne&and&Marlowe&1960)&was&used&as&it&
is&a&well&known&and&commonly&used&instrument&for&measuring&social&desirability.&The&
Marlowe& Crowne& Social& Desirability& Scale& consists& of& 33& items& (agree& or& disagree&
responses).&The&instrument&is&used&to&ascertain&participants’&willingness&to&please&or&
displease&the&researcher&(i.e.&to&beat&the&test&or&seek&approval/praise)&e.g.&under&or&
over& estimates& of& the& amount& of& time& spent& engaged& with& mathematical& study&








the& data& to& consider& whether& there& were& differences& between& subject& groups& in&
mathematical& ability& and& to& identify& any& differences& between& intended& study&
behaviours&and&actual&study&behaviours.&These&questions&were&answered&by&testing&
the& hypotheses& that& a)& There& exists& a& difference& in& mathematical& ability& between&





As& the& overarching& aim&of& the& research& outlined& in& this& thesis&was& to& improve& the&
usage& of& support& services& by& students& from&nonUmathematical& subjects,& the& target&
population& from& which& the& pilot& sample& was& drawn& reflected& this.& However,& the&
composition&of& the&pilot&sample&was&heavily& influenced&by&the&recruitment&process&
and& the& availability& of& potential& participants.& Using& a& combination& of& recruitment&














































For& the& purposes& of& the& pilot& it&was& necessary& to& focus& on&only& those& instruments&
that&were&not&already&in&use&or&had&not&been&used&in&the&past&as&it&was&assumed&that&
these&were&most& likely& to& need& amending& and& improving& after& the& pilot&work& had&
concluded.&During& the&pilot& students&were&asked& to& complete&a&questionnaire& that&
included&the&Demographics&Questionnaire&(see&Appendix&2.11&for&Version&A),&Study&
Behaviour& Questionnaire& (see& Appendix& 2.5,& Version& A),& Mathematics& Diagnostic&





Demographics.& The&Demographics&Questionnaire& consisted&of& ten& items& that&asked&
students& to& provide& information& relating& to& their& age,& gender,& mathematics&
qualifications& on& entry& (year& attained& and& qualification& type)& and& their& current&
studies&(course,&year&and&mode&of&study).&&
&
Study) Behaviours.) The& aim& of& this& study& was& to& trial& a& selfUreport& instrument& for&
measuring& the& amount&of& time& spent& engaged&with&mathematical& study&outside&of&





students&could&engage&with& learning& in&many&different& locations&and&times&that&did&
not& necessarily& involve& the&University& provided& support& provision.& & In& constructing&
the&study&behaviours&instrument&the&main&aim&was&to&include&items&that&would&allow&
the&majority,&if&not&all&forms&of&mathematical&study&to&be&recorded.&The&instrument&





The&questions&within&the& instrument&were&split& into&two&sections:&one&for& intended&
behaviours&and&one& for&actual&behaviours.&Both&sections& included&one& table&where&
participants&could&record&the&approximate&number&of&hours&that&they&spend&studying&
using& a&number&of& strategies& and& locations& for& learning& (either& intended&or& actual)&





record& of& the&mathematical& study& habits& would& have& required& a& grid& with& various&
locations& along& the& rows& and& the& types& of& activity& along& the& columns.& Participants&
would& have& to& add& the& number& of& hours& they& intended& to& spend& engaging& with&
different& study& behaviours& in& each& location& (then& repeat& this& for& their& actual&
behaviours).&This&was&judged&to&be&overly&complicated&as&students&may&not&be&likely&
to& remember& exactly& how& many& hours& they& spent& engaged& with& activity& ‘X’& in&
location&‘Y’&in&the&past&month.&To&simplify&the&table&a&list&of&behaviours&or&locations&









Mathematics) Ability.& All& students& who& participated& in& the& study& were& required& to&
have&at&least&a&GCSE&or&equivalent&qualification.&A&number&of&universities&have&found&
that& the& increasing& diversity& of& entrance& qualifications& combined& with& the& varying&
times&between&achieving&the&qualification&and&enrolment&on&the&course&has&meant&
that&past&qualifications&are&a&poor&measure&of&mathematical&ability&on&entry& (LTSN&
MathsTeam& Project,& 2003b).& The& report& by& LTSN& MathsTeam& Project& (2003b)&
highlights& the& use& of& diagnostic& testing& (and& appropriate& feedback)& on& entry& as& a&
more&accurate&measure&of&ability&and&as&a&means&to&support&students& in& improving&
their& mathematics& skills.& Mathematical& ability& was& measured& using& a& 7Uitem& scale&
(see& Appendix& 2.2),& which& consisted& of& questions& relating& to& arithmetic,& unit&
conversions,&percentages&and&ratios.&Individual&question&items&used&in&the&pilot&were&
based& upon& a& preUexisting& mathematics& diagnostic& test& used& by& the& Faculty& of&
Engineering&and&Computing&at&Coventry&University.&The&questions&used& in& the&pilot&
were& based& on& those& that& would& be& suitable& for& students& without& an& AUlevel& or&
equivalent&qualifications&in&mathematics.&&
&









or& context& e.g.& 1.99& +& 2.49& U& 1.09& =& ?& and& 10& –& (1.99& +& 2.49& +& 1.09).& In& a& typical&
contextualised&mathematics&problem&the&student&could&attempt&to&use&the&context&
to& further& define& the& problem,& in& which& case& the& learner& may& add& and& create&
unnecessary&and&potentially&incorrect&inferences&about&the&problem&that&needs&to&be&





Students& could& argue& that& 14&people&would&not& fit& in& a& lift& and& that& the&maximum&
number& of& people& that& could& realistically& fit& inside& is& 8.& This& interpretation& would&
result& in& an& incorrect& answer& according& to& the& marking& scheme.& & The& difference&
between& students’& interpretations& and& the& correct& interpretation& intended& could&
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answer& to& “269& divided& by& 8”& rather& than& “269& divided& by& 14”.& Boaler& (1993)&
suggested&that&contextual&questions&which&are&familiar&to&the&learner&are&those&that&
the& learner&may&well&become&more&engaged&with&and&as&such& introduce&properties&





a& number& of& problems& were& foreseen& that& could& have& had& implications& on& the&
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analysis&of& the&data&and&how&participants& interpreted& the&questions.&Using& context&
dependent& questions& would& have& required& either& identifying& a& context& that& all&
participants& were& familiar& with& or& creating& different& context& specific& questions& for&
students& based& on& their& chosen& university& course& of& study.& In& both& cases& the&
participants&may&have&been&subject&to&contextual&bias&in&the&methods&by&which&they&
chose& to& answer& a& question& (see& Figure& 4.1& above).& Furthermore,& the& analysis&
(comparisons&between&students& from&different&courses)&could&become&problematic&
as&the&questions&being&answered&had&been&set&in&different&contexts.&By&choosing&to&
make& each& question& item& in& this& instrument& as& abstract& as& possible,& contextual&
effects& that& may& influence& participants’& performance& either& through& the& way& in&
which& the& question& is& seen& or& perceived& (Mevarech& and& Stern& 1997)& or& through&
contextually&dependent&procedures&for&solving&mathematics&problems&(Boaler&1993,&
Cooper& 1996)& were& reduced.& The& intention& was& to& reduce& as& far& possible& the&
probability&of&students&using&prior&knowledge&of&the&context&of&the&question&and&thus&
inadvertently& answering& a& different& question& from& that& which& was& being& set.&
Furthermore,& Van& den& HeuvelUPanhuizen& (2005:& 5)& describes& this& occurrence& as&
follows:&
In&the&word&problem&the&reality&that&is&presented&is&often&not&in&tune&with&the&






This& suggests& that& it&may& not& be&wise& to& assess& the& students& using& contextualised&
questions.& However,& ClausenUMay& and& Vappula& (2005)& present& evidence& that&
suggests& learners&do&not&find&difficulties& in&transferring&abstract&mathematical&skills&
to& problems& set& in& different& contexts.& For& this& research& the& aim& is& not& to& transfer&
knowledge&they&may&have&into&a&new&context,&but&rather&to&test&their&mathematical&
ability&not&their&ability&to&transfer&knowledge&from&one&context&to&another.&For&this&
reason& abstract& questions& were& used& in& the& diagnostic& test& rather& than& course&
specific& contextualised& questions.& The& Faculty& of& Engineering& and& Computing&
diagnostic&tests&comprised&of&a&lengthy&set&of&items&that&would&take&students&with&a&
mathematical& background& (AUlevel& mathematics)& up& to& one& hour& to& complete.&
However,& students& that& were& to& be& involved& in& the& research& project& would& not&
necessarily&have&an&AUlevel&or&equivalent&in&mathematics.&Consequently&Version&A&of&
the& diagnostic& test& (see& Appendix& 2.2)& used& in& the& Pilot& study& included& questions&
relating& to& multiplication,& division,& ratio,& percentages& and& unit& conversion.& These&
topics& were& picked& as& they& generally& covered& many& of& the& basic& numeracy&
requirements& for& students& engaged& with& courses& not& requiring& an& AUlevel&
mathematics&or&equivalent&qualification&on&entry.&&
&
Social) desirability.& As& indicated& in& Section& 4.3,& there& was& the& possibility& that&
participants&might&respond&to&question&items&within&the&questionnaires&in&a&manner&
they&perceived&to&be&socially&desirable.&To&explore&the&effect&of&social&desirability&on&
participants’& responses& on& the& three& instruments& being& trialled,& they& were&
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supplemented& by& the& Marlowe& Crowne& Questionnaire& (see& Appendix& 2.8).& Social&
desirability& was& measured& using& the& Marlowe& Crowne& Social& Desirability& Scale&
(MCSDS;& Marlowe& and& Crowne& 1960)& to& ascertain& the& participants’& tendency& to&
appear&more& socially& acceptable& to& those&whose&opinions& are& felt& to& be& important&
(e.g.&peers,& researchers).&Due& to& social&desirability&being&a&known&source&of&bias& in&
selfUreport&studies&(Parkes&1980),&the&measure&was&included&here&so&that&the&extent&
of& socially& desirable& responding& could& be& factored& into& any& analysis& of& the& data,&
therefore& overcoming& one& of& the& criticisms& of& selfUreport& based& research& (Crowne&
and& Marlowe& 1960,& Razavi& 2000).& In& the& case& of& study& behaviours,& a& correlation&
between&selfUreported&study&behaviours&(Section&4.4.4)&and&social&desirability&would&
indicate& that& there&may&be&a& tendency& to&overUinflate&or&underUreport& their&usage.&












The& administration& of& the& instruments& varied& between& participants& based& on& the&
method& chosen& to& complete& the& questionnaires& and& also& the& recruitment& strategy&
used& to& recruit& individual& participants.& These& variations& also& influenced& how&
completed& questionnaires& were& retrieved& once& participants& had& answered& the&
question&items.&&
&
PaperUbased& questionnaire& –& For& those& who& completed& the& paper& version,& four&





the& lecture& theatre& and& decide& if& they&wished& to& participate& or& not.& If& they&
wished& to& participate,& the& participant& would& be& able& to& complete& the&
questionnaire& and& consent& form,& which& could& then& be& returned& via& a&
designated&drop&box&located&in&the&university.&&
• Given& the& questionnaire& outside& of& a& formal& lecture& (word& of& mouth)& –&
participants&would&be&given&the&questionnaire&and&would&have&the&option&to&
complete& the&questionnaire&and&consent& form&either& immediately&or& return&




• Participants& who& downloaded& the& questionnaire& would& print& out& and&
complete& the& documents& after& reading& the& information& and& consent&
information.& Participants&would& then& have& had& to& return& the& questionnaire&
via&the&drop&box.&
• Participants&were&also&able&to&return&completed&questionnaires&directly&to&the&





only& Coventry&University& students&were& completing& the& questionnaire.& As&with& the&
paper& questionnaire,& all& participants& were& able& to& read& information& about& the&
research& and& the& relevant& ethical& precautions& taken& by& the& researcher& to& ensure&
anonymity& and& data& protection.& Sufficient& information& was& made& available& in& the&
questionnaire& instruction& so& that& participants& were& able& to& make& an& informed&
decision.&It&was&made&clear&to&them&in&the&instructions&that&proceeding&further&and&
answering&subsequent&questions&would&be&taken&to&mean&that&they&had&agreed&and&
consented& to& participation& and& were& happy& for& the& data& to& be& used& for& research.&
Those& taking& the& online& questionnaire& as& discussed& before& could& access& the& SONA&
system&either& directly& or& by& following& the& link& on& the& research& information& site.& In&
both&situations&students&would&need&to&register&for&an&account&before&being&able&to&









(either& given& to& the& student&or&downloaded&and&printed& from&a&website)&or&online&




within& a& nursing& lecture.& In& all& cases& the& participants& chose& to& return& the&
questionnaires&directly&to&the&researcher.&Participants&did&not&have&the&opportunity&
to&complete&questionnaires&immediately&when&they&were&recruited&within&a&lecture&
(all& nursing& students& chose& to& return& the& completed& questionnaires& directly& to& the&
researcher),&whereas&those&recruited&by&word&of&mouth&were&able&to&complete&the&




steps& taken& to& ensure& anonymity& and& also& the& full& details& of& the& research& and& its&
purpose.& As& part& of& the& debriefing,& participants& were& given& the& opportunity& to&
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N.B.&Due& to& the&sample&sizes&of& the&sub&groups&being&small& the&standard&deviations&
given&have&little&meaning,&they&are&only&quoted&for&completeness.&
*Though&10&male&participants&responded&only&9&provided&complete&data&for&&








Data& from& Table& 4.3& suggests& that& for& all& participants& the& number& of& hours& that&
participants& intended&to&study&over& the&coming&month&was&greater& than&the&actual&
number&of&hours&studied&over&the&previous&month.&Furthermore,&there&appeared&to&
be&differences& in& the&means&of& the&mathematics& diagnostic& scores,& intended& study&
and&actual&study&between&the&subject&groups&suggesting&that&students&from&different&
course&groups&may&have&differing&mathematical&abilities.&Although&the&difference&in&
mean&scores&between&the&groups&was&only&1.61& (difference& in&medians&was&2),& the&
standard& deviation& of& scores& on& the& mathematics& scores& for& students& studying&
mathematics&was&small&(0.76)&and&suggests&that&there&is&likely&a&ceiling&effect&as&the&
majority& of& participants& in& that& group& scored& the& maximum& score& of& 7& out& of& 7.&
Importantly,&this&also&suggested&that&the&instrument,&while&being&useful&for&students&
from& nonUmathematical& backgrounds,&may&well& be& inappropriate& at& differentiating&






It& is& important& to& understand& that& the& aim&of& the& pilot& study&was& not& to& ascertain&
whether& there& was& a& difference& in& intended& and& actual& study& behaviours& but& to&
improve& the& test& instruments&and& to& reduce&ceiling& (and& floor)&effects& that&may&be&
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inherent& in& some& of& the& instruments& (i.e.& mathematics& ability& and& usage).& For&













The& pilot& study& allowed& for& many& issues& regarding& length& and& clarity& of& the&









During& the& studies& described& in& this& thesis& a& number& of& paperUbased& instruments&
were&used&to&gather&data.&This&section&describes&the&development&and&justification&of&
the& instruments& used& in& the& studies.& The& primary& purpose& for& carrying& out& the&
analysis& was& to& assess& the& instruments& for& reliability,& validity& and& clarity& of& the&
question&items&as&well&as&trying&to&ascertain&which&methods&of&recruitment&would&be&





Based& on& the& data& obtained& from& the& pilot,& the& diagnostic& questionnaire& was& not&
appropriate&for&all&of&the&students&who&had&taken&part&in&the&study.&For&students&on&
the&mathematics&course&there&should&have&been&little&to&no&problem&in&completing&




4.2&below).&As& a& result& some&of& the&mathematics& students&did& complain& about& the&
diagnostic& assessment& being& too& easy,& and& they& questioned& the& relevance& of& the&




the& studies& in& this& thesis& were& those& who& do& not& necessarily& have& a& GCSE& in&
mathematics.&
&
Figure& 4.2:& Bar& graph& showing& the& distribution& of& mathematics& diagnostic& scores&
across&three&university&courses&
&




mathematics& students.&However,& the& test&was&aimed&at&nonUmathematics& students&






questions& were& added& to& the& diagnostic& test& that& addressed& these& topics.& These&
questions& were& added& to& the& assessment& as& it& was& felt& students& across& all& of& the&
subjects&would&be& required& to&make&use&of& these& skills& (e.g.& interpreting&graphs&of&
financial&data&or&trends&over&time,&rearranging&formula&to&help&calculate&the&correct&





performance& as& the& study&was& not& concerned&with& evaluating& the& effectiveness& of&
the&Mathematics&Support&Centres&(or&any&other&strategy&the&participants&may&have&
employed).& The& role& of& the& diagnostic& test& was& to& help& ascertain& if& initial&
mathematical& ability& was& a& factor& that& influenced& the& usage& of& the& Mathematics&




need& to&administer& a&mathematics&diagnostic& test& at& the& start& and&end&of& Study&2.&
However,&an&assessment&of&the&time&taken&to&complete&the&test&instruments&during&
the&design&of&Study&2&suggested&that&the&postUintervention& instruments&would&take&
less& time& to& complete& than& the& preUintervention& instruments.& This&was& seen& as& an&





the&process&of&developing&a&more& reliable& instrument& for&Study&3.&Examples&of& the&
two&alternate& versions&of& the&questionnaire& that&were&used& in& Study&2& (Versions&B&
and&C)&can&be&found&in&Appendices&2.3&and&2.4.&&During&the&design&of&Study&3&it&was&
found&that&the&total&time&taken&for&completing&the&test&battery&was&too&long.&Several&
students& gave& feedback& during& the& debriefing& that& suggested& a& shorter& instrument&
might&be&better&to&keep&them&interested&and&not&“put&them&off”.&The&overall&length&
could& have& contributed& to& the& high& level& of& participant& attrition& and& incomplete&
responses&(refer&to&chapters&5&and&6&for&further&detail).&Due&to&the&requirement&for&a&
shorter&set&of&instruments,&there&was&time&to&include&one&version&of&the&mathematics&
diagnostic& in& Study& 3.& Internal& reliability& of& the& instruments& was& calculated& using&
KuderURichardson’s&rho&(in&place&of&Cronbach’s&alpha&due&to&dichotomous&question&
items)&using&formula&20&(as&not&all&of&the&question&items&were&assumed&to&be&equally&








During& the& debriefing& of& participants& who& had& taken& part& in& the& Pilot& Study,& one&




answer& the& question& properly.& Students& reported& that& they& had& either& guessed& an&
answer&or&picked&one&at&random.&&
&
The& initial& confusion& caused& by& the& word& ‘irked’& was& reduced& by& rephrasing& the&
question& item& into& “I& have& never& been& irritated& or& vexed& when& people& expressed&
ideas&very&different&from&my&own.”&for&studies&2&and&3.&This&replacement&of&the&work&
‘irked’&was& found& to&eliminate& the&only&word&where&students&were&not& sure&of& the&




The& role&of&personality&on& the&behaviours& (see&Section&3.2)&and&achievements& (see&





facilitate.& psychoticism& and& conscientiousness& were& highlighted& as& possible& factors&
that& could& explain& the& effectiveness& of& implementation& intentions.& The& literature&




A&number&of& instruments& for&measuring&personality&were&described& in& Section&3.3.&
The&decision&of&which&instrument&to&use&in&this&research&was&a&difficult&one&as&it&was&
necessary&to&consider&the&length,&type&of&response&(dichotomous&or&Likert)&and&the&
personality& facets& being&measured& by& each& instrument.& For& the& research& that& was&
carried&out,&a&shorter&personality&scale&was&required&for&practical&reasons;&namely&to&
keep& the& time& required& to& complete& the& instrument& to& a& minimum& as& the&
questionnaire& comprised& other& instruments& in& addition& to& the& personality&
assessment.& However,& the& instrument& was& also& required& to&measure& psychoticism&
and&extraversion&adequately.&
&
Research& has& suggested& that& conscientious& can& moderate& the& effectiveness& of&
implementation&intentions&(Webb&2007).&The&research&proposed&in&this&thesis&aimed&
to&measure&psychoticism,&extraversion&and&neuroticism&using&the&EPQ&(Eysenck&&and&
Eysenck&1975)&with&a& focus&on& the&psychoticism&and&extraversion& for& two&main&
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reasons.& Firstly,& the& activities& that&were& being& promoted& through& the& formation& of&
implementation&intentions&were&considered&group&activities,&many&students&use&the&
Mathematics&Support&Centre&as&a&place&to&work&with&their&peers.&Since&psychoticism&
and& extraversion& can& be& used& to& assess& the& tendencies& of& individuals& to& prefer&
individual& or& group& based& work,& those& measures& were& chosen& rather& than&




to& choose& the& 106& item& Revised& Eysenck& Personality& Questionnaire& (Eysenck& et& al.&
1985)&as&it&adequately&measured&the&extraversion&and&psychoticism&personality&traits&
which&were&of&primary&interest&and&was&also&a&relatively&short&and&simple&instrument&
(106& questions& where& participants& respond& with& either& “Yes”& or& “No”& responses)&





0& to&32),&extraversion& (0& to&23),&neuroticism&(0& to&24),& lie& (0& to&21),&addiction& (0& to&
32),&criminality&(0&to&34).&Each&question&item&of&the&106&items&in&this&instrument&was&
answered&with&either&as&‘Yes’&or&‘No’&responses.&The&EPQUR&measures&several&other&
personality& facets& in&addition&to&extraversion&and&psychoticism.&The&question& items&
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measuring& each& facet& were& not& distinct& from& questions& measuring& other& facets.&
Furthermore,&the& items&measuring&the& lie,&addiction&and&criminality&subscales&were&
explicitly&mentioned& in& the& test&manual& as&being& constructed&using& items& from& the&
extraversion,& psychoticism& and& neuroticism& scale& items.& When& administering& the&
EPQUR&it&was&decided&that&all&question&items&would&be&kept&when&administering&the&











(Eysenck& and& Eysenck& 1991:& 4).& Finally& Neuroticism& can& be& described& as& an&
individual’s& tendency& to& worry& or& be& overly& concerned& about& any& number& of&
situations&(Eysenck&and&Eysenck&1991:&4).&
&








The& main& focus& of& the& studies& described& in& this& thesis& was& to& ascertain& if& an&
intervention& based& on& implementation& intentions& could& increase& the& number& of&
hours&spent&engaged&with&mathematical&study&outside&of&formal& lessons.&The&study&
behaviours& questionnaire& was& developed& to& quantify& the& amount& of& time& spent&
engaged&with&various&studyUrelated&behaviours&including&the&use&of&the&Mathematics&
Support&Centre.&Furthermore,&for&the&purposes&of&this&thesis,&aspirations&to&study&as&




























perceived& repetitiveness.&Though& the&questions&on& intended&behaviours&and&actual&
behaviours&were&different,&participants&indicated&that&at&times&it&felt&that&they&were&
answering& the& same& question& twice.& Furthermore,& the& length& of& the& questionnaire&
was& regarded& as& being& a& negative& feature& of& the& instrument.& It& was& suggested& by&
participants& that& other& students& may& not& have& as& much& time& to& spare& for&
participation& in& the& study& and& could& have& left& the& questions& blank.& As& with& the&
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mathematics& diagnostic& test,& there& was& a& possible& limit& imposed& on& the& range& of&
answers&that&could&be&given&(e.g.&the&number&of&hours&engaged&with&mathematical&
study).& Although& the& upper& limit& was& potentially& approximately& 360& hours& (if& an&
individual&studied&12&hours&per&day&for&30&days),&it&was&unlikely&that&students&in&any&
discipline&would&approach&this&limit.&However,&the&lower&limit&of&zero&hours&of&study&






Version& B& (see& Appendix& 2.6)& was& therefore& constructed& using& feedback& from&
participants&on&the&question&items&contained&in&Version&A.&The&list&of&questions&was&
removed&and& replaced&with& a& small& table& split& into& two& sections& (left& and& right)& as&
shown& in& Appendix& 2.6,& and& questions& pertaining& to& patterns& of& study& were& also&
omitted.& & On& the& left& hand& side,& a& grid& was& constructed& such& that& each& row&
represented&a&different& activity& and&each& column&a&different& location;& a& tick& in& the&
grid& suggests& that& the& activity& indicated& by& the& row& is& performed& in& the& location&
indicated&by&the&column.&The&aim&of&the&left&hand&side&of&the&grid&was&to&assist&the&
participants& in& thinking& about&where) they& engage& in& specific&mathematics& learning&




hand& side& of& the& grid& indicating& the& amount& of& time& spent& studying.& A& participant&
would&tick&as&many&grid&squares&as&necessary&to&indicate&where&they&engaged&in&the&
learning& activities.& On& the& right& hand& side& of& the& table& participants& indicated& their&




Actual& –& The& number& of& hours& that& study& activity& X& was& engaged& with& over& the&
previous)month.&This& is& thus&based&on& the&students’&perception&and& recollection&of&
how&many&hours&that&were&spent&performing&activity&X&in&the&different&locations.&




Estimated& –& This& last& estimate& of& usage& is& based& on& the& individual’s& perception& of&








However& where& Version& B& allowed& participants& to& indicate& where& the& study&





In& Section& 4.2.1& a& number& of& design& issues& related& to& intervention& studies& were&
highlighted.& These& related& to& contamination,& allocation& to& conditions& and&
assumptions& of& baseline& measures.& The& development& of& the& intervention& (both&
treatment& and& control)&was& influenced& by& the& design& considerations& introduced& in&
Section& 4.2.1.& Contamination& of& participants& from& different& conditions& was& of&
greatest& concern& and& as& such& influenced& how& participants& were& allocated& to&
conditions.&During&the&planning&stages&of&the&study&it&was&not&possible&to&ascertain&or&
assume&the&logistical&practicalities&of&how&random&allocation&would&occur.&However,&
preliminary&discussions&with& lecturers& involved&with& the& teaching&of& courses&where&
participants&were&recruited&from&indicated&that&moving&participants&within&a&lecture&
theatre&would&be&unrealistic&as&it&would&both&waste&time&and&be&impractical&due&to&
the& limited& space& available.& In& light& of& this& students& were& not& moved& around& the&
workshops&or& lecture&theatres.&A&better&solution&was&considered&to&be&the&random&






The& random& allocation& of& rows& to& condition& rather& than& individual& participants&
assisted&with&this.&&
&
To& further& hide& which& condition& each& participant& had& been& allocated& to& it& was&
necessary& to& ensure& that& the& length& of& the& interventions& (treatment& and& control)&
were& approximately& the& same& length& (1& printed&page)& and& took& approximately& the&
same&amount&of& time&to&complete.&Keeping& the& length&of& the& task&equal&helped& to&




to& complete& would& help& reduce& participants& of& one& condition& completing& their&
assigned&task&more&quickly&than&those&in&the&other&condition.&Ensuring&that&the&time&
required&to&complete&the&questionnaires&were&approximately&equal&also&reduced&the&





study& by& Webb& (2007)& looking& at& class& attendance& was& carried& out& by& giving&
participants& one& of& two& versions& of& a& questionnaire.& Those& in& the& treatment&
conditions& had&written& instructions& on& how& to& form& implementation& intentions&
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appended& to& the& end& of& the& questionnaire& in& the& form& ‘We& want& you& to& plan& to&
attend&lectures&over&the&next&2&weeks.&You&are&free&to&choose&how&you&will&do&this,&
but&we&want& you& to& formulate& your&plan& in& as&much&detail& as&possible.& Please&pay&
particular&attention&to&the&situations&in&which&you&will&implement&these&plans’.&Those&
participants& in& the& control& conditions& were& given& no& such& instructions.& The&
interventions&used& in& Studies& 2& and&3& aimed& to&use&written& instructions& to& aid& the&
creation& of& implementation& intentions.& However,& unlike& the& instructions& used& by&
Webb& (2007),& the& instructions& used& in& the& studies& were& more& structured& and&
contained& a& series& of& four& tasks.& To& do& this,& full& instructions& of& how& to& form& the&
implementation&intentions&were&given&in&the&form&of&short&tasks.&Tasks&required&the&
participant&to&write&down&the&components&used&to&form&implementation&intentions&
and& then&a& final& task& that& through&an&example&helped&participants& to& construct& an&
implementation&intention&using&the&components.&The&treatment&task&consisted&of&4&
small& tasks.& Tasks& 1& and& 2& aimed& to& encourage& the& student& to& identify& barriers& to&
their&learning&and&strategies&to&improve&their&mathematical&skills.&Task&3&required&the&
participants& to&write& down&why& they& should& improve& their&mathematics& (based&on&
these&answers&from&Task&1&and&2)&in&addition&to&when&and&where&they&could&improve&
their& mathematical& ability.& Lastly,& Task& 4& required& the& answer& from& Task& 3& to& be&
constructed&into&a&sentence&that&is&the&implementation&intention.&Furthermore,&Task&






















In& addition& to& this& it& was& decided& prior& to& carrying& out& the& studies& that& simply&
replicating&the&treatment&task&and&omitting&the&final&task&was&risky&as&there&was&no&
way& to& be& sure& that& participants& would& or& would& not& construct& implementation&
intentions&on&their&own&after&having&written&down&the&components.&A&mathematical&
task& that& did& not& relate& to& the& mathematics& that& the& participants& were& likely& to&
engage& with& during& the& course& whilst& also& being& accessible& to& all& of& them& was&





Participants&were&given&one&of& two& tasks&based&on&which&condition& they&had&been&
allocated& to.& Each& task&was&no& longer& than&1& side&of&A4&paper& in& length& (including&
space& for& participant’s& answers).& & Those& in& the& control& group& received& a& task& that&
asked&for&their&feelings&and&descriptions&of&infinity&through&prose&and&drawings.&The&
task& was& chosen& due& to& the& content& having& both& mathematical& and& nonU
mathematical&meanings.&All&students&were&able&to&engage&with&the&task&regardless&of&
their&own&mathematical&ability.&Furthermore,&all&students&will&have&some&perception&
of& what& infinity& could&mean& either& in& the& form& of& an& endlessly& repeating& process,&
mathematics&or& from&religious&beliefs.&An&example&of&Version&A&of& the&control& task&
can&be& found& in&Appendix&2.9.&Those& in& the& treatment&condition&were&given&a& task&
that&assisted&the&participant& in& forming&an& implementation& intention&that&aimed&to&
promote& behaviours& related& to& studying&mathematics.& Two& versions& were& created&
(Version&A&in&Appendix&2.9&and&Version&B&in&Appendix&2.10).&
&
Version& A& (used& in& Study& 2)& focused& on& an& intervention& that& would& facilitate& the&
formation&of&implementation&intentions&relating&to&study&behaviours&in&any&location&
(i.e.& home,& library,& parks& etc.).& As& such& the& tasks& asked& participants& to& identify&
examples& of& personal& obstacles& to& studying,& strategies& to& overcome& these& study&
related&obstacles&and&then&identification&of&times&and&places&where&these&strategies&
could& be& employed.& After& this,& the& participants& were& asked& to& form&
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implementation& intentions& (guidance& given)& based& on& their& identification& of&
obstacles,&strategies&and&where/when&the&strategies&could&be&carried&out.&&
&

















the& intervention& studies.& The& approach& used& was& to& seek& out& the& coUoperation& of&
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tutors& and& lecturers& in& various& departments& throughout& the& university.& This& was&
firstly& necessary& to& ensure& that& access& to& students& was& possible& at& pre,& post& and&
intervention& stages& of& the& study.& Furthermore,& it& was& necessary& to& ensure& that& a&
greater&proportion&of&the&students&volunteered&to&participate&in&research.&&
&
As& a& result& of& the& Pilot& Study,& the& intervention& studies& were& organised& such& that&
where&possible,&a&short&session&was&appended&to&a&timetabled&workshop&or&lecture.&
All&students&who&then&attended&the&lecture&would&be&informed&of&the&research&and&
the& associated& benefits.& Each& student& would& then& be& in& a& position& to& make& an&
informed& decision& as& to&whether& to& participate& or& not& and& give& informed& consent.&
Those& who& wished& to& participate& could& stay,& while& those& who& opted& to& not&
participate& could& leave& the& session.& However,& it& is& important& to& note& that& even&
though&all&students&would&receive& information&on&the&research&and&an&invitation&to&
participate&within&the&timetabled&lecture&or&seminar,&there&was&still&no&obligation&to&










that& scripts& would& be& completed& correctly& since& there& was& no& opportunity& for&
participants& to& make& queries& if& they& were& unsure& how& a& section& should& be&
completed.& Online& instruments& were& useful& in& that& anonymity& was& immediately&





element& of& research& (data& collection& or& intervention)& ranged& from& between& 60& to&
130,& however& the& availability& of& computing& suites& capable& of& accommodating& that&
number& of& students& simultaneously& was& limited.& Also& in& completing& the& online&
version&of&the&questionnaire&it&was&assumed&that&all&participants&would&have&had&an&
active&email&address&and&login,&which&may&not&have&been&true&if&the&students&were&
still& in& their& first& few&weeks& of& their& course.& & As& a& result& of& this& it& was& decided& to&
proceed&with&paperUbased&questionnaires&even&though&it&resulted&in&more&time&being&
required& to& collate& the& data& and&manually& create& participantUscript& keys& to& ensure&
anonymity.&
&
Administration)of) the) instruments& U&During& the&administration&of& the&questionnaire&
many&of&the&students,&especially&those&from&nonUmathematics&courses,&were&inclined&
to&seek&assistance&from&fellow&participants&when&completing&the&questionnaire.&This&
was& most& notable& when& completing& the& mathematics& diagnostic& element& of& the&
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questionnaire.&As&Studies&2&and&3&were& to&be&conducted&within& lecture& theatres,& it&
allowed& for& the& conditions& under&which& the& instruments& were& administered& to& be&
controlled&i.e.&spacing&of&students&in&rows&and&forcing&all&students&to&face&forwards.&
Students& allocated& to& different& conditions& who& were& present& in& the& same& lecture&
could& be& allocated& to& specific& rows.& The& presence& of& the& regular& lecturer& allowed&




Study&3&was&designed& to& run& for& one& academic& term.&When& Study&2&was&originally&
designed&and&implemented,&data&was&collected&at&three&points&during&the&academic&
year& starting& during& induction& week&with& the& second& and& third& sets& of& data& being&
collected&at&the&start&of&term&2&and&the&end&of&term&3.&Originally&it&was&decided&not&
to& administer& the& intervention& too& early& in& the& year& as& the& students& would& not&
necessarily&have&been&expected& to&use&a& significant&amount&of&mathematics&at& the&
start&of&the&year&nor&would&they&be&familiar&with&the&mathematical&support&provision&
that& would& be& on& offer& from& the& university.& During& the& course& of& the& year& the&
mathematical&demands&placed&on&the&students&would&increase&(ascertained&through&
discussion&with& heads& of& department& and& course& leaders& of& the& students&who&had&
participated& in& Study&2).&As& a& result& it&was&expected& that& running& the& study&over& a&
longer&period&of&time&would&facilitate&habit&formation&(due&to&more&opportunities&to&




was& felt& necessary& as& the& type&of& goal&directed&behaviours&were&aimed&at& carrying&
out& extra& mathematical& study.& For& students& who& do& not& require& much& support,& a&
shorter& length& study&may& not& provide& enough& opportunities& for& them& to& carry& out&
goal&directed&behaviours&in&response&to&an&external&stimulus.&Study&3&was&carried&out&
over&one&academic&term&due&to&several&issues&that&were&identified&from&the&analysis&
of& the&data& from&Study&2.&The&major& issue&was& that&of& student&attrition&during& the&
course& of& Study& 2,& during& each& subsequent& stage& of& data& collection& a& sizeable&
proportion& of& students& either& dropped& out& (due& to& a& lack& of& interest& in& the& study,&
being&absent&or&withdrawing&from&their&course&of&study)&or&attending&latter&parts&of&
the&study&without&attending&the&initial&data&collection&stages&of&the&study.&As&a&result&
there&was& only& a& small& number& of& students&where& complete& data&was& available.& A&
discussion&with&course&leaders&and&lecturers&regarding&this&matter&yielded&a&possible&
solution&to&this&problem.&By&shortening&the&duration&of&Study&3&to&one&term&and&only&




This& chapter& has& described& the& instruments& that& were& used& to& collect& data& from&
participants&in&the&Pilot&study&and&intervention&studies&(Studies&2&and&3).&Importantly&
it& has& also& described& the& development& and& improvement& of& the& instruments& as& a&
result& of& the& Piloting& process.& It& has& also& been& indicated& through& the& trialling& of&
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recruitment& strategies& that& the& best& recruitment& procedures& involve& integration& of&






CHAPTER&5& EXPLORING& THE& RELATIONSHIPS& BETWEEN&
PERSONALITY,& MATHEMATICAL& ABILITY& AND& STUDENTS’&&
DEGREE&COURSE&(CONCURRENT&DATA)&
Study& 2&was& an& intervention& study&which&was& carried& out& during& the&whole& of& the&
2008/&2009&academic&year.&The&primary&purpose&of& this& study&was& to&evaluate& the&
effectiveness& of& implementation& intentions& as& a&method&of& behaviour& change&with&
students& from& nonUmathematics& backgrounds&when& the& desired& behaviour& change&
goal& was& improvement& in& the& study& behaviours& of& the& students.& This& study& also&
allowed& an& exploration& of& how&mathematical& ability&may& be& related& to& personality&
and& course& of& study& and& furthermore& how& these& variables& are& related& to& the&
effectiveness&of&implementation&intentions&(e.g.&Webb&et&al.&2007).&This&chapter&will&






As& noted& in& Chapter& 1,& research& by&Mulhern& and&Wylie& (2004)& suggested& that& the&
mathematical& abilities& of& psychology& students& have& declined& over& the& past& decade&
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and& a& decline& in& students’&mathematical& ability& has& also& been& highlighted& in& other&
subject&areas& (Kounine&et&al.& 2008,&Williamson,&Hirst,&Bishop&and&Croft&2003).&As&a&
result& there& is& an& observed& mismatch& in& the& mathematical& abilities& of& abilities& of&
undergraduate& students& and& the& expectations& of& universities& (Hawkes& and& Savage&
2000).& Past& literature& has& suggested& that& there& is& a& relationship& between&
achievement&and&personality&(e.g.&Fruyt&and&Mervielde&1998,&Komarraju&et&al.&2009).&
Research&by&Allik&and&Realo&(1997)&suggested&that&personality&may&not&have&a&direct&
influence&on&achievement,& although& it&may&explain&differences& in& study&behaviours&
between&low&and&high&achievers&(see&Section&3.1).&It&has&been&shown&that&there&is&a&
weak&negative&correlation&between&psychoticism&and&conscientiousness&(e.g.&Lodhi,&
Deo& and& Belhekar& 2002).& However,& the& size& of& the& correlation& suggests& that& high&
levels&of&psychoticism&do&not&necessarily&mean&an&individual&is&not&very&organised&or&







Centre& as& a& quiet& place& for& individual& study.& Feedback& from& staff& working& in& the&
Mathematics&Support&Centre&suggests&that&many&students&use&the&learning&space&for&




levels& and& opportunities& to& socialise& (Campbell& and& Hawley& 1982).& & Those&
correlations&also&suggest&that&extroverts&seek&out&external&stimulation&through&their&
learning& environments& (e.g.& opportunities& to& work& with& others).& Mathematics&
Support&Centres&would&seem&a&preferred&study&location&for&these&individuals&due&to&
their& layouts,& which& tend& to& facilitate& collaborative& learning.& Working& in& groups&
through& collaborative& learning& has& been& suggested& to& be& more& productive& than&
working&alone& (e.g.&Vygotsky&1978,& Lave&and&Wenger&1991,&Wenger&1998).& Studies&
have& suggested& that& collaborative& learning& can& improve& the& learning& process.& A&
metaUanalysis&by&Webb&(1991)&examined&17&studies&that&looked&at&the&effectiveness&
of& students& working& in& five& different& types& of& groups,& wide& ability& ranges,& narrow&
ability&ranges,&high,&medium&and&low&ability&ranges.&Their&results&suggest&that&when&
in&a&wide&ability&range&group&the&high&and&low&achieving&students&adopted&the&roles&
of& teacher& and& student& while& the& medium& ability& students& did& not& engage& in& the&
group&very&much.&In&a&group&with&a&more&narrow&range&of&abilities,&all&of&the&students&
seemed& to& be&more& engaged,& particularly& the&medium&ability& students.&Within& the&
high,&medium&and& low&ability& groups& it&was& found& that& students& in& the&high&ability&
groups&tended&to&perform&worse&as&they&all&assumed&they&were&right&and&were&less&
engaged& in& collaborative& learning.& Those& in& low& ability& groups& were& not& able& to&
exhibit& improved& learning& as& they& lacked& confidence&and& tended&not& to&be& able& to&
provide& correct& instruction& to& their& peers.& Those& in& the&medium& ability& groups& did&
show&improvement&when&working&in&a&group.&This&suggests&that&high&achievers&may&










on& a& computational& mathematics& test& than& students& who& had& been& learning&







on& the& first& task& as& both& scores& were& similar.& They& also& found& that& for& weaker&
students& scores& on& the& third& task& were& greater& than& that& those& in& the& first& task&
suggesting&they&had&benefitted&more&from&the&group&task.&Within&higher&education,&
Solomon,&Croft&and&Lawson&(2010)&looked&at&the&preferred&study&habits&of&students.&
They& conducted& a& number& of& focus& groups& with& 21& participants& who& used&
Mathematics& Support& Centres,& in& addition& to& 38& participants& who& were& asked& to&
complete& questionnaires& that& focused& on& their& learning& experiences& (school& and&
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university)& and& attitudes& towards& the& learning& of& mathematics.& They& found& that&
students&preferred&to&work&collaboratively&rather&than&individually.&Participants&also&
felt& that& their& learning&of&mathematics&was&greatly& improved& through&collaborative&
learning&rather&than&individual&learning.&It&was&found&that&students&also&felt&that&the&




between& personality& and& achievement& are& true& generally& or& restricted& to& specific&
curricular& areas& i.e.& numeracy.& Research& by& Premuzic,& Furnham& and& Lewis& (2007)&
looked&at&the&personality&and&study&preferences&of&110&male&and&111&female&British&
medical& students.& All& participants& completed& three& selfUreport& questionnaires& that&




Group&discussions,& small& groups,& Laboratory& classes,&Clinical& teaching,& Independent&
study&and&Lectures)&and& their&personality.&Those&who&preferred& independent&study&






Given& that& various& types&of& courses& at& university& have&biases& (or& perceived&biases)&
towards& different& types& of& teaching& (e.g.& mathematics& –& lectures& or& Music& –&





most& suitable& for.&A&study&by&GarciaUSedeño,&Navarro,&and&Menacho& (2009)& looked&
into&how&personality& traits&may&or&may&not&be&a&predictor&of& future&career& choice.&
The&study&looked&at&753&&(371&male,&363&female)&students&aged&between&17&and&23&
who& all& competed& Cattell's& Sixteen& Personality& FactorU5& Questionnaire& (16PFU5&
Questionnaire)& and& the& KuderUC& Professional& Tendencies& Questionnaire.& Cluster&
analysis&of& the&KuderUC&Professional&Tendencies&Questionnaire&data& suggested& that&
participants&fell&into&one&of&two&groups.&Those&preferring&to&study&technology&related&
careers& and& those& with& a& preference& for& the& social& sciences.& Examination& of& the&
Cattell's& Sixteen& Personality& FactorU5&Questionnaire& suggested& that& the& differences&
between& vocational& preferences& could& be& explained& by& the& students’& personality&
data.& From& the& literature& it& is& unclear& whether& there& are& significant& differences&
between&students& from&different&courses&with&regards&to&personality.& If&personality&
does& influence& degree& choice& then& this& should& be& observable& in& the& scores& on& the&
personality& scales&measured&using& the&EPQ& instrument.&Furthermore,& the& literature&






This& study& therefore& aimed& to& explore& the& relationship& between& mathematics&
diagnostics& scores& and& personality& measures& amongst& undergraduate& students& on&
different&nonUmathematical&courses&at&Coventry&University.&Secondly,&the&study&also&





Due& to& the& literature& suggesting& the& relationship& between& intelligence& and&
personality&and&also&the&focus&of&the&research&on&the&usage&of&Mathematics&Support&
Centres,&it&was&predicted&that&there&would&be&a&negative&correlation&between&scores&
on& the&mathematics& diagnostic& test& and& scores& on& the&psychoticism& scale& as& those&
scoring& higher& on& this& scale& are&more& likely& to&work& alone& (the& literature& suggests&
that&the&most&effective&learning&occurs&through&collaboration).&It&was&also&predicted&
that& there& would& be& differences& in& mathematical& ability& and& personality& between&








of& an& experimental& mixed& design.& Between& participant& variables& were& the& course&
being& studied& (5& levels)& and& the& condition& (2& levels,& treatment& or& control).& The&
personality,& mathematics& diagnostics,& preUintervention& study& habits& and& postU
intervention&study&habits&variables&were&the&within&participant&factors.&&
&
As& part& of& the& experiment,& data& were& collected& at& three& time& points& during& the&
academic&year.&The&first&(preUintervention)&occurred&during&the&first&half&of&the&first&
academic& term.& The& second& (intervention)& occurred& during& the& first& half& of& the&
second& term,& while& the& third& (post& intervention)& occurred& during& the& end& of& the&
second&term.&There&was&a&gap&of&approximately&8&to&12&weeks&between&the&first&and&
second& data& collection& points;& while& the& separation& of& the& third& and& second& data&
gathering& times& were& around& 6& to& 8& weeks.& Participants& sat& in& rows& within& the&
workshops& and& lecture& theatres;& and&were& allocated& (within& each& subject& area)& to&
either& the& control& or& treatment& conditions& at& the& intervention& stage& of& the&
experiment.& Allocation& was& based& on& rows& (all& participants& in& a& given& row& were&
placed& in& the& same& condition)& rather& than& individuals& being& randomly& allocated& to&
either&the&control&or&treatment&conditions.&An&allocation&by&row&was&done&to&avoid&







However,& the& focus& of& this& chapter& is& on& the& concurrent& data& gathered& during& the&
first& half& of& the& first& academic& term.& & This& chapter& will& describe& and& analyse& the&
concurrent&data&obtained&during&the&early&part&of&the&academic&year.&The&rationale&



















Data& were& gathered& from& undergraduate& students& at& Coventry& University.& Usage&
data&from&the&‘Mathematics&Support&Centre’&(MSC)&at&Coventry&University&suggested&
that& students& from&mathematics& and& engineeringUbased& courses&were& the& primary&
users& of& the&MSC& (see& Table& 2.1& of& Section& 1.2.3).& However,& students& from& other&
courses,&particularly& those&with& lower&amounts&of&mathematical& content,&were&not&
big&users&of&the&services.&Interviews&with&teaching&staff&regarding&the&mathematical&
ability& of& students& and& that& required& to& pass& the& course& suggests& that& the& reason&
these&students&do&not&make&use&of&the&services&is&not&because&there&is&no&need&to;&
many&students&were&seen&to&be&struggling&with&mathematics&across&many&disciplines&
at& the& university.& A& report& has& highlighted& how& students& are& struggling& with& the&
mathematics& on& a& diverse& range& of& courses& at& university& level& (Norris& 2012).& The&
report& by& Norris& suggests& that& many& universities& are& reducing& the& mathematical&
content& or& placing& a& reduced& emphasis& on& the& quantitative& elements& of& university&
courses&due&to&the&inability&of&students&to&cope&(Norris&2012:&11).&&As&students&from&
mathematical&disciplines&were&making&use&of&the&support,&it&was&decided&to&focus&the&
research& on& the& students& who& were& underUrepresented& when& accessing&
mathematical&support.&In&selecting&the&courses&it&was&decided&to&select&students&who&
were&enrolled&on&programmes&of&study&where&students&were&not&required&to&have&an&
AUlevel& mathematics& or& equivalent& qualification.& The& five& courses& from& which&
participants& could& be& drawn& were,& Nursing,& Business& Management,& Business&
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Foundation& Year,& Psychology& and& Sports& Science.& From& discussions& with& staff& who&
worked& with& students& on& these& courses,& and& staff& from& the&Mathematics& Support&
Centre,& it&was& apparent& that& they& felt& there&was& a& sizeable& proportion&of& students&
who&were&unable&to&cope&with&the&mathematics&on&their&chosen&courses&and&out&of&








collection.& Of& the& 393& who& volunteered,& concurrent& data& relating& to& mathematics&
diagnostic&scores&and&personality&was&available& for&288&participants,&data& from&105&
participants& did& not& provide& complete& personality& data& or&mathematics& diagnostic&










































Data& were& gathered& to& measure& the& relationship& of& a& number& of& personality&
measures& (e.g.& psychoticism& and& extraversion)& with& mathematical& ability& and& the&
effectiveness&of&implementation&intentions&was&also&explored.&To&explore&the&above&






collected&using& an& instrument& developed&during& piloting& phase& (see&Appendix& 2.12&
for& Version& B);& doing& so& allowed& the& analysis& to& take& into& account& variations& in&
student& backgrounds.& To& assess& Mathematical& abilities& a& Mathematics& diagnostic&
questionnaire&developed&during&piloting&phase&was&used&to&explore&the&participants’&
ability&to&answer&typical&GCSE&level&mathematics&questions&(see&Appendix&2.3&and&2.4&
for& Versions& B& and& C).& For& personality& measurement,& the& Eysenck& Personality&
Questionnaire& (EPQUR)&was&used& to&measure& the&personality& traits&of&psychoticism,&
extraversion&and&neuroticism.&The&study&habits&of&participants&including&their&use&of&
university& provided& support& services& pre& intervention& was& measured& using& an&










and& how& to& withdraw.& This& was& accomplished& by& providing& an& information& and&
consent& document& to& the& participants& during& the& preUintervention& stage& (see&
appendix& 2.15).& All& participants& were& also& debriefed& and& encouraged& to& give&
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feedback& on& their& experiences& of& participating& in& the& research.& All& students& who&
wished&to&participate&were&able&to&express&their&willingness&to&do&so&by&signing&the&
informed& consent& document.& Through& a& discussion& with& the& lecturers& and& course&





1. Before& proceeding,& a& brief& overview& of& the& research& was& given& to& the&
















with& the& participant& ID.& To& address& ethical& concerns& regarding& anonymity& for&
students,&once&a&participant&ID&had&been&created&for&a&student,&any&reference&to&the&
student& number& on& scripts& were& erased& and& replaced& with& the& participant& ID.& All&
questionnaires& were& destroyed& once& the& data& had& been& recorded,& the& key& was&






KolmogorovUSmirnov& and& ShapiroUWilk& tests& of& normality& were& performed& on& the&
personality&and&mathematics&diagnostic&variables.&In&all&cases&both&the&KolmogorovU




Tests& for&normality&were& also&performed&within& subject& groups& and&were& found& to&
suggest& that& data& were& not& as& far& from& normal& as& the& combined& data& were& (see&
Appendix& 3.2).& However,& in& most& cases& the& data& were& still& significantly& far& from&
normal& to& suggest& that& it&would&be&unwise& to&use&parametric& testing.&A&number&of&
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transformations& were& used& to& address& the& negative& and& positive& skew.& The&
transformations&did&normalise&that&data&within&some&subUgroups,&but&caused&other&
sub&groups&of&data&to&deviate&further&from&normality.&Some&data&also&had&leptokurtic&
and& platykurtic& distributions& and& unfortunately& transformations& could& not& correct&
these&distributions& and&did&not& adequately& address& the&normality& issues.& Based&on&
the& normality& tests& and& transformations,& nonUparametric& methods& were& used.&




As& shown& in& Table& 5.2,& there& appear& to& be& small& differences& in& personality& and&
mathematical& ability& across& the& five& subject& groups.& Students& studying& Business&




























































































































Psy.) =) psychoticsm,) Ext.) =) extraversion,)Neu.) =) neuroticism,)Add.) =) addiction,) Cri) =)












Table&5.3:& The&median& scores& for& personality& and&mathematics& diagnostic& tests&
where&complete&pre&intervention&data&on&study&habits&of&students&was&available.&&
) ) ) ) Pre–intervention)measures)of)study)habits)
Course& N*) Maths)
Diagnostic)













































































94/90& 5.5& 6& 16.5& 12.5& 7.5& 12& 8&
)
Where) BFY) =) Business) Foundation) Year,) BM) =) Business)Management,) AN) =) Adult)
Nursing,)PSYG)=)Psychology,)SPT)=)Sports,)AC)=)All)courses,)Psy.)=)psychoticism,)Ext.)=)
extraversion,) Neu.) =) neuroticism.) For) each) group) of) students) the) number) of) hours)
that)the)student)has)studied)in)a)typical)month)and)their)estimates)and)aspirations)of)
future)study)are)recorded)in)the)table.)For)all)mathematics)diagnostics,)EPQaR)scores)




following) format) A/B,) A) =) number) of) participants) where) mathematics) and) study)




A& KruskalUWallis& test& was& conducted& to& assess& whether& the& personality& traits&
(psychoticism,& extraversion,& neuroticism,& lie,& addiction& and& criminality)& and&
mathematics& diagnostics& scores& differed& significantly& across& subject& groups.& A&
significant&difference&between&the&groups&was&found&on&the&mathematics&diagnostic&
test,&H(5)&=&33.088,&p&<&0.01&and&psychoticism&scores,&H(5)&=&33.568,&p&<&0.01.&PostU

















1&U&BFY& 2U&BM& 3U&AN& 4U&PSYG& 5U&SPT&
1&& 75& 5& U& U0.035& U0.308*& U0.263*& U0.362*&
2&& 61& 4& U& U& U0.329*& U0.284*& U0.388*&
3&& 51& 6& U& U& U& U0.018& U0.091&
4&& 54& 6& U& U& U& U& U0.096&
5&& 47& 6& U& U& U& U& U&
*significant&at&p&<&0.005&level&















suggest& that& the& students& from& Adult& Nursing,& Psychology& and& Sports& scored&







1U&BFY& 2U&BM& 3U&AN& 4U&PSYG& 5U&SPT&
1&& 73& 8& U& U0.002& U0.363*& U0.268*& U0.182&
2&& 61& 8& U& U& U0.394*& U0.297*& U0.189&
3&& 51& 5& U& U& U& U0.138& U0.178&
4&& 50& 6& U& U& U& U& U0.035&
5&& 44& 7& U& U& U& U& U&
*significant&at&p&<&0.005&level&
Where) BFY) =) Business) Foundation) Year,) BM) =) Business)Management,) AN) =) Adult)
Nursing,)PSYG)=)Psychology,)SPT)=)Sports)
&
The& results& of& the& tests& summarised& in& Table& 5.5& suggest& that& on& the&psychoticism&







scores& of& Sports& Science& students& when& compared& to& Business& Foundation& Year&
students& (U& =&1010.5,&z& =& U1.901,&p& =&0.058,& r)=& U0.182)&and&Business&Management&
students&(U&=&1045.5,&z)=&U1.936,&p)=0.053&r)=U0.189).&Similarly&it&was&found&that&there&
was& no& significant& difference& in& the& scores& of& Sports& Science& students& when&
compared& to& Adult& Nursing& (U& =& 891.5,& z) =& U1.731,& p& =& 0.083,& r) =& U0.178)& and&





To& test& the& strength& of& the& relationships& between& mathematics& diagnostics&
performance&with&personality&traits&measured&using&the&EPQUR&instrument,&Kendall’s&








Table& 5.6:& Kendall’s& tau& coefficients& showing& the& correlations& between& predictor&
variables&and&mathematics&diagnostic&scores&













61& 0.226*& 0.203*& U0.011& U0.242*& 0.082& 0.074&
Adult&Nursing& 51& U0.103&
&
U0.193& U0.169& 0.014& U0.094& U0.203&
Psychology& 50& U0.306**&
&
0.099& U0.128& U0.025& U0.141& U0.131&
Sports& 44& U0.095&
&
U0.038& U0.119& 0.078& U0.159& U0.203&














use).& However,& there& was& no& significant& correlation& between& extraversion& and&
diagnostic& test& scores.& The& same& result& was& not& found& within& individual& subject&
groups,&a&summary&of&which&is&given&in&Table&5.7&below.&
&
Table& 5.7:& Kendall’s& tau& correlations& between& personality& and& mathematics&
diagnostic&scores&across&subject&groups&



















From& Table& 5.7& there& seems& to& be& a& significant& correlation& between&mathematical&
diagnostic&performance&and&psychoticism&for&students&from&Business&Management&(r&
=& 0.226,& p& <& 0.05)& and& Psychology& (r& =& U0.306,& p& <& 0.01)& but& not& for& others.&With&
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regards& to& correlations& between& mathematics& diagnostics& performance& and&
extraversion& only& Business& Management& students& showed& a& significant& result,& r) =&
0.203,& p) <& 0.05.& However,& a& comparison& between& the& correlation& results& and& the&




5.3.5) AN) ANALYSIS) OF) THE) RELATIONSHIPS) BETWEEN) MATHEMATICAL) ABILITY) AND)
PERSONALITY)WITH)STUDY)BEHAVIOURS)ON)ENTRY)
&
Kendall’s& tau& correlation& coefficients& were& examined& to& test& the& relationships& of&











Table& 5.8:& Kendall’s& tau& correlation& coefficients& showing& the& correlations& between&
predictor&variables&and&the&data&on&study&habits&









94) a0.062) a0.028) 0.009) )
) Psychoticism)) 90) a0.016) a0.065) a0.030) )
) Extraversion) 90) 0.000) a0.088) a0.046) )






33) a0.273*) 0.247) 0.259) )
) Psychoticism)) 32) a0.049) a0.085) a0.026) )
) Extraversion) 32) a0.049) a0.128) a0.066) )
) Neuroticism) 32) a0.286*) 0.286*) 0.265*) )
Adult)Nursing) Mathematics)
Diagnostic)Test)
23) a0.178) a0.220) a0.138) )
) Psychoticism)) 23) a0.054) a0.075) a0.085) )
) Extraversion)) 23) 0.240) 0.150) 0.194) )
) Neuroticism) 23) a0.120) a0.195) a0.146) )
Psychology) Mathematics)
Diagnostic)Test)
10) 0.068) 0.092) 0.138) )
) Psychoticism)) 10) a0.068) a0.092) a0.046) )
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) Extraversion)) 10) a0.114) a0.322) a0.184) )
) Neuroticism) 10) 0.230) a0.023) 0.070) )
Sports) Mathematics)
Diagnostic)Test)
28) 0.000) 0.093) 0.085) )
) Psychoticism)) 25) a0.183) a0.223) a0.191) )
) Extraversion)) 25) 0.069) 0.063) 0.048) )
) Neuroticism) 25) a0.103) a0.058) 0.062) )
*significant&at&the&p&<&0.05&level,&**&significant&at&the&p&<&0.01&level&
)
The& data& in& Table& 5.8& do& not& seem& to& suggest& any& association& or& relationship&
between&reported&study&habits&and&the&predictor&variables&(mathematics&diagnostics&
and& EPQUR& scores).& However,& the& data& from& individual& course& groups& suggest& that&
there&were&statistically&significant&correlations&of&neuroticism&with&Actual&(r&=&0.286,&
p&<&0.05),&Aspirational&(r&=&0.286,&p)<&0.05&)&and&Estimated&(r&=&0.265,&p&<&0.05)&self&
reported&measures&of& study&behaviour& for& those& studying& the&Business& Foundation&
Year& course.& Although& there& was& no& overall& statistically& significant& correlations&
between&mathematical&ability&and&actual&amount&of&time&spent&engaged&with&study,&
those& in& the& Business& Foundation& Year& group& exhibited& a& statistically& significant&
negative&correlation&between&mathematical&ability&and&study&habits&(r&=&U0.273,&p&<&
0.05),&suggesting&that&those&who&were&not&as&good&at&mathematics&were&engaged&in&











was& also& found& that& groups& of& students& who& scored& highly& on& the& mathematics&
diagnostic& test&generally&scored& lower&on&the&psychoticism&scale&than&those&groups&





go& against& the& literature,& which& suggests& that& this& correlation& should& have& been&
observed&to&some&degree&within&all&groups&that&were&assessed.&A&study&by&Manzurul,&
Rabman& and& Mahmud& (1986)& found& that& academic& achievement& correlated&
negatively&with&the&EPQUR&measure&of&psychoticism.&Eysenck&and&Eysenck&(1976)&also&
argued& that& educational& achievement& and& psychoticism& should& be& negatively&
correlated& with& each& other.& A& study& by& ChamorroUPremuzic& and& Furnham& (2003)&
found& that& the& academic& performance& of& 75& British& university& students& was&
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associated&with& the& EPQUR& personality&measures& of& psychoticism,& extraversion& and&
neuroticism.&Of&these&three&variables&they&observed&a&negative&association&between&
psychoticism& and& academic& performance.& The& weak& negative& correlation& between&
the&psychoticism&trait&and&conscientiousness&also&suggests&that&high&scorers&on&the&
psychoticism&scale&may&have&been&less&likely&to&follow&through&with&their&strategies&
for& study& and& adhere& to& any& study& schedule& they&may& have& created,& consequently&
they&were& less&able&to&follow&through&with&their&strategies&for&study&and&adhere&to&
any& study& schedule& they&may&have&created,& consequently& they&are& less& likely& to&be&
able&to&engage&with&independent&study&and&comply&with&deadlines.&High&scorers&on&
psychoticism&were&considered&to&be&less&able&to&fit&in&and&work&with&others&(Section&





was& significantly& different& at& the& time& the& study& behaviours& questionnaire& was&
administered.& Unlike& the& mathematics& and& personality& questionnaires,& the& study&
behaviour&data&were&collected&later&on&during&the&academic&year.& It& is&also&possible&
that& the& students& improved& their& mathematical& skills& between& taking& the&
mathematics& diagnostic& test& and& the& time& when& preUintervention& data& on& study&
habits& was& collected.& The& negative& correlations& between&maths& diagnostics& scores&
and&actual&study&observed&in&the&Business&Foundation&Year&group&was&explained&by&
the& students& on& that& course& being& required& to& undertake& a& numeracy& and&
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mathematics& diagnostic& test& as& part& of& their& course& of& study.& However,& given& that&
data&on& the&mathematical&demands&of& students& leading&up& to& the&preUintervention&
data& on& study& habits& collection& instrument& is& not& available,& it& does& not& appear&










the& participants& in& the& reported& study).& Within& this& study& psychoticism& does& not&
primarily& refer& to& the& antiUsocial& tendencies& of& the& participants& as& suggested& by&
Eysenck& and& Eysenck& (1991)& but& rather& to& academic& and& studyUrelated&dispositions&
and& tendencies.& To& clarify& this,& psychoticism& can& be& thought& of& as& being& a&
combination& of& scales& i.e.& conscientiousness& and& agreeableness& and& openness&
(Matthews& et& al.& 2003).& A& study& conducted& by& Lodhi,& Deo& and& Belhekar& (2002)&
involving& 300& undergraduate& students& at& a& university& in& India& explored& the&
relationship& between& the& big& five& factors& as& measured& by& NEOUFFI& and& the& three&






0.46,& p& <& 0.001).& Their& study& also& found& very& small& but& significant& correlations&
between&psychoticism&and&openness.&&
&
The& literature& described& earlier& in& this& chapter& suggests& that& conscientiousness& is&
positively&correlated&with&academic&achievement&suggesting&that&high&scorers&on&the&
conscientiousness& scale& are& more& likely& to& score& higher& in& intelligence& tests& than&
those& who& score& lower& on& the& conscientious& scale.& In& light& of& this& and& the&
contributions&of&Matthews&et&al.&(2003)&and&Lodhi,&Deo&and&Belhekar&(2002),&it&would&
be& expected& that& participants& who& scored& lower& on& the& psychoticism& scale& would&
score&higher&on&a&test&of&ability&(such&as&the&mathematical&diagnostic&test&as&used&in&
this& study).&However,&as& reported&earlier& in&Section&5.3.4,& this& correlation&was&only&





However& the& literature& suggests& that& the& relationship& between& extraversion& and&
achievement& is& harder& to& identify.& Allik& and& Realo& (1997)& for& example& found& no&
significant& correlation& between& extraversion& and& intelligence& tests,& only& finding&
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significant& correlations& between& extraversion& and& language& related& tasks.&
Furthermore,& research& by& Martin& et& al& (2006)& (using& scales& for& ambition& and&
sociability& that& could& be& considered& proxies& for& extraversion)& suggests& that&
extraversion&is&correlated&with&achievement.&From&the&analysis&of&the&data&from&this&
study,& the&evidence&would& suggest& that& there& is&no& significant& correlation&between&
extraversion&and&mathematics&achievement.&&
&
These& results& can&be&used& to&provide& information&about& the& types&of& learners&who&
were&involved&in&the&study,&in&particular&those&who&scored&lower&on&the&mathematics&




follow& through& with& personal& study& intentions& and& schedules.& Learning& through&
group&work,&collaboration&and&the&formation&of&communities&of&learning&have&been&
shown&to&be& important& in& the& learning&process&e.g.&Social&Constructivism&(Vygotsky&
1978)& and& Communities& of& Practice& (Lave& and& Wenger& 1991,& Wenger& 1998).&
Furthermore,& the&ability& to&adhere&with&personal& study& intentions&and& schedules& is&








to& have& significantly& different& psychoticism& scores& and& mathematics& scores,& with&
those& groups&who& scored& higher& on& the& psychoticism& scale& tending& to& have& lower&
mathematics& scores& (e.g.& Business& students).& Importantly,& it& should& be& noted& that&
these& conclusions& are& based& on& the& assumption& that& a& mathematical& test& is& an&
acceptable& proxy& for& mathematical& aptitude.& As& this& cannot& be& taken& as& fact,& the&
maths& diagnostic& test& is& only& taken& as& a& proxy& that& indicates& how& well& a& student&
would&perform&when&taking&a&mathematical&test&as&part&of&their&course&and&to&some&
small& extent& their& knowledge.& However& undertaking& tests& and& assessment& is& an&
important&part&of&an&individual’s&university&study&and&as&such&the&diagnostic&test&can&
still& be& thought& of& as& a& useful& tool& for& predicting& performance& under& similar&
conditions.& If& the& results& from& this& study&were& to& be& generalised& to& students& from&
other&disciplines&then&there&are&implications&for&how&students&from&different&subjects&
are& assisted& in& not& only& developing& their& mathematical& abilities& and& examination&
technique,&but&also&on&the&effectiveness&and&value&that&the&assistance&would&provide.&
An&additional&instrument&to&measure&perceived&ability&could&be&used&in&place&of&the&
mathematics& diagnostic& test& to& measure& attitudes& and& beliefs& relating& to& the&







The& results& of& this& study& have& several& implications& for& how& mathematicsUrelated&
content&is&taught&to&undergraduate&students&not&just&within&practical&workshops&but&
also& through& supplementary& support& services& offered& by& the& university.& Firstly& the&
correlation& between& psychoticism& and& mathematical& achievements& was& not&
consistent&between&subject&groups&and&suggests&that&there&is&a&significant&difference&
between& the& personalities& of& the& groups.& Where& psychoticism& was& correlated& to&







difficulties& in& organisation,& planning& and& sticking& to& personal& study& goals& (again&
suggested& by& higher& scores& on& the& scale).& However,& the& data& from& this& study& (see&
Table& 5.8)& does& not& support& this& conclusion.& Though& a& negative& correlation& was&
observed&across&all&the&course&groups;&all&were&weak&and&not&statistically&significant.&
It& is& sensible& to& conclude& that& there& are& other& factors& that& contribute& to& low&
attainment&including&peer&influences&(constructive&and&detrimental),&personal&issues,&




observed& difference& between& groups& on& psychoticism& and& mathematics& ability,&
especially&the&correlation&between&the&two&scales,&suggests&that&teaching&strategies&
aimed&at&taking&account&of&students&who&are&less&able&to&collaborate&with&others&may&





Significant& correlations& between&mathematics& and&psychoticism&were& observed& for&
the&1st&year&psychology&students,&which&suggests&that&for&those&students&with&lower&
levels&of&psychoticism&are&more& likely& to&have&higher&mathematics&ability&on&entry.&
However,& without& data& on& their& end& of& year& results& it& is& not& possible& to& conclude&
whether&psychoticism& is&a&measure&of&mathematical&performance&or&aptitude&over&
the& academic& year.& However,& it& is& worth& noting& that& no& correlation& was& found&
between&psychoticism&and&mathematical&ability&for&some&groups&of&students&and&if&it&
is&assumed&that&their&ability&to&plan,&organise&and&follow&through&with&goals&has&no&
effect& on& their& academic& performance& then& it& could& be& concluded& that& such& an&
intervention&aimed&at&improving&these&skills&may&have&no&beneficial&effect.&&No&data&





mathematics& at& GCSE,& the& scores& on& the&mathematics& diagnostic& test& suggest& that&
many& students& lacked& basic& numeracy& skills& that& they& should& already& possess.&
Research& has& suggested& that& personality& can& differentiate& between& those& with&
preferences&for&science&careers&and&those&preferring&arts&and&social&sciences.&Further&
research& is& needed& to& ascertain& why& there& was& a& significant& difference& in&
psychoticism&scores&between&groups& in& this& study.&Was& this&due& to& certain& courses&
attracting& students& of& certain& dispositions,& i.e.& ability& to& work& in& groups,& ability& to&
plan,& or& were& there& other& underlying& factors& which& were& not& captured& using& the&
instruments&in&this&study&and&could&account&for&the&differences&between&the&groups.&
A& future& study&may& use& the& Cattell's& Sixteen& Personality& FactorU5&Questionnaire& as&
used& by& GarciaUSedeño,& Navarro,& and& Menacho& (2009)& or& the& Revised& NEO&
Personality& Inventory& to& better& examine& the& personality& differences& between&
students&studying&different&courses&in&the&social&sciences.&
&
The& analysis& in& this& chapter& looked& at& the& concurrent& data& and& suggested& that& for&
some&student&groups&there&seemed&to&be&a&correlation&between&psychoticism&scores&
and& mathematical& performance& on& the& diagnostic& test.& However,& this& was& not&
consistent&across&the&course&groups&that&were&being&looked&at.&In&the&next&chapter,&
the&data& relating& to& the& study&habits&of& the& students& is&examined.& In&particular& the&
aim&of& Chapter& 6&was& to& assess& the& effectiveness& of& implementation& intentions& on&




CHAPTER& 6& U& EXAMINING& THE& EFFECT& OF& FORMING&
IMPLEMENTATION& INTENTIONS& ON& STUDY& BEHAVIOURS&
OVER&AN&ACADEMIC&YEAR&&
&
The& previous& chapter& discussed& the& results& of& the& concurrent& data& that& were&
collected& during& the& first& part& of& Study& 2.& However,& this& study& was& designed& to&
examine& the& effectiveness& of& forming& implementation& intentions& as& a& method& of&
improving& engagement& with& mathematical& study& over& the& course& of& a& single&
academic&year.&This&chapter&therefore&considers&the&data&collected&from&participants&
over&the&three&assessment&points&of&the&intervention&study.&The&results&of&this&study&
suggest& that& the& creation& of& implementation& intentions& could& help& to& improve& the&




Provision& has& been& made& by& many& universities& to& help& to& facilitate& students’&
mathematical& study& outside& of& scheduled& classes& at& both& departmental& and&
universityUwide& level& such&as& the&Maths&Café& (Portsmouth&2008).&However,&as& they&
are& optional& activities,& students& need& to& engage& with& these& services& of& their& own&
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volition& if& they& are& to& realise& any& potential& benefits& of& the& support& provision.&
Research&has&suggested&that&not&all&students&who&need&to&use&these&services&make&
use& of& the& services& (Symmonds,& Lawson& and& Robinson& 2008).& Implementation&
intentions& (Gollwitzer& 1999)& have& been& suggested& as& a& method& to& improve& goalU
related&behaviours& in&a&diverse&range&of&primarily&healthUrelated&behaviours.&MetaU
analyses& (Gollwitzer& and& Sheeran& 2006)& suggest& that& the& formation& of&
implementation& intentions& can& facilitate& goalUdirected& behaviours& with&medium& to&
large& effect& sizes.& Research& also& suggests& that& personality& may& moderate& the&
effectiveness&of& implementation&intentions&(Webb,&Christian&and&Armitage&2007).& It&
was&therefore&argued&in&Chapters&2&and&3&that& implementation& intentions&could&be&
used& as& a& method& to& promote& increased& engagement& with& mathematical& study&
outside&of& timetabled& lectures.&However,& there&are& important&differences&between&
the& types& of& goalUdirected& behaviours& studied& previously& and& those& of& primary&
interest& here.& Previous& studies& are& characterised& by& either& complete& cessation& or&
complete&adherence&to&a&behaviour,&such&as&Casper&(2008)&and&Luszczynska&(2006).&
The& type& of& behaviours& of& interest& within& this& study& may& not& be& as& amenable& to&
change&as&those&studied&in&the&past,&because&complete&adherence&or&abstinence&was&
not&the&goal.&Participants&would&be&required&to&engage&with&a&level&of&mathematical&








could& be& used& to& increase& the& amount& of& time& spent& engaged& with& mathematical&
study&(including&Mathematics&Support&Centre&usage).&Secondly,&it&aimed&to&find&out&if&
personality& or& mathematical& ability& were& factors& which& could& influence& the&
effectiveness& of& the& implementation& intentions.& It& was& therefore& predicted& that&
participants& who& constructed& implementation& intentions& (treatment& group)& would&
show& a& significantly& greater& increase& in& the& amount& of& time& spent& engaged& with&
mathematical&study&relative&to&a&randomised&control&group.& It&was&also&anticipated&
that& the& amount& of& time& students’& spent& engaged& with& mathematical& study&
(irrespective& of& condition)& would& be& negatively& correlated& with& scores& on& the&
psychoticism& scale.& Lastly,& the& effect& of& the&measured&mathematical& competencies&
on&the&effectiveness&of& the& intervention&was&examined;& it&was&predicted&that&there&
would& be& a& significant& negative& correlation& between& scores& on& the& test& of&


















































The& first& assessment& occurred& during& the& beginning& of& the& first& term& that& the&
students&spent&on&their&course.& &During&this& ‘preUintervention’&phase,&baseline&data&
on& the& students’& mathematical& abilities& at& the& point& of& course& entry& and& their&




the& year,& because& the& students& had& only& just& started& their& courses& and& were&
therefore&unaware&of&the&maths&provision&available&or&whether&they&were&in&need&of&
such& support.& & These&data&were& collected& instead&at& the& second&assessment&point,&
which& also& included& the& intervention& phase& of& the& study.& This& occurred& during& the&
first&half&of&the&second&term.&The&postUintervention&assessment&of&study&behaviours&
and&mathematical&ability&occurred&at&the&end&of&the&second&term.&There&was&a&gap&of&
approximately& 8& to& 12&weeks& between& the& first& and& second&data& collection&points;&
while&the&separation&of&the&third&and&second&data&gathering&times&was&around&6&to&8&
weeks.& Participants& were& allocated& (within& each& subject& area)& to& the& control& and&
treatment& conditions& at& the& intervention& stage& of& the& experiment.& Allocation& was&






A& total& of& 393& students& volunteered& to&participate& in& the& first& term&data& collection&
(see&Chapter&5&and&Section&5.2.3).&These&students&were&asked& to&participate& in& the&
intervention& part& of& the& study& that& occurred& during& Term& 2.& Recruitment& of&






sessions& (one& in&the&first& term&and&two& in&the&second&term),&complete&data& (where&
participants& had& participated& in& both& data& collection& sessions& during& the& second&
term)&for&mathematical&study&behaviour&was&available&for&61&participants&(28&control&
and&33&treatment&combined).& &Table&6.2&shows&the&composition&of& the&participants&




Table& 6.2:& Gender& and& age& data& for& participants& where& data& on& study& habits& was&
available.&
& Male& Female& Undeclared& Total&









Control& 13& 12& 3& 28&






During& the& second& term,& participants& were& allocated& to& either& the& control& or& the&
treatment& conditions.& The& experiment& took& the& form& of& a& quasiUrandomized&
controlled& trial,& and& as& such& it& was& important& to& ensure& that& participants& had& an&
equal&chance&of&being&allocated&to&conditions&without&forming&biased&groups.&&
&
Having& access& to& all& of& the& participants& in& the& same& lecture& theatre& seemed& like& a&
good&method& by&which& to& get& a& high& response& rate& for& the& data& collected& at& preU
intervention,& intervention& and& postUintervention& stages.& However,& at& the&
intervention& stage& of& data& collection& this& method& of& data& collection& reduced& the&
ability&to&physically&separate&the&control&group&from&the&treatment&group.&In&an&ideal&
situation& the& control& group& (dummy& treatment)& would& not& have& been& in& close&
proximity& to& those& being& given& the& treatment.& This& was& not& possible& due& to& the&
accessibility& constraint& of& the& treatment& having& to& be& administered& at& some& point&
within&a&lecture&session.&This&problem&was&dealt&with&in&a&similar&manner&to&previous&
research&on& implementation& intentions.&For&example&a&study&by&Webb&et&al.& (2007)&&
was&carried&out&in&lecture&theatres&and&used&two&alternate&forms&of&a&questionnaire;&
the& treatment& condition& version& included& instructions& for& forming& implementation&
intentions&while&the&control&version&did&not.&&
&




group& were& given& a& worksheet& which& guided& them& through& the& formation& of& an&
implementation&intention,&whilst&those&who&made&up&the&control&group&were&given&a&




control& and& treatment& conditions& within& a& class& or& lecture& environment& were&
problematic&due&to&possible&contamination&between&conditions.&Clusters&of&students&
were&randomly&assigned&to&either&the&control&or&treatment&conditions.&Where&a&year&
group& had& been& split& into& several& smaller& groups& for& teaching& purposes& in& a&
workshop,&each&group&was&randomly&assigned&to&a&condition.&Where&students&from&a&
particular& course&were& not& split& into& subUgroups,& clusters& of& students& (i.e.& rows& of&
students)&were&assigned&to&either&the&control&or&treatment&conditions&to&reduce&the&
effects& of& contamination& between& treatment& and& control& conditions.& The& above&
strategy&was&used&to&limit&the&extent&to&which&participants&might&discover&that&there&
were&two&separate&conditions.&Full&details&of&the&study&including&the&two&conditions,&
background& to& the& research& and&how& the& data&will& be& used&were& given& during& the&










Two&questionnaire&packs&were&constructed& for& the&participants& to&complete&during&
the&collection&of&the&first&set&of&data&at&the&beginning&of&the&second&term.&The&first&
pack&was&for&those&participants&who&were&allocated&to&the&treatment&condition&and&
the& second& was& for& those& who& were& allocated& to& the& control& condition.& The&
treatment& pack& consisted& of& a& worksheet& that& asked& participants& to& construct&
implementation&intentions&based&on&their&own&perceived&barriers&to&mathematics&as&




of& the& question& pack& also& contained& an& instrument& for& measuring& the& amount& of&
mathematical&study&that&the&student&engaged&with&outside&of&lectures&(see&Appendix&
2.6& for& details& of& Version& B& that& was& used& in& this& intervention& study).& The&
questionnaire& pack& used& to& collect& the& second& set& of& data& contained& two&
instruments:& a& mathematical& study& behaviours& instrument& (see& Appendix& 2.6& for&
Version& B)& and& an& alternate& mathematics& diagnostic& test& (see& Appendix& 2.4& for&






Participant&data&were& gathered& at& three&distinct& time&periods&during& the& academic&
year& to& coincide& with& the& three& stages& of& preUintervention,& intervention& and& post&
intervention.& Each& stage&used& several& instruments& as& shown& in& Table&6.1& (above& in&
section&6.2.1)&to&either&gather&data&or&to&perform&an&intervention.&Actual&dates&and&
months&between&the&three&stages&were&different&for&each&group&of&students&as&these&
were& dependent& on& student& and& lecturer& availability.& In& particular,& those& students&
who&were&enrolled&on&nursing&courses&had& the&greatest&variation& from&the& timings&
above&as&access&to&those&students&was&based&around&not&just&university&lectures&but&
also& their&professional&practice&within&hospitals.& It& follows&that&each&student&would&


















4. Participants& asked& to& complete& the& worksheet& they& have& been& given& (5&
minutes)&
5. Researcher&attempts&to&ensure&that&participants&in&the&treatment&group&had&
properly& created& the& implementation& intentions& as& described& on& the&
worksheet&in&the&form&“if&[]&and&[]&then&[]”.&This&was&accomplished&by&verbal&












2. Before& proceeding& a& brief& overview& of& the& research& was& given& to& the&





















At& the& postUintervention& stage& (after& the& data& was& collected)& all& students& were&
provided&with&full&information&about&the&two&conditions&(treatment&and&control)&and&
the&associated&tasks.&All&students&were&provided&with&a&written&handUout&that&gave&
details& of& the& potential& benefits& of& the& intervention& and& how& they& could& create&
implementation& intentions& to& aid& goalUdirected& behaviour.& After& a& preliminary&
analysis&of&the&data&had&been&conducted,&the&findings&of&the&study&together&with&an&
outline&of&the&theory&behind&it&were&given&to&the&lecturers&of&the&students&who&had&
taken& part,& to& provide& additional& information& for& those&who& required& it.& All& of& the&
completed& paper& questionnaires& and& keys& (lists& associating& participant& name& to&
participant& IDs)&were& kept& for& four&weeks&before&being&destroyed.&During& the& four&
weeks&after& the&postUintervention&data&collection,&participants&had& the&opportunity&






participants& before& and& after& the& creation& of& implementation& intentions& in& the&
treatment& group& (or& completion& of& the& dummy& intervention& in& the& control& group).&
During& the& data& collection& process,& two& major& issues& were& encountered& that&








Longitudinal& data& from& participants,& consisting& of& study& behaviour& data& (Term& 2)&
supplemented& by& personality& data& from& Term& 1,& were& tested& for& normality.&
KolmogorovUSmirnov& tests& for& normality& were& conducted& and& showed& that& the&
personality& variables& and& study&behaviour& data&were&not& normally& distributed& (see&
Appendix& 3.2).& NonUparametric/robust& tests& were& therefore& used& first& to& test& the&
hypotheses.&KolmogorovUSmirnov&tests&for&normality&were&carried&out&and&suggested&
that&the&distributions&of&psychoticism&and&usage&of&the&Mathematics&Support&Centre&






part& in& the& study,& resulting& in& a& smaller& than& expected& sample& size.& Furthermore,&
there&was& concern& over& possible& bias& in& the& sample.& Available& data&may& not& have&
been& representative& of& students& who& had& not& provided& complete& data.& Complete&











incomplete& study& habit& data& (Mdn) =& 17)& compared& to& those& with& complete& study&
habit&data&(Mdn)=&14.5),&z&=&U2.581,&p&<&0.01,&r)=)U0.153.&This&suggests&that&even&after&




caution& as& the& data& on& study& habits& were& obtained& from& the& second& and& third&
questionnaires&whereas&mathematics&diagnostics,&demographic&and&personality&data&
were& obtained& from& the& first& questionnaire& only.& As& such& it& is& difficult& to& compare&
participants& providing& complete& data& on& study& habits& (e.g.& those& completing& both&
questionnaires&in&Term&2)&with&those&providing&incomplete&data&(e.g.&completing&only&
questionnaires&during&Term&2).&In&light&of&the&potentially&biased&sample&(particularly&








the& condition& (treatment& or& control)& and& whether& they& had& written& down& an&
implementation& intention& on& the& treatment& version& of& the& questionnaire& they& had&
been&given.&Due&to&the&high&level&of&student&attrition&it&was&decided&not&to&split&the&
treatment&group&into&those&who&had&written&down&an&implementation&intention&and&
those& who& had& not.& However,& before& combining& the& data& from& the& treatment&
condition& it& was& necessary& to& ascertain& that& there& were& no& major& differences&
between&participant&who&had&and&had&not&formed&implementation&intentions&in&the&
treatment& condition.& If& there&were,& then& it&would&have&been&unwise& to&merge& the&
treatment&data.&The&data&on&study&habits&from&the&three&groups&(control,&treatment&








































































































these& differences& were& statistically& significant.& Six& MannUWhitney& U& tests& were&
conducted&to&test&the&differences&in&study&behaviour&measures&between&the&groups&
who&had&explicitly&written&down&their&implementation&intentions&and&those&who&had&
not& within& the& treatment& condition.& The& results& suggested& that& there& was& no&
significant&difference&between&these&two&groups&on&the&measures&of&actual&(U)=&91.0,&





=& U0.139)& study& habits& after& the& intervention.& As& the& tests& suggested& there&was& no&
difference& between& the& students& who& had& explicitly& written& down& the&
implementation& intentions& and& those&who&had&not& on& the& selfUreported&measures,&
the&data& from& the&groups&was& combined& for& the& remaining&analyses.&Consequently&




Due& to& the& nonUnormality& of& the& data& (see& Section& 6.3.1),& nonUparametric/robust&
tests&were&used&to&test&the&following&hypotheses:&
1. Participants& who& constructed& implementation& intentions& would& report& a&









between& pre& and& post& assessment& would& be& negatively& correlated& with&
participants’& scores& on& the& mathematics& diagnostic& test& (control& and&
treatment&conditions)&
&
Details& of& the& mean& and& median& number& of& hours& of& mathematical& study,&


































































































































































Looking& at& the&median& data& from& Table& 6.4& suggest& that& the& largest& increase& was&
found&in&the&actual&number&of&hours&studied&by&the&treatment&group&(6.5&hours).&The&
mean&aspirational&and&estimated&hours&engaged&in&mathematical&study&were&found&
















































































































































































greatest& in& the& treatment& group&who&had&also&participated& in& the&pre& intervention&
stage&(6.5&hours).&The&same&level&of&increase&was&not&found&in&those&in&the&treatment&
condition&and&had&not&been& involved& in& the&study&at&pre& intervention& (2.5&hours& in&
Group& 2).& Greatest& increases& in& the& aspired& number& of& hours& spent& studying&were&





group&who& had& also& participated& in& the& pre& intervention& stage& (Group& 4)& suggests&
that& the& aspired& and& estimated& hours& of& study& decreased& when& the& means& were&
examined.&However,&looking&at&the&medians&for&participants&in&treatment&group&who&
had&formed&implementation&intentions&suggests&that&both&aspirations&and&estimated&
measures& of& study& increased& after& the& intervention.& Such& a& large& difference& in& the&
conclusions&drawn&from&the&means&and&medians&suggests&that&means&are&not&a&good&








Thematic& analysis& of& the& situational& cue& data& comprising& of& when& or& where& an&
individual&would&engage&in&mathematical&study&related&behaviours&from&those&in&the&
treatment& condition& (N& =& 28)& was& carried& out.& The& analysis& showed& that& 5&
participants&stated&a&specific&day&of&the&week&&(18%),&4&participants&planned&to&study&
in& the& library& (14%),& 5& participants& planned& to& study& in& the& evenings& & (18%),& 7&
participants&planned&to&study&at& lunch&times&&(25%),&12&participants&aimed&to&study&
with&a& friend& (43%),& 6&participants&planned& to& study&at&home& (21%),& 2&participants&




To& test&whether& the& participants’& implementation& intentions& had& been& effective& in&
increasing& the& amount& of& time& spent& engaged& in& mathematical& study,& Wilcoxon&
Signed&Ranks&Tests&were& initially& carried&out&on& the&data&presented& in&Table&6.4& to&
ascertain&whether& there&was&a& significant&difference& in& the&number&of&hours& spent&
studying& mathematics& before& and& after& the& intervention& for& both& control& and&
treatment& groups.& Cohen’s& d& was& calculated& using& estimates& of& the& effect& size& as&
described& in& Rosenthal& (1991:& 19U20).& It& was& found& that& for& participants& in& the&
treatment& group,& the& amount& of& time& spent& engaged& in&mathematical& study& postU
intervention& (Mdn& =& 12)& was& significantly& higher& than& at& preUintervention& (Mdn& =&
5.5),&z&=& U1.750,&p)<&0.05,&d&=& U0.481.&However,& for& the&control&group&there&was&no&





pre& test)& in& each& group& was& directly& compared& (MannUWhitney)& the& difference&






Examination&of& the&aspirational& and&estimated) study&hour& figures& in& Table& 6.4& and&
Figure& 6.1& suggested& that& post& intervention& values& increased&within& the& treatment&
group& and& decreased& in& the& control& group.& & However,& these& differences& were& not&
statistically& significant.& For& the& control& group& there& was& no& significant& difference&
between& the& aspirational& times&post& intervention& (Mdn& =& 14)& and&pre& intervention&
(Mdn&=&13),&z&=&U0.009,&p)=&0.993,&d&=&U0.003.&Changes&in&the&estimated&study&times&




0.202.& The& estimated& number& of& hours& to& be& studied& by& those& in& the& treatment&
condition&at&pre&intervention&(Mdn&=&5)&were&not&significantly&different&from&those&at&
post& intervention& (Mdn& =&9.5),&z& =& U0.543,&p& =&0.587,) d& =& U0.19.&This&would& suggest&





The&above&analysis& (Wilcoxon&Signed&Ranks&Tests)&was& repeated&on& the& subdivided&
data&as&presented&in&Table&6.5&to&ascertain&whether&there&was&a&significant&difference&
in& the& number& of& hours& spent& studying& mathematics& before& and& after& the&





























































































6.3.5) PERSONALITY) AND) THE) CHANGE) IN) TIME) SPENT) ENGAGED)WITH)MATHEMATICAL)
STUDY)
It&was&hypothesised& that&participants&who& scored&higher&on& the&psychoticism&scale&
would&exhibit&the&least&increase&in&the&number&of&hours&spent&studying&mathematics&
post& intervention.& Due& to& the& small& sample& size& and& data& being& nonUparametric,&
Kendall’s& tau& was& used& to& look& for& a& correlation& between& psychoticism& and& the&
difference&in&the&number&of&hours&spent&engaged&with&mathematical&study&between&














Table& 6.7:& Kendall’s& tau& correlation& coefficients& between& scores& in& the& EPQUR&




Condition& N& Actual& Aspirational& Estimate&





















16& U0.017& 0.182& 0.017&
& Control&&
&




38& U0.066& 0.072& 0.012&
Neuroticism& Treatment&&
&
16& 0.111& U0.017& 0.017&
& Control&&
&
22& 0.155& 0.154& 0.089&
& Control& and&
Treatment&






There& appears& to& be& a& weak& but& significant& negative& correlation& between&
psychoticism& and& the& increase& in& the& actual& number& of& hours& the& participants&
(treatment& group)&were&engaged& in&mathematical& study.& The&original& hypothesis& is&
supported&by&this&evidence&as&it&was&hypothesised&that&those&who&scored&higher&on&
the&psychoticism&scale&would&be&less&able&to&follow&through&with&mental&plans&i.e.&in&
this& case& the& formation& of& implementation& intentions.& There& seemed& to& be& no&
significant&correlation&between&psychoticism&and&actual& improvements& in&the&study&
habits&in&the&control&group&or&across&the&sample&of&participants&as&a&whole.&A&similar&
analysis& of& the& extraversion& and& neuroticism& variables& found& no& significant&
correlations&between&them&and&the&degree&of& improvement& in& the&amount&of& time&
engaged&with&mathematical&study&between&intervention&and&postUtest.&With&regards&
to& Aspirational& and& Estimated& hours& of& study,& there& seemed& to& be& no& significant&
difference& in&Aspirations& and& Estimates& before& and& after& the& intervention& in& either&
group.& This&would& suggest& that& the& intervention& is& only& useful& for& changing& actual&
behaviours& rather& than&an& individual’s& intended& (aspirational)&or&estimated& level&of&
future& study.& A& correlation& analysis& between& the& personality& measures& and& selfU






Table& 6.8:& Kendall’s& tau& correlation& coefficients& between& scores& in& the& EPQUR&































16& U0.141/&U0.113& U0.276/&U0.108& U0.270/&U0.209&
& Control&&
&




38& 0.004/&U0.086& U0.118/&U0.084& U0.119/&U0.012&
Neuroticism& Treatment&&
&
16& U0.079/&0.086& U0.129/&0.107& U0.043/&0.139&
& Control&&
&
22& 0.266/&0.233& 0.265/&0.208& 0.213/&0.154&
& Control& and&
Treatment&






intentions& were& only& effective& for& changing& actual& study& behaviours.& They& also&
suggested& that& the& change& would& be& greatest& for& those& scoring& lowest& on& the&
psychoticism&scale.&The&data&from&Table&6.8&suggests&that&regardless&of&the&condition&
there& was& no& correlation& between& personality& and& any& of& the& measures& of& study&
behaviours& collected& before& or& after& the& intervention.& Neuroticism& was& found& to&
correlate,& however& no& directional& hypothesis& was&made& and& as& such& the& resulting&
correlation&is&not&statistically&significant&(twoUtailed&test).&
&
6.3.6) MATHEMATICAL) ABILITY) AND) THE) CHANGE) IN) TIME) SPENT) ENGAGED) WITH)
MATHEMATICAL)STUDY)
Kendall’s&tau&was&calculated&to&see&if&there&was&a&correlation&between&mathematical&
ability& score& and& the& change& from& pre& to& postUtest& in& the& number& of& hours& spent&
engaged& with& mathematical& study.& Table& 6.9& shows& the& correlations& between& the&
mathematics& diagnostic& score& with& differences& (between& before& and& after& the&
intervention)& in& the& actual,& aspirational& and& estimated& hours& spent& studying.& The&
actual& number& of& hours& represents& the& time& the& participant& was& actively& engaged&
with& mathematical& study& during& a& oneUmonth& period.& The& aspirational& number& of&
hours&of&study&was&an&indication&of&how&much&time&a&participant&would&like&to&study&
mathematics&during&a&oneUmonth&period.&Predictions&of&estimated&study&behaviours&
were& an& indicator& of& how&much& time& an& individual& thought& they& could& realistically&
spend& studying& in& a& given& month& in& the& future.& The& estimate& differed& from& the&







Condition& N& Actual& Aspirational& Estimate&
& & Correlations) between) mathematics) diagnostics) scores) and) the)


























& & & & &
& & Correlations)between)mathematics)diagnostics)scores)and)study)
behaviours) both) before) and) after) the) intervention) reported) as)
before)/)after.)














41& U0.91/&U0.168& U0.080/&U0.109& U0.075/&U0.004&
& & & & &
*Significant&at&the&p&<&0.05&level&(1Utailed).&
&





case& in& both& treatment& and& control& groups.& However,& Table& 6.9& does& suggest& that&





The& results& suggest& that,& in& line& with& past& research& (Webb& and& Sheeran& 2007,&
Gollwitzer& 1999& and& Casper& 2008)& and& the& original& hypothesis,& the& creation& of&
implementation& intentions& did& seem& to& promote& the& performance& of& goalUrelated&
behaviours.& Participants& who& constructed& implementation& intentions& showed&
significant&increases&in&the&amount&of&time&spent&studying&mathematics&from&pre&to&
postUtest& and& the& same& level& of& increase&was&not&observed& for& those&who&had&not&
constructed&implementation&intentions.&However,&direct&comparison&of&the&amount&












to& the& psychoticism/& conscientiousness& personality& trait& (Eysenck& 1991).&
Furthermore,& this& personality& trait& was& suggested& to& be& correlated& with& academic&
achievement& (de& Fruyt& and& Mervield& 1988).& In& light& of& previous& research& it& was&
inferred&that&it&could,&in&part,&be&responsible&for&the&ability&to&adhere&to&study&plans.&
The& data& partially& supported& this& hypothesis& as& there& was& a& weak& negative& but&
significant&correlation&between&the&level&of&psychoticism&and&the&increases&in&actual&
time&spent&engaged& in&mathematical& study& for& the&treatment&group&only.&No&other&
significant&correlations&were&observed&between&psychoticism&and&differences&in&the&
other&measures&of&study&behaviour&in&any&of&the&groups.&The&original&hypothesis&also&
suggested& that& those& students& who& scored& lowest& on& the& mathematics& diagnostic&
test& would& show& the& greatest& increases& in& study& behaviour& after& the& formation& of&
implementation& intentions.& However,& data& from& this& study& did& not& support& this&
hypothesis.& & The& possible& reasons& for& this& overall& pattern& of& findings& are& explored&
below.&
&






intentions& (Section& 6.3.4& and& 6.3.5).& However,& the& results& need& to& be& interpreted&
with&caution&due&to&the&small&sample&size&and&variations&between&baseline&measures&
of& study& habits& between& the& control& and& treatment& conditions.& The& literature& also&
suggested& that& the& formation& of& implementation& intentions& does& not& necessarily&
bridge&the&gap&between&intention&and&behaviour&but&rather& increases&goalUdirected&
behaviour&through&enhancing&or&forming&cueUbehaviour&links&(Gollwitzer&1999).&This&
could&explain&why& the&participants& in& the& treatment& condition&were& found& to&have&
spent& a& significantly& greater& time& engaged& in& mathematical& study& after& having&
identified&a&time/place&where&they&could&be&able&to&engage&in&a&study&behaviour&that&
would& result& in& increased& mathematical& ability.& Furthermore,& the& implementation&
intentions& only& had& an& impact& on& the& actual& amount& of& time& spent& studying;& this&
would&appear&to&agree&with&the&literature&in&that&the&formation&of&these&plans&only&
affects& the& cueUbehaviour& link& and& in& a& sense&bypasses& the& intention.& This& explains&
why&neither&the&aspirational&or&estimated&study&times&showed&a&significant&change&in&
the& treatment& group& post& intervention.& The& lack& of& observed& change& in& intentions&
was&also&found&by&Webb&and&Shreeran&(2008)&whose&metaUanalysis&explored&how&the&
formation& of& implementation& intentions& influence& individual& self& efficacy& and&
intentions.& The& analysis& suggests& that& implementation& intentions& had& little& to& no&
effect& on& either& intention& to& study& or& selfUefficacy.& The& implementation& intentions&
served&as&a& link&between&an&external& cue&and&a&desired&behaviour&with& the&aim&of&
helping&an& individual&to&perform&a&specific&type&of&behaviour& in& line&with&their&own&
intentions.& As& a& result& it& is& to& be& expected& that& the& formation& of& implementation&





The& literature& has& also& suggested& that& personality& could& act& as& a& potential&
moderating& factor& in& the& effectiveness& of& implementation& intentions.& Psychoticism&
was& found& to& be& negatively& correlated& with& the& increase& in& the& actual& number& of&
hours&participants&studied&mathematics&outside&of&formal&classes.&Furthermore,&the&
increases&in&the&number&of&actual&hours&spent&studying&mathematics&was&only&found&
to&be& statistically& significant& for& those&participants& in& the& treatment& condition.&This&
suggests& that&psychoticism&could&be&a& factor& in& the&ability& to& form& implementation&
intentions.&&However,&the&correlations&between&psychoticism&and&measures&of&study&
behaviour& before& and& after& the& intervention& were& not& found& to& be& statistically&
significant.& The& literature& suggested& that& those& who& scored& low& on& the&
conscientiousness& scale& tended& to& benefit& most& from& the& construction& of&
implementation& intentions& (Webb& et& al.& 2007).& The& weak& negative& correlation&
observed& by& Lodhi,& Deo& and& Belhekar& (2002)& between& psychoticism& and&
conscientiousness& suggests& that& those&who& score&high&on&psychoticism&and& low&on&
conscientiousness&would&be&more& inclined&to&work& individually,& less&disciplined&and&
less&goal&orientated&(Eysenck&1991).&&
&





why& no& correlations& between& study& habits& before& or& after& the& intervention& were&











links,& in&essence&the& initiation&of& the&behaviour&could&be&due&to& the&environmental&
cue& identified& during& the& intervention& rather& than& from& motivation& (or& lack& of& it)&
based& on& their& perceived& mathematical& abilities.& What& is& of& interest& is& that& the&
mathematical&ability&of&the&participants&did&not&have&an&impact&on&the&increase&in&the&
time& students& were& engaged& with& mathematical& study& whereas& the& level& of&
psychoticism&did& (treatment& group&only),& although& this& does&not& imply& causality.& It&
was& hypothesised& that& the& individual’s& own& perceived& mathematical& needs& would&
limit& the&extent& to&which& the& treatment&was& effective,& however& the&data&does&not&
support& this.&Analysis&of& the&data&also&suggests& that& the& implementation& intentions&
did& not& have& any& effect& on& the& aspirations& or& estimates& of& future& study& of& the&
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participants& indicating& that& the& use& of& implementation& intentions& is& useful& for&
increasing&goalUrelated&behaviours&but&may&not&be&as&useful&for&initiating&changes&in&
attitudes& or& increasing& motivation& (changes& were& observed& in& Table& 6.9& however&
these&were&not&statistically&significant).&
&
It& is& acknowledged& that&within& this& study& there&were& a& number& of&methodological&
limitations& in& addition& to& those& resulting& from& a& small& sample& size.& One& of& the&
consequences&of& the& small& sample& size&was& the& impact&on& subsequent&analysis.&All&
data& had& originally& been& categorized& into& three& groups& based& on& the& condition&
(control&or&treatment)&and&whether&they&had&formed& implementation& intentions&or&
not.& The& reason& behind& this& strategy&was& to& ascertain& if& any& improvements& in& the&
treatment&condition&were&due&to&the&formation&of& implementation&intentions&or&by&
the& identification& of& barriers& to& study& and/& or& appropriate& study& strategies.& The&
differences&in&selfUreported&study&behaviours&between&participants&in&the&treatment&
group&who&had&and&had&not&explicitly&formed&implementation&intentions&were&found&
to& be& not& statistically& significant.& This& could& suggest& that& forming& implementation&
intentions& had& no& effect& on& the& study& behaviours& of& the& participants.& It& could& also&
suggest& that& the& effectiveness& of& implementation& intentions& is& unaffected& if&






size& in& the& treatment& group& could& have& been& influential& in& this& result.& A& better&
approach& for& a& future& study& could& be& to& have& three& distinct& conditions,& one&
treatment& group& (guidance& on& how& to& form& implementation& intentions),& and& two&
control& conditions& (one& neutral& task&while& the& other& involved& a& similar& task& to& the&
treatment& group& without& the& end& result& of& an& implementation& intention).& An&
improvement& for& remedying& the& small& groups& sizes& in& a& future& study&would& be& to&
reduce& the& level& of& student& attrition& perhaps& by& considering& student& attendance&
variation&throughout&the&year&and&collecting&data&when&student&engagement&is&high.&&
&
The& data& suggested& that& types& of& cues& identified& when& creating& implementation&
intentions& of& participants& included& studying& with& a& friend& (43%)& or& using&
supplemental& workshops& run& by& the& university& (36%).& Examination& of& the& relative&
ease&of&engaging&with&the&different&study&methods&was&not&possible&due&to&the&small&
sample& and& was& consequently& not& looked& at& in& this& study.& A& larger& sample& would&
have& allowed& both& of& the& above& to& be& explored& more& easily.& For& example& an&
individual&who&identifies&a&particular&time&of&day&would&have&more&opportunities&to&
perform& a& goalUdirected& behaviour& compared& to& another& individual& who& had&
identified& a& single& day& of& the& week& as& his/her& cue.& This& argument& could& also& be&
extended& to& the& locations& and& types&of&behaviour&being&measured&using& the& study&





the& intervention.& By& changing& the& instructions& of& the& intervention& to& focus& on& just&
one& location& that& is& common& to& all& of& the& participants& then& the& study& behaviour&
instrument&could&be&modified&to&focus&on&only&behaviours&occurring&in&one&particular&
location& e.g.& a& support& service& being& offered&within& the& university.& It&may& also& be&
useful& to& consider& the& time& of& year& when& the& participants’& study& behaviours& are&









suggest& that& the&control& task&had&a&negative& impact&on&students’&engagement&with&
mathematical&study.&The&task&asked&students&to&talk&about&their&interpretations&and&
understanding& of& the& word& infinity.& The& feedback& from& participants& during& their&
debriefing& did& not& indicate& that& students& interpreted& this& as& a& mathematical&
question.&Reviewing&the&answers&given&by&students&indicated&that&students&tended&to&
give& interpretations& in& theological& contexts& in& addition& to& the& common& themes& of&











normally& distributed& residuals&with& linear& relationships& between& the& predictor& and&
dependent& variables.& The& data& obtained& from& this& study& did& not& meet& all& of& the&
assumptions,& particularly& that& of& linearity& and& normally& distributed& residuals.&
Performing& a& regression& would& thus& have& resulted& in& erroneous& results& and& the&
inability& to&obtain&accurate& significance&and&confidence& intervals& for& the& regression&













was& not& effective& in& changing& an& individual’s& intention& to& study& (changes& in&
aspirations&and&estimates&were&not& statistically& significant).&The& implications&of& the&
longitudinal&study&for&supporting&students&who&attempt&to&engage& in&mathematical&
study&are:&
• Asking& students& to& create& implementation& intentions& can& increase& the&
amount& of& time& spent& engaged& with& study.& However,& it& is& necessary& to&
highlight& that&based&on& this& study& it& is& those&who&have& lower& scores&on& the&
psychoticism&scale&who&will&benefit&the&most&regardless&of&their&mathematical&
ability.&)
• Those& students& of& most& concern& are& the& ones& who& score& lower& on& the&
diagnostic&tests.&This&would&then&suggest&that&those&who&tend&to&score&lower&
on& mathematics& tests& and& score& highly& on& the& psychoticism& scale& would&






CHAPTER&7& EVALUATION& OF& THE& EFFECTIVENESS& OF&
IMPLEMENTATION& INTENTION& FORMATION& ON&
MATHEMATICS&SUPPORT&CENTRE&USAGE&
This&chapter&describes&Study&3,&which&took&place&during&the&academic&year&2009&to&





engage&with&mathematical& study,& the&One&Term&Long& Intervention&Study&examined&
the&study&behaviours&that&were&focused&in&one&particular&location&(the&Mathematics&
Support&Centre).& &The&data& from&this& study&suggest& that& implementation& intentions&
are& ineffective& at& increasing& the& amount& of& time& students& spent& using& the&
Mathematics&Support&Centre.&Furthermore,& the&data& suggested& that& improvements&
in& the& usage& of& the&Mathematics& Support& Centre&were& unrelated& to& the& students’&
mathematical&ability&or&their&personality.&Students’&initial&aspirations&about&using&the&







smaller& than&expected& sample& size&was&obtained& for& exploring& the&effectiveness&of&
implementation& intentions.&Complete& study&behaviour&data&were&only&available& for&




The& literature& described& in& Chapter& 2& suggested& that& one& strategy& for& potentially&




and&Robinson& (2008)& found,& the&potential&benefits&of&using& these& services&are&only&
realised& if& students& engage& with& the& services.& Symmonds,& Lawson& and& Robinson&
(2008)&and&Grehan&et&al.&(2010)&found&that&the&weaker&students&were&the&ones&who&
were& not& engaging& with& the& services.& Furthermore,& it& was& found& that& students&
studying& Health& and& Life& Sciences& accounted& for& less& that& 4%& of& the& users& of& the&
mathematics& support& services& in& higher& education& institutions& (Lawson,& Croft& and&
Halpin&2001).&The&literature&further&suggested&that&conscientiousness&could&influence&





rather& than& mathematics& study& habits& in& general,& and& addressing& some& of& the&
methodological&weaknesses&of&the&study&with&respect&to&attrition&rates&/&sample&size.&&
&
With& respect& to& the& assessment& of& the& psychoticism& trait& which& appeared& to& be&
moderating& the& effectiveness& of& the& intervention& in& the& previous& study,& it& is&
acknowledged& that& the& NEO& personality& inventory& would& have& been& preferable& to&
the& EPQUR& as& it& would& have& enabled& the& direct& measurement& of& the&
conscientiousness& personality& trait.& However,& a& decision& was& made& to& use& EPQUR&
instrument&as&before&as&it&was&both&shorter&and&would&allow&a&direct&comparison&to&
be&made&with&the&results&from&the&previous&study&described&in&Chapters&5&and&6.&The&
results& of& the& study& reported& in& this& chapter& primarily& aim& to& ascertain& whether&
implementation& intentions&have&a&positive&effect&on& improving& the&actual&usage&of&












Furthermore,& psychoticism& and& mathematics& diagnostics& data& were& examined& to&
explore&differences&in&scores&between&students&from&different&courses&(similar&to&the&
analysis& from& the& first& phase& of& previous& study& (see& Chapter& 5).& The& relationship&
between& both& personality& (psychoticism& and& extraversion)& with& Mathematics&
Diagnostics&Scores&was&also&looked&at.&Both&the&literature&and&data&from&the&previous&
study&indicated&an&inconsistent&relationship&between&extraversion&and&achievement.&
It& was& predicted& that& there& would& be& a& negative& correlation& between& the&
psychoticism& scores& and& the& mathematics& diagnostic& test& scores& (in& line& with& the&
literature& and& also& the& results& of& the& data& presented& in& Chapter& 5).& Furthermore,&
because&of&the&results&of&the&concurrent&data&obtained&from&the&previous&study&(see&
Chapter& 5)& it& was& also& predicted& that& there& would& be& a& statistically& significant&




As& the& previous& study& suffered& from& high& student& attrition& over& the& course& of& the&
academic& year,& this& study& offered& the& opportunity& to& gather& data& from& a& larger&
sample&of&participants,&and&also&provided&the&chance&to&improve&the&instruments&and&
streamline& the& data& collection& strategy& further& to& reduce& the& effect& of& student&
attrition.& Rather& than& collecting& data& over& the& course& of& the& year& (using& three&
assessment& points),& participants& were& required& to& participate& in& only& two& data&
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between&participants& factors.& & The&within&participants& factors& (repeated&measures)&
were& the& pre& and& postUintervention& measures& of& study& habits& (the& usage& of& the&
Mathematics& Support& Centre).& The& control& variables& of& mathematics& diagnostic&
scores,& Marlowe& Crowne& and& personality& (EPQUR& scores)& were& all& measured& just&
once.& The& analysis& of&Marlowe&Crowne&data& from&Study&2& examined& in&Chapters& 5&




the& academic& year.& The& first& questionnaire& administered& to& the& participants& at& the&
beginning&of&the&first&term&(October)&of&the&2009&to&2010&academic&year&consisted&of&
a&version&for& those&participants&allocated&to&the&control&group&and&another&version&







first&year&studying&Psychology.&Feedback& from&the&course& leader&on& the&Sports&and&
Social& Work& courses& indicated& that& the& students& would& be& engaged& with& some&
statistics&and&research&methods&work&as&part&of&their&course&in&the&second&year.&This&
could& have& influenced& the& results& of& the& maths& diagnostic& test& and& also& baseline&
measures& for& usage& of& the& Mathematics& Support& Centre.& In& this& study,& data& was&
collected& during& the& first& term&as& the& overall& level& of& student& attrition&would& have&
been&higher&had&the&study&continued&for&longer&than&a&term.&&
&
All& participants& (control& and& treatment& conditions)& completed& the& same& version& of&
the&second&questionnaire&that&was&administered&to&participants&between&the&middle&
and&end&of&the&first&term&of&the&same&academic&year&(November&to&December).&There&




Participants& were& recruited& through& collaboration& with& staff& from& courses& and&




to& support& the& study& by& assisting& with& participant& recruitment.& In& all& cases,&
participants& were& recruited& within& lectures& with& the& cooperation& of& lecturers.& All&




Recruitment& of& participants& for& this& study&was& carried& out& in& conjunction&with& the&
course&leaders&for&all&of&the&courses.&As&a&result&every&effort&was&made&to&ensure&that&
students& who& were& recruited& for& this& study& were& different& from& those& who& had&
participated& in& the& previous& studies& (Chapters& 5& and& 6).& Participants& from& all& the&
courses&were&asked&to&write&an&X&next&to&their&student& ID&on&their&questionnaire& if&
they& had& participated& in& the& study& previously.& It& should& be& noted& that& a& better&
method& would& have& been& to& remove& data& from& these& participants& based& on& a&
comparison&of&the&student&ID&with&the&key&created&in&studies&5&and&6.&However,&this&
was& not& possible& due& to& the& destruction& of& the& key& after& the& study& had& been&
completed.&Though&no&students&identified&themselves&as&having&already&taken&part&in&








aware& of& the& condition& they& had& been& allocated& to.& The& implications& of& previous&
participation&would&have&been&that& they&knew&what& the&experiment&was&aiming& to&
test&for&as&well&as&what&the&researcher&was&looking&for&or&hoping&to&find.&&By&knowing&
of&the&two&conditions,&it&is&possible&that&the&participants&could&contaminate&the&other&





All& of& the& students&were& from& the& Faculty& of& Health& and& Life& Sciences& at& Coventry&
University.&Of&the&276&participants&who&had&volunteered&to&participate&in&this&study,&
204&participated&in&both&parts&of&the&experiment&(pre&and&post&intervention).&Out&of&








Table&7.1:& Gender& and& mean& age& of& participants& across& all& courses& and&
experimental&conditions&
Course&& & Male& Female& Undeclared& Total&









& Control& 17& 62& 1& 80&
& Treatment& 33& 72& 1& 106&
& & & & & &











& Control& 4& 5& 0& 9&
& Treatment& 4& 5& 0& 9&
& & & & & &









& Control& 3& 4& 1& 8&
& Treatment& 2& 10& 1& 13&
& & & & & &









& Control& 10& 53& 0& 63&







student&attrition.&The& first&questionnaire&was&administered& to& the&participants&very&
close&to&the&start&of&the&year,&and&the&second&was&administered&approximately&one&
month& after& the& first.& Reducing& the& number& of& questionnaires& from& three& to& two&
resulted& in& a& change& in& the& instruments& that& were& included& in& each& questionnaire&
pack.& The& first& questionnaire& assessed& Demographics& (Version& C),& Mathematical&
Study& Behaviours& (Version& C),& Mathematics& Diagnostics& (Version& C)& and& an&
intervention& (either& Control& Version& A& or& Treatment& Version& B).& The& second&






of& participants.& During& the& debriefing& students& had& commented& that& a& shorter&
questionnaire&would&have&kept&them&on&task&and&perhaps&reduced&the&likelihood&of&
students& giving& poor& quality& answers& (i.e.& without& thought).& Secondly,& the& data&
collection& during& this& study& would& be& taking& place& within& a& timetabled& lecture& or&






size,& it& also& provided& the& opportunity& to& improve& the& demographics,&mathematical&
study& behaviours,& mathematics& diagnostics& and& treatment& (intervention)&
instruments.&These&changes&to&the&instruments&were&either&for&improved&clarity&or&to&
reflect& the& change& in& focus& of& the& treatment& in& the& light& of& the& findings& from& the&
previous&study.&









similarities& between& the& participants& in& the& two& studies,& the& decision& to&
choose& Version& C& was& valid.& However,& it& should& be& noted& that& the& two&
samples&were& still& different& and& that& the&previous& sample&only& consisted&of&
first&year&students&and&as&such&this&could&result&in&the&reliability&estimate&not&
being& valid& for& the& current& study.&A& recalculation&of&KuderURichardson’s& rho&
reliability& indicator& when& using& Version& C& of& the& diagnostic& with& the&
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participants& in& this& study& yielded& a& value& of& 0.711.& This& value& of& 0.711&was&
similar&to&those&obtained&previously&using&this&instrument.&
• Intervention& –& The& previous& study& used& Version& A& of& the& treatment& task,&
which& guided& the& participants’& formulation& of& implementation& intentions&
such&that&the&focus&was&on&general&mathematics&study&behaviours&outside&of&
timetabled&lectures&and&workshops.&However,&the&focus&of&this&study&was&to&
facilitate& participants’& formation& of& implementation& intentions& that& were&
aimed& at& specifically& increasing& their& usage& of& the& Mathematics& Support&
Centre.& The& instructions&on& the& treatment& task&were& therefore&amended& to&
reflect& this& change& and& resulted& in& Version& B& of& the& treatment& task& (see&
Appendix& 2.10).& The& intervention& task& for& the& control& condition& remained&
unchanged& (Version&A,& see&Appendix& 2.9).& The&decision& to& keep& the& control&
task& unchanged& was& informed& by& the& result& of& the& previous& study& which&
showed& that& any& differences& between& pre& and& postUintervention& study&
behaviours& for& participants& in& the& control& group& were& statistically& not&
significant.&This&suggests&that&there& is&no&evidence&that&the&control&task&had&
helped& to& either& improve& or& reduce& the& amount& of& time& spent& by& these&
students&in&studying&mathematics.&Furthermore,&keeping&the&control&task&the&








• Demographics&(Version&C)&–&This& instrument&was&changed&to& improve&clarity&
of&the&question&items,&in&particular&the&removal&of&most&of&the&free&response&









intentions& based& intervention.& The& intervention& (either& treatment& or& control)& was&
administered&to&participants&early&in&the&first&term&of&study.&The&questionnaire&aimed&
to& collect& data& on& demographics,& Mathematical& Study& Behaviours,& Mathematics&











of& the& questionnaires& to& all& participants.& (worksheets& were& distributed& to&
students,& alternating& between& treatment& and& control& based& on& seating&





had& properly& created& the& implementation& intentions& as& described& on& the&
worksheet&in&the&form&“if&[]&and&[]&then&[]”.&&This&was&accomplished&by&verbal&
reminders& to&all& participants& to& check& that& the& last&question/instruction&has&
been&completed&fully.&&







After& all& of& the& completed& questionnaires& had& been& collected,& each& script& was&
allocated& a& randomly& generated& three& digit& numerical& participant& ID.& A& key& was&
constructed& linking& the& student& numbers& to& the& participant& IDs.& All& data& from& the&
questionnaires& were& transferred& into& a& spreadsheet& and& identified& using& the&
participant&ID.&All&questionnaires&were&then&destroyed&while&the&key&was&retained&for&











was&given& to&all&of& the&participants& taking&part& in& the& study.&All&participants&
were&asked&to&complete&and&sign&the&consent&form&before&being&allowed&to&
take&part&in&the&study.&(5&minutes)&
2. The& post& intervention& questionnaires& were& distributed& to& the& participants&
















the& research&would& take&place&over& one& academic& term&and& that& any&questions& or&
concerns& regarding& aspects& of& the& study& could& be& raised& with& the& researcher& or&
supervisor& through& email& or& telephone& (details& of& which& were& provided& to& all&
students).&At&the&postUintervention&stage&(after&all&data&were&collected)&all&students&
were& provided& with& full& information& about& the& two& conditions& (treatment& and&
control)&and&the&associated&tasks.&All&students&were&provided&with&written&handouts&
that& gave&details& of& the&potential& benefits& of& the& intervention& and&how& they& could&
create& implementation& intentions& to& aid& goal& directed& behaviour& and& importantly&
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potentially& improve& their& study&habits.&After&a&preliminary&analysis&of& the&data&had&
been&conducted,&the&findings&of&the&study&together&with&an&outline&of&the&underlying&
theory&were& given& to& the& lecturers&of& the& students&who&had& taken&part& to&provide&
additional& information& for& those& who& required& it.& All& of& the& completed& paper&
questionnaires&and&keys& (lists&associating&participant&name&to&participant& IDs)&were&
kept& for& four&weeks&before&being&destroyed.&During& the& four&weeks&after& the&postU
intervention&data&collection,&participants&had&the&opportunity&to&withdraw&from&the&
study& (their& data& removed& and& destroyed& completely).& Four& weeks& after& the&




Of& the& 276& participants,& preUintervention& usage& data& was& available& for& 228&
participants.&174&(71%)&responded&with&data&that&suggested&they&had&not&spent&any&
time&using& the&Mathematics& Support& Centre&during& the&past&month.&Of& those&who&













Support& Centre& and& those& who& had& not& (full& details& of& this& are& given& in& Section&
7.3.2.2).& The&main& analysis& that&was& carried&out& first& compared& the& treatment& and&
control&groups.&Furthermore,&the&data&from&each&condition&were&subdivided&into&two&
groups&based&on&how&many&hours&the&participants&aspired&to&use&the&Mathematics&
Support& Centre& for& prior& to& the& intervention.& Those& who& had& responded& with& an&
aspiration& equal& to& zero& hours& were& placed& in& the& first& group& while& those& who&






variables& would& be& close& to& being& normally& distributed.& In& those& cases& with& mild&
violations,& transformation&of& the&dependent&variables&would&have&yielded&normally&
distributed& data.& With& that& assumption,& the& intended& analysis& would& have& taken&
either&the&form&of&a&mixed&MANCOVA&or&a&regression&analysis.&Doing&so&would&have&
allowed&for&the&identification&of&main&effects&and&importantly& interactions&between&









normality& was& the& most& problematic& for& the& measures& of& usage& where&
transformations&would& not& be& sufficient& to&make& the& distributions& appear& normal.&
The&major&concern&was&due&to&the&distributions&being&either&severely&leptokurtic&or&





grouped& in& the& analysis& reported& in& Sections& 7.3.3& and& 7.3.4.& In& light& of& the& nonU
normal& distributions,& nonUparametric& methods& were& used& to& test& both& the&
effectiveness& of& the& implementation& intentions& on& changing& the& amount& of& time&
spent& engaged& in&mathematical& study& within& the&Mathematics& Support& Centre,& as&
well&as&the&influence&of&mathematics&ability&and&personality&on&the&extent&to&which&
mathematical& study& behaviour& (in& particular& those& in& the& treatment& group)& was&
changed.&Comparisons&between&groups&involved&MannUWhitney&U&tests&while&within&
participant&comparisons&were&performed&using&Wilcoxon&Signed&rank&tests.&Kendall’s&
tau& correlation& coefficients& were& examined& to& assess& the& correlations& between&
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pairs& of& variables.& Kendall’s& tau& rather& than& Spearman’s& rho& was& used& due& to& the&






of&nonUparametric& analysis&was& considered.& Such&methods& include& the&use&of&Rank&




Rank& Transforms& such& as& those& described& by& Conover& and& Iman& (1981)& have& been&
shown& to& have& limited& usefulness& due& to& a& lack& of& robustness& (ErcegUHurn& and&
Mirosevich& 2008)& and& unreliable& results& when& examining& interaction& effects&
(Wobbrock,& Findlater,& Gergle& and& Higgins& 2011).& Better& forms& of& Rank& Transforms&
have&been&developed&that&are&more&robust&and&also&more&reliable&when&examining&
interaction& effects,& including& The& Aligned& Rank& Transform& (Wobbrock,& Findlater,&
Gergle& and& Higgins& 2011)& and& the& ANOVAUType& Statistic& (Brunner& and& Puri& 2001,&
Shah& and&Madden& 2004).& The& effectiveness& of& the& implementation& intentions&was&
measured& by& changes& in& the& selfUreported& measures& of& actual& usage& of& the&









Social& desirability& and& selfUreported& measures& of& study& habits& within& the&
Mathematics& Support&Centre& (Actual,&Aspirational& and&Estimated)&were& checked& to&
ascertain&if&there&were&any&correlations&between&the&participants’&selfUreported&time&
spent&within& the&Mathematics& Support&Centre&and& socially&desirable& responding&as&
indicated& using& the& Marlowe& Crowne& measure& of& social& desirability.& & Table& 2& of&
Appendix& 3.4.2& shows& the& Kendall’s& Tau& Correlation& coefficients& of& selfUreported&
study&habits&scores&with&scores&on&the&Marlowe&Crown&Social&Desirability&Scale.&From&




Table& 7.2& shows& the&mathematics& and&personality& data& obtained&during& the& study.&
























































of& students& from& different& courses& on& the& extraversion& scale& and& mathematics&
scores.&Scores&on&the&psychoticism&scale&do&not&seem&to&vary&significantly&between&
students& from& different& courses.& From& the& data& it& is& difficult& to& ascertain&whether&
there& is&any&difference&in&psychoticism&scores,&particularly&with&such&large&standard&
deviations& and& overlaps& between& the& scores& from& the& different& subject& groups.& All&
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data& where& psychoticism,& extraversion& and& mathematics& diagnostic& scores& were&
available& were& analysed& (regardless& of& usage& data& being& available& for& these&
participants)&to&explore&difference&between&the&student&groups&on&these&measures.&
Further& analysis& was& conducted& to& ascertain& whether& there& was& a& relationship&
between&personality&and&mathematical&ability.&A&Kruskal–Wallis&test&was&conducted&
to& assess& whether& the& personality& traits& (psychoticism& and& extraversion)& and&
mathematics& diagnostics& scores& differed& across& subject& groups.& A& significant&
difference&between&the&groups&was&found&on&the&mathematics&diagnostic&test,&H(2)&=&
40.183,&p& <&0.01&and&extraversion& scores,&H(2)&=&10.474,&p& <&0.01.&PostUhoc& testing&
comprised&three&MannUWhitney&U&tests& to&compare&all& the&possible&pairings&of& the&
subject& groups.& As& three& tests& were& performed,& a& Bonferroni& correction& was& used&
such& that& significant& effects& occurred& when& p& <& 0.017& rather& than& p& <& 0.05.& The&
results& of& these& tests& suggested& that& there& was& no& significant& difference& between&
sports&science&and&psychology&students&scores&on&the&mathematics&diagnostic&test&(U&














scale.& To& test& the& relationships& between& mathematics& diagnostics& performance,&
psychoticism& and& extraversion& scores,& Kendall’s& tau& (twoUtailed& tests)& correlation&
coefficients&were&examined.&The&results&can&be&seen&in&Table&7.3&(below).&
&
Table& 7.3:& Kendall’s& tau& coefficients& showing& the& correlations& between& personality&
variables&and&mathematics&diagnostic&scores&






















psychoticism& or& extraversion& and& mathematics& diagnostics& scores.& As& eight&
correlation&tests&were&carried&out&a&more&conservative&alpha&of&0.01&was&used.&These&





study.& Large& variations& in& the& actual,& aspirational& and& estimated& measures& of&
Mathematics&Support&Centre&usage&were&also&observed&in&the&year&long&intervention&




Of& particular& interest& is& the& change& in& the& number& of& hours& that& the&Mathematics&
Support&Centre&was&used;&the&greatest&change&was&observed&for&those&participants&in&
the& control& group&with& aspirations& of& using& the&Mathematics& Support& Centre.& The&
smallest&changes&were&observed&in&students&who&did&not&have&any&aspirations&to&use&
the&Mathematics& Support& Centre& and&were& also& in& the& control& group.& It& should& be&




















Maths&Diagnostic& 5&(2.67)& 5.22&(2)& 6.18&(2.12)& 5.31&(2.01)&
Psychoticism& 8.08&(4.41)& 7.91&(3.68)& 6.59&(3.27)& 7.48&(4.60)&
Extraversion& 17.58&(5.02)& 16.70&(4.27)& 16.59&(4.52)& 15.35&(5.61)&
Actual*& 0.33&(1.43)& 0.0&(0.0)& 1.45&(3.13)& 2.85&(8.94)&
Aspirational*& 0.00&(0.00)& 0.0&(0.0)& 11.32&(11.65)& 12.28&(14.33)&
Estimated*& 0.00&(0.00)& 0.35&(1.67)& 8.13&(11.23)& 9.32&(11.98)&
Actual**& 1.13&(3.42)& 1.83&(4.32)& 4.04&(5.81)& 6.25&(12)&
Aspirational**& 1.13&(7.35)& 2.13&(4.13)& 8.06&(7.91)& 12.88&(15.37)&
Estimated**& 2.50&(6.00)& 1.43&(3.58)& 6.04&(6.43)& 10.25&(15.37)&




To& test& the&hypothesis& that&only&participants&who&had&constructed& implementation&
intentions& would& show& a& significant& increase& in& the& time& spent& engaged& with&
mathematical& study,& the& actual& times& (after& Aligned& Rank& Transforms& had& been&








to& be& statistically& significant& if& they& reached& the& 0.05& significance& level.& Participant&
psychoticism& data& was& categorised& into& three& levels,& low& (one& or& more& standard&
deviation&below&the&mean),&high&(one&or&more&standard&deviation&above&the&mean)&
or&medium&(within&one&standard&deviation&of&the&mean).&For&completeness&all&of&the&




The&main& effect& of& time&was&not& significant,&F(1,& 151)& =& 0.845,&p)>&0.05.&However,&
main&effects&were&observed&for&aspiration,&condition&and&psychoticism.&There&was&a&
significant&effect&of&aspiration&on&study&time,&F(1,&151)&=&7.960,&p)=&0.005,&indicating&
that& those& who& had& aspirations& greater& than& zero& (M) =& 3.355,& SE) =& 0.811)& spent&&
significantly& longer& studying& in& the& Mathematics& Support& Centre& than& those& with&
aspirations&equal&to&zero&(M)=&0.653,&SE)=&1.076)& if&the&other&factors&were& ignored.&
The&main& effect& of& condition& was& found& to& be& significant,& F(1,& 151)& =& 10.302,& p) =&
0.002,&suggesting&that&those&in&the&treatment&condition&(M)=&2.142,&SE)=&0.904)&had&
significantly&higher&study&durations&than&those& in&the&control&condition&(M)=&1.866,&




was& significantly& different& between& low,& medium& and& high& levels& of& psychoticism.&
Post& hoc& MannUWhitney& tests& revealed& that& low& scorers& (Mdn) =& 0)& studied&
significantly& less& than&medium& scorers& (Mdn)=& 0.5)& on& the& psychoticism& scale& (U)=&








To& test& the& hypothesis& that& only& participants& who& constructed& implementation&
intentions& would& show& a& significant& increase& in& the& time& spent& engaged& with&
mathematical& study,& the& Time*Condition,& Time*Aspiration& and& the&
Time*Condition*Aspiration& interactions& were& examined.& The& Time*Condition&
interaction,&F(1,&151)&=&2.470,&p)=&0.118&was&not& statistically& significant.&This& result&
suggests&that&there&was&no&significant&difference& in&the&changes& in&the&study&habits&
between& participants& in& the& control& and& treatment& conditions.& There& was& a&
significant& Time*Aspiration& interaction,& F(1,& 151)& =& 8.210,& p) =& 0.005.& This& effect&
suggests& that& the&change& in& the&amount&of& time&spent&engaged&with&mathematical&









Figure& 7.1:& Interaction& plot& showing& the& relationship& between& Aspirations& and&
improvements& in& the& amount& of& time& spent& studying& mathematics& in& the&
Mathematics&Support&Centre&
&





aspirations& greater& than& zero& & (Z)=& U4.210,&p)=& 0.000,&d)=& U0.829).& Post& hoc&MannU
Whitney& tests& revealed& that& those& with& aspirations& greater& than& zero& used& the&
support& services&more& than& those& with& aspirations& equal& to& zero& at& baseline& (U) =&
2134,&z)=&U3.458,&p)=&0.001,&d)=&U0.554)&and&post&intervention&(U)=&1920,&z)=&U3.632,&p)
=&0.000,&d)=&U0.584).&These&results&suggest&that&those&with&aspirations&greater&than&









To& test& the&hypothesis& that& changes& in& the& time& spent&engaged&with&mathematical&
study&would&be&negatively&correlated&with&scores&on&the&psychoticism&scale&and&that&
psychoticism&influences&the&effectiveness&of&implementation&intentions&on&improving&
study& habits;& the& Time*Psychoticism,& Time*Aspiration*Psychoticism,&
Time*Condition*Psychoticism& and& Time*Aspiration*Condition*Psychoticism&
interactions&were&examined&(the&4UWay&interaction&was&found&to&be&significant).&Due&




way& interaction&analysis&were& likely& to&be& spurious&and&misleading.& For& this& reason&




0.022.& The& interaction& plot& shown& in& Figure& 7.2& (below)& suggests& that& participants&
who&scored&low&on&the&psychoticism&scale&showed&little&improvement&in&their&study&












Figure& 7.2:& Interaction& plot& showing& the& relationship& between& psychoticism& and&
improvements& in& the& amount& of& time& spent& studying& mathematics& in& the&
Mathematics&Support&Centre&
The&Time*Aspiration*Psychoticism& interaction&was&not& found& to&be& significant,&F(2,&
151)& =& 2.046,& p) =& 0.133;& suggesting& that& the& interaction& shown& in& Figure& 7.1& was&
consistent& for& all& levels& of& psychoticism.& The& Time*Condition*Psychoticism&
interaction&was&found&to&be&significant,&F(2,&151)&=&4.561,&p)=&0.012.&Further&analysis&
was& carried& out& to& examine& the& Time*Condition& interaction& at& each& level& of&








be& significant& for& medium& levels& of& psychoticism,& F(1,& 102)& =& 2.965,& p) =& 0.088.&
Interaction& plots& (Figures& 7.3,& 7.4& and& 7.5)& are& shown& below& to& illustrate& the&
Time*Condition*Psychoticism&interaction&further.&&
&
Figure& 7.3:& Interaction& plot& showing& the& relationship& between& Condition& and&






Figure& 7.4:& Interaction& plot& showing& the& relationship& between& Condition& and&








Figure& 7.5:& Interaction& plot& showing& the& relationship& between& Condition& and&
improvements& in& the& amount& of& time& spent& studying& mathematics& in& the&
Mathematics&Support&Centre&for&those&with&high&psychoticism&scores.&
&
Wilcoxon& Signed& Rank& tests& were& used& to& ascertain& if& the& changes& in& the& use&
Mathematics& Support& Centre& were& statistically& significant.& Post& hoc& tests& revealed&
that&at& low&levels&of&psychoticism&changes&in&usage&were&not&statistically&significant&
for& those& in& the& control& group& (z) =& U1.187,&p) =& 0.281,&d) =& U0.644).& The& changes& in&
Mathematics&Support&Centre&usage&by& those&with&high& levels&of&psychoticism&were&
also& found& to& be& not& significant& in& the& control& (z)=& 0,&p)=& 1.0,&d)=& 0)& or& treatment&
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condition& (z)=& U1.970,&p)=& 0.055,&d)=& U1.088).& However,& significant& increases& in& the&





The&main& effects& suggest& that& overall& the&participants&who&had& aspirations& greater&






using& the& Mathematics& Support& Centre& was& tested& by& examining& the& interactions&
involving& time& (i.e.& Time*Condition,& Time*Aspiration& and&
Time*Condition*Aspiration).& The& data& suggest& that& participants& who& created&
implementation& intentions& did& not& increase& their& use& of& the&Mathematics& Support&
Centre& compared& to& those& who& had& not.& However,& the& biggest& improvements& in&






looked& at& in& Section& 7.3.3.3.& The& results& suggested& that& only& participants& with&
medium& scores& on& the& psychoticism& scale& (both& control& and& treatment& conditions)&




The& literature& suggested& that& the& formation& of& implementation& intentions& could&
improve& the& likelihood& of& goalUrelated& behaviours& (Webb& and& Sheeran& 2007,&
Gollwitzer&1999&and&Casper&2008).&Results&from&this&study&suggest&that&overall&there&
was& a& statistically& significant& increase& in& the& time& spent& using& the& Mathematics&
Support& Centre& regardless& of& treatment& condition.& Those& who& had& Aspirations&







to& the& intervention;& which& highlights& the& need& to& raise& awareness& of& the&
Mathematics& Support& Centres& in& the& first& place.& The& results& suggested& that& only&








the& aim&of& the& intervention&was& to& improve&usage&by& students&who&may&not& have&
been&aware&of&the&services&or&had&no&intention&to&use&the&services.&Data&suggested&
that&the&greatest&increases&in&usage&were&observed&by&those&who&intended&to&use&the&










appear& to& work& it& is& necessary& to& reUexamine& how& implementation& intentions& are&
thought& to&work& and& compare& this&with& the&properties& of& behaviours&where& it& has&
worked& and& also& where& it& has& not.& Gollwitzer& and& Sheeran& (2006)& state& that& the&






education& these& goals& could& include& becoming& a& better& reader& or& improving&
mathematics& ability.& The& implementation& intentions& themselves& should& always& be&
specific&and&link&a&situational&cue&to&a&specific&behaviour&that&when&carried&out&brings&
an&individual&closer&to&achieving&their&desired&goal&intentions&(e.g.&I&want&to&improve&
my& level& of& mathematics).& The& formation& of& effective& implementation& intentions&
requires& both& suitable& situational& cues& (e.g.& when& or& where)& together& with& an&
appropriate& response& behaviour& that& will& help& in& reaching& the& intended& goal.&
Furthermore,& Gollwitzer& (1999)& suggests& that& the& formation& of& implementation&
intentions&moves&control&of&the&behaviour&from&the&individual&to&the&situational&cue.&&
It& was& also& noted& by& Sheeran,& Webb& and& Gollwitzer& (2005)& the& effects& of&
implementation& intentions& were& greatest& for& individuals& who& have& strong& goal&
intentions.& As& mentioned& in& Chapter& 2,& health& related& goals& tend& to& focus& on&
complete& adherence&or& cessation&of& an& activity.&Once& the& goal& has& been& achieved,&
goal& directed& behaviours& need& to& be& maintained.& An& example& of& this& includes&
increasing&fitness&where&once&the&target&weight&or&desired&level&of&fitness&has&been&
achieved,&the&individual&still&needs&to&adhere&to&some&form&of&fitness&regime&or&diet.&
The&same& is& true& for&sexual&behaviours&where&once&the&goal&of& ‘always&having&safe&
sex’&has&been&achieved,& it& is&necessary& to&maintain& the&behaviour.& Implementation&
intentions&used&in&this&context&have&been&effective&in&promoting&behaviour&change.&
However,& the& current& study& did& not& provide& any& evidence& to& suggest& that&
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implementation& intentions& are& equally& effective& at& initiating& behaviour& change& in&
study& behaviours,& particularly& the& use& of&Mathematics& Support& Centres.& The& study&





ability&was&sufficient& for& the&demands&of& the&course&they&had&enrolled&on.&Unlike&a&
health& related& goal& where& individuals& would& need& to& maintain& the& behaviour,&
students&may&not&feel&compelled&to&continue&using&the&Mathematics&Support&Centre&
once& they& have& perceived& their& mathematical& ability& is& sufficient& for& the&
requirements& of& their& course& of& study.& The& behaviours& related& to& Mathematics&
Support& Centre& usage& are& different& from& those& of& health& behaviours& and& it& is&
suggested&that&the&perception&of&the&need&to&use&the&support&may&interfere&with&the&
situation&cue&link.&The&implementation&intention&may&thus&only&be&effective&while&the&
individual& perceives& a& need& to& use& the&Mathematics& Support& Centre.& Furthermore,&
the&evaluation&of&need&may&counter&the&effect&of&the&implementation&intention.&The&
data& collected& was& on& the& usage& of& the&Mathematics& Support& Centre& by& students&
from& courses& that& could& be& considered& nonUmathematical& and& that& on& entry& the&





beginning& of& the& year& all& students& had& been& given& information& on& the& support&
available&and&also&become&more&aware&of&the&mathematical&demands&of&the&course&
they& had& enrolled& on.& It& is& also& important& to& note& that& implementation& intentions&
were&created& to& improve& the& likelihood&of&performing&behaviours& in& line&with& their&
intentions.&In&light&of&this&it&seems&plausible&that&the&statistically&significant&increases&
in& study& habits& observed& in& both& control& and& treatment& conditions& could& be&
attributed& to& both& having& a& very& low&measure& of& usage& at& baseline& (they& can& only&
improve&in&most&cases).&A&future&study&may&look&at&the&students’&relationships&with&
mathematics&and&selfUevaluation&of&their&own&ability&at&frequent&intervals&during&the&





The& literature& suggested& that& weak& students& were& less& likely& to& make& use& of& the&
support& services& despite& having&more& reason& to& engage&with& the& services& on& offer&
(Symmonds,&Lawson&and&Robinson&2008&and&Grehan&et&al.&2010).&As&such&the&aim&of&
the& intervention& was& to& help& students& who& did& not& ordinarily& make& use& of& the&
services& (or&may&not&have&been&aware&of& the& services)& and&who&may&have&had&no&
wish& to& engage& with& the& services& on& offer& or& who& have& lower& mathematical&
attainment& (measured& using& the& mathematics& diagnostic& test).& It& was& found& that&
students&who&did&not&wish&to&use&the&services&tended&to&have&lower&mean&scores&on&




the& services& (e.g.& Grehan& et& al.& 2010).& In& the& previous& section& it& was& stated& that&
implementation& intentions&did&not&work.&Furthermore,& the&data&suggested&that&the&
biggest&increases&in&usage&of&the&Mathematics&Support&Centre&were&from&those&who&
had&aspirations& greater& than& zero& (i.e.& intentions& to&use& the& services)& regardless&of&
the& treatment& condition& they& had& been& allocated& to.& However,& the& differences& in&
mathematical& diagnostic& scores& between& those& who& had& aspirations& to& use& the&
services&and&those&who&had&not&were&statistically&significant.&In&light&of&the&intention&
seeming&to&be&a&better&predictor&of&the&usage&of&the&support&centre,&it&would&seem&
sensible& to& suggest& that& it& is& important& to& raise& the& intention& of& individuals& at& the&
start& of& the& academic& year.& Intentions& could&be& raised&by& raising& awareness& of& the&
services& and& also& by& increasing& students& ability& to& self& evaluate& their& own&
mathematical& ability.& It& may& be& prudent& to& screen& students& based& on& intentions,&
those&with& intentions&make& implementation& intentions&while&those&who&do&not&are&
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the& support& services&by& those& students&was& ineffective.& The& results& from& the& study&
discussed& in& this& chapter& suggested& that& only& participants& with& medium& levels& of&
psychoticism& showed& significant& improvements& in& the& amount& of& time& using& the&
Mathematics& Support& Centre& with& no& difference& between& control& and& treatment&
conditions.& This& result& is&only&partially& in& line&with& the&hypothesis& that& increases& in&
the& time& spent& engaged& with& mathematical& study& would& be& negatively& correlated&
with& scores& on& the& psychoticism& scale.& This& raises& the& question& of&why& only& those&
with&medium& scores& on& the& psychoticism& scale& tended& to& increase& the& amount& of&
time& spent&engaged&with& the&Mathematics& Support&Centre.&High& scorers&may&have&
found&it&difficult&to&follow&through&with&their&personal&study&plans&and&or&would&have&




Centre.& With& these& students& tending& to& be& more& conscientious& they& could& have&
shown& little& improvement& in& the&usage&of& the&Mathematics& Support&Centre&due& to&
already& having& well& established& study& habits& at& baseline& that& involved& studying&
outside&of& the&Mathematics& Support&Centre.&However,& it& should&be&noted& that& the&
current&study&did&not&explore&the&other&strategies&that&students&could&have&used&to&
improve& their&mathematical&ability.& It& is&possible& that&students&may&have& improved&
their&study&habits&using&other&strategies&but&these&were&not&captured&in&the&present&







to&work& in& the& context& of&mathematical& study& behaviours.&Many& students& did& not&
have& an& intention& to& use& the& services& (as& demonstrated& by& low& aspirations)& in& the&
first& place.& Furthermore,& the& need& to& use& the&Mathematics& Support& Centre& varied&
between& students& from& different& courses.& The& participants’& intentions& to& improve&
their&mathematical&ability&could&also&have&been&achieved&through&means&other&than&
the& use& of& the& Mathematics& Support& Centre.& Changes& in& engagement& with&
mathematical& study& outside& of& the& Mathematics& Support& Centre& would& not& have&
been&captured&using&the&selfUreport&measures&used&in&this&study.&It&is&suggested&that&
one&major& area&of& concern& that&had&a&major& influence&on& the&ability& to&detect& the&
effect&of&the&implementation&intentions&was&the&small&number&of&occurrences&of&the&
behaviour& being&measured.& For& example,& the& usage& of& the& support& centre& is& not& a&
common&activity& for& the&majority&of& students&even& from&mathematics& courses& (see&
Section& 1.2.3).& Measuring& accurately& the& typical& usage& of& a& student& over& a& short&
period&of&time&becomes&difficult&if&the&number&of&occurrences&is&small&combined&with&
the& inherent&errors& that& come& from&selfUreport&measures.&This& suggests& that&either&
the& implementation& intentions& did& work& and& were& not& detected& or& the&
implementation& intentions& did& not& work& at& all.& It& is& acknowledged& that&







had& higher& initial& usage.& Collection& of& data& in& the& first& term& also& increased& the&
likelihood& that& their& reported& usage& of& the& Mathematics& Support& Centre& was& not&
representative& of& their& typical& usage& later& in& the& academic& year.& This& was& only&
problematic&with&data&from&first&year&students.&At&the&beginning&of&the&participants’&
undergraduate&psychology& studies& in& the& first& year& it&was& likely& that& students&were&
unaware& of& the& difficulties& relating& to& mathematics& that& could& have& potentially&
caused& them& problems.& Many& demands& such& as& coursework,& projects,& and&
dissertations& have& yet& to& be& started& or& even& set& by& the& lecturers.& So& usage& of& the&
Mathematics&Support&Centre&would&have&been&perceived&as&unnecessary.&However,&
later&in&the&year&there&may&be&bigger&differences&between&students&in&their&perceived&
need& for& the& services&as& they&become&more&aware&of& the&course& requirements.&An&
improvement&here&would&be&to&collect&data&at&a&time&where&students&are&more&likely&
to& be& engaged&with& ‘typical’& usage,& possibly& during& the& second& term&or& during& the&
second&year.& & &The&EPQUR&instrument&measured&both&extraversion&and&psychoticism&
adequately& for& the& purposes& of& the& intervention& study.& However,& the& literature&
(Webb&et&al.&2007)&suggests&that&conscientiousness&may&be&a&better&predictor&of&the&
effectiveness& of& implementation& intentions.& A& future& study& may& look& at& using& the&
NEO&instrument&to&explicitly&measure&conscientiousness&or&explore&the&relationship&







participants& reports& there& was& an& element& of& uncertainty& in& the& data.& This&
uncertainty&was&not&necessarily&due&to&the&participants&lying&but&rather&there&being&
errors&in&their&estimates&for&actual,&aspirational&and&estimated&study&behaviour.&For&
example,& it& is& likely& that& there& is& less& confidence& in& a& participants& estimate& of& 40&
hours& of& actual& use& (if& this& was& split& into& 1& or& 2& hour& visits)& when& compared& to& a&
participants&who&used&the&mathematics&support&services&once&for&one&hour&over&the&
past&month.& This& could& be& remedied& through& a& better&method& of& collecting& usage&
data.&One&strategy&could&be& through& the&use&of& swipe&card&based&systems&and& the&
use&of&appointment&logging.&However,&this&would&also&require&that&the&operation&of&




this&would& also& introduce&ethical& issues& relating& to& the&use&of& this& information).&At&





was& the& nonUnormality& of& the& usage& data,& which& resulted& in& the& Aligned& Rank&
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Transform& method& being& used& prior& to& a& series& of& ANCOVA.& The& nonUnormally&






improve& the& usage& of& the& support& service& amongst& students&who& have& no&wish& or&
aspiration&to&use&the&support&services.&This&also&suggests&that&other&strategies&would&
need& to&be&used& to&encourage& the&use&of& the& service&by& the&weaker& students&who&
may& not& be& currently& using& the& services.& Furthermore,& the& results& suggested& that&
increases&in&students’&usage&(as&a&whole)&of&Mathematics&Support&Centres&are&likely&
to& be& the& same& regardless& of& whether& or& not& the& students& form& implementation&
intentions.&The&data&suggested,&those&whose&intentions&to&study&were&zero,&showed&
lower&changes&in&their&engagement&with&the&mathematics&support&services.&Based&on&
the& above& the& following& suggestions& may& increase& the& likelihood& of& improving&
student&engagement&with&mathematics&support&provision&within&a&higher&education&
context.&
• Students& need& to& be&made& aware& not& only& of& the& support& provision& that& is&
available&but&also&that&the&student&may&benefit&or&need&to&use&the&service.&&
• Changing& the& student’s& perception& of& both& their& own& ability& in& relation& to&












severely& skewed& and& consists& of& a& large& number& of& data& items& equal& to& zero.&
Empirical&evidence&presented& in& the& literature& (e.g.&Casper&2008,& Luszczynska&2006&
and&van&Hooft&et&al.&2005)&suggests&that&using&implementation&intentions&are&highly&
effective& in& assisting& individuals& to& perform& goal& directed& behaviours.& Importantly,&
future& research& needs& to& address& the& question& of& why& implementation& intentions&






This& chapter& aims& to& bring& together& the& results& of& the& two& studies& that& were&
described& in& Chapters& 5,& 6& and& 7.& The&main& focus& of& this& chapter& is& to& discuss& the&
findings& of& the& studies& in& relation& to& key& theories& of& behaviour& change& and& relate&





identified.&The&general& findings&of& this&research&are&that& implementation& intentions&
were& ineffective& in& improving& study& behaviours& and& the& usage& of& Mathematics&











skills& required& for& university& courses& and& the& abilities& of& students& entering& into&
university& education.& A& number& of& strategies& have& been& employed& by& Higher&
Education& Institutions& to& address& the& problem& of& mathematical& attainment&
particularly& in& the& case&of& students&whose& abilities& put& them&at& risk&of& failing& their&
chosen& course& of& study.& One& of& the& numerous& strategies& involved& to& assist&
undergraduate& students& improve& their& mathematical& skills& is& the& Mathematics&
Support& Centre.& Services& such& as& these& provide& students& with& the& opportunity& to&
discuss& and& obtain& support&with& areas& of&mathematics& that& they& find& problematic.&
The& services& are& often& of& the& dropUin,& by& appointment& or& vocation& specific& taught&
class& type.& & Many& of& the& centres& provide& a& mixture& of& these& services,& in& some&
institutions& the& mathematics& support& provision& is& combined& with& literacy& support&
(e.g.& the& Centre& for& Learning& Support& and& Development& at& London& South& Bank&
University).&Evaluations&of&the&provision&by&service&providers&have&suggested&that&use&
of& Mathematics& Support& Centre& services& is& related& to& improved& mathematics&
performance&(Lawson,&Croft&and&Halpin&2001;&Gill&and&O’Donoghue&2007).&Users&of&
the&service&have&also&commented&on&the&usefulness&and&friendliness&of&the&services&




than& it&was& for&more& able& students& (Symmonds,& Lawson& and& Robinson& 2008).& The&
research& in& this& thesis& has& therefore& tried& to& address& the& problem& of& engagement&






literature& has& suggested& that& interventions& based& on& this& theory& could& prove&
effective&in&facilitating&goal&directed&behaviours&(Gollwitzer&1999,&Webb&and&Sheeran&
2007,&Luszczynska&2006).&However,& this& intervention&strategy&has&not&been&used& in&
the& context& of& promoting& selfUdirected& study& through& the& use& of& Mathematics&
Support&Centres.&&The&studies&in&this&thesis&explored&and&discussed&the&effectiveness&
of& the& use& of& implementation& intentions& within& the& context& of& nonUcompulsory&
mathematics& learning& in& particular& the& use& of& Mathematics& Support& Services.& The&














8.2.1) ) DO) IMPLEMENTATION) INTENTIONS) INCREASE) THE) USAGE) OF)
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Data& from& the& Year& Long& Intervention& Study& (Chapter& 6)& suggested& that& those&
students&who&formed& implementation& intentions&engaged&with&more&mathematical&
study&after&the& intervention&whereas&those& in&the&control&condition&did&not&show&a&
significant& improvement& over& the& course& of& an& academic& year.& However,& the&
differences& in& the& pre& and& post& intervention& measures& of& the& actual& time& spent&
engaged&with&mathematical& study&were&not& significantly&different&between& control&
and&treatment&groups&(possibly&because&of&the&small&sample&sizes).&The&results&of&the&
Term& Long& Intervention& Study& (Chapter& 7)& also& suggest& that& the& formation& of&
implementation& intentions& did& not& result& in& improved& usage& of& the& Mathematics&
Support&Centre&over& the& course&of& an&academic& term.&The&Term&Long& Intervention&
Study&also&suggests&that&participants&who&had&aspirations&of&using&the&services&used&
the&services&more&than&those&who&did&not&aspire&to&use&the&services,&both&before&and&
after& the& intervention&was&administered.&However,& those&who&did&not& indicate&any&
aspiration&(i.e.&intention)&to&use&the&services&also&showed&a&significant&improvement&
in&the&amount&of&time&spent&engaged&with&mathematical&study&(though&their&usage&
of& the& Mathematics& Support& Centre& was& still& less& than& those& who& had& originally&
intended& to& use& the& services).& There& was& no& significant& difference& between& the&
improvements&in&actual&usage&between&the&control&and&the&treatment&group.&In&light&
of& the& results& from&both&of& the& intervention&studies,& there&seems& little&evidence& to&





Although& metaUanalyses& (Gollwitzer& and& Sheeran& 2006)& support& the& idea& that& the&
formation& of& implementation& intentions& are& beneficial& in& facilitating& goal& directed&
behaviours,&the&analysis&of&data&from&both&the&Year&Long&and&Term&Long&intervention&
studies& suggests& that& implementation& intentions& may& not& have& an& effect& on& the&
amount& of& time& undergraduate& students& spend& engaged&with&mathematical& study.&
This&section&aims&to&explain&why&both&of& the&studies&discussed& in&Chapters&6&and&7&
suggested& that& implementation& intentions& did& not& work& in& the& context& of&
Mathematics&Support&Centre.&Based&on&the&studies&described&in&this&thesis,&evidence&





discussed.& It& was& suggested& that& behaviours& involving& the& use& of& Mathematics&
Support&Centres&are&generally&different&from&those&where&implementation&intentions&
have& been&used& in& the& past& (e.g.& health& interventions).&Unlike& health& related& goals&
where& individuals& would& need& to& maintain& the& behaviour,& students& may& not& feel&
compelled& to& continue& using& the& Mathematics& Support& Centre& once& they& have&
perceived&their&mathematical&ability&is&sufficient&for&the&requirements&of&their&course&





to& shield& the& goal& striving& behaviour& from& detrimental& thoughts& or& attitudes&
(Achtziger,& Gollwitzer& and& Sheeran& 2008).& The& selfUevaluation& of& students& own&
mathematical&ability&may&result&in&students&feeling&that&they&do&not&need&to&use&the&
Mathematics& Support&Centre.& It& is& possible& that& implementation& intentions& as& they&
were& used& in& this& study& were& not& effective& against& shielding& the& individual& from&
feelings& that& the& service&was& no& longer& useful.& This&would& seem& sensible& from& the&
students’& point& of& view& as& they&may& perceive& the& goal& of& adequate&mathematical&
ability&had&already&been&achieved.&The& implementation& intention&may&thus&only&be&
effective& while& the& individual& perceives& a& need& to& use& the& Mathematics& Support&
Centre.& Furthermore,& the& evaluation& of& need& may& counter& the& effect& of& the&
implementation&intention.&The&data&collected&was&on&the&usage&of&the&Mathematics&
Support& Centre& by& students& from& courses& that& could& be& considered& nonU
mathematical& and& that& on& entry& the& requirements& are& for& a& GCSE& Mathematics&
qualification&(Grade&C&or&above).&The&majority&of&the&students&provided&initial&usage&
data& that& suggested& they&would&not&be&engaged&with&mathematical& study&over& the&
coming&month.& However,& during& the& beginning& of& the& year& all& students& had& been&
given& information& on& the& support& available& and& also& become& more& aware& of& the&
mathematical&demands&of&the&course&they&had&enrolled&on.&In& light&of&this& it&seems&
plausible& that& the&statistically&significant& increases& in&study&habits&observed& in&both&
control& and& treatment& conditions& could& be& attributed& to& both& having& a& very& low&
measure&of&usage&at&baseline&(they&can&only&improve&in&most&cases).&A&future&study&




of& the&Mathematics& Support& Centre.& Doing& so&may& allow& increases& in& usage& to& be&
matched& with& changes& in& perceived& mathematical& ability& when& implementation&
intentions&are&formed.&&
&
The&data& from& the&Term&Long& Intervention&Study& (Chapter&7)& suggested& that& those&
who& had& Aspirations& greater& than& zero& generally& had& the& greatest& usage& of& the&
Mathematics& Support& Centre& (before& and& after& the& intervention).& In& light& of& this& it&
seems&sensible&to&consider&that&aspirations&(i.e.&intentions)&are&still&very&important&in&
the&prediction&of&Mathematics&Support&Centre&usage.&The& literature&suggested&that&
weak& students&were& less& likely& to&make&use&of& the& support& services&despite&having&
more&reason&to&engage&with&the&services&on&offer&(Symmonds,&Lawson&and&Robinson&
2008& and& Grehan& et& al.& 2010).& As& such& the& aim& of& the& intervention& was& to& help&
students& who& did& not& ordinarily&make& use& of& the& services& (or&may& not& have& been&
aware&of&the&services)&and&who&may&have&had&no&wish&to&engage&with&the&services&on&
offer&or&who&have&lower&mathematical&attainment&(measured&using&the&mathematics&
diagnostic& test).& It& was& found& that& students& who& did& not& wish& to& use& the& services&
tended& to& have& a& lower& mean& score& on& the& mathematics& diagnostic& test.& This& is&
supported&by&the&literature&that&suggests&that&those&who&use&the&services&were&more&
able&than&those&who&did&not&engage&with&the&services&(e.g.&Grehan&et&al.&2010).&In&the&
previous& section& it& was& stated& that& implementation& intentions& did& not& work.&




(i.e.& intentions& to&use& the& services)& regardless&of& the& treatment& condition& they&had&
been& allocated& to.& However,& the& differences& in& mathematical& diagnostic& scores&
between&those&who&had&aspirations&to&use&the&services&and&those&who&had&not&were&
statistically& significant.& In& light&of& the& intention&seeming& to&be&a&better&predictor&of&
the& usage& of& the& support& centre,& it& would& seem& sensible& to& suggest& that& it& is&
important& to& raise& the& intention& of& individuals& at& the& start& of& the& academic& year.&
Intentions&could&be&raised&by&raising&awareness&of&the&services&and&also&by&increasing&
students’& ability& to& self& evaluate& their& own&mathematical& ability.& Past& research&has&
identified&the&lack&of&awareness&as&a&contributing&factor&to&low&usage&of&Mathematics&
Support& Centres& (Symmonds,& Lawson& and& Robinson& 2008).& It& may& be& prudent& to&
screen& students& based& on& intentions,& those& with& intentions& to& use& the& support&





8.2.2) ) DOES) PERSONALITY) OR) MATHEMATICAL) ABILITY) INFLUENCE) THE)
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Analysis& of& the& data& from& the& Year& Long& Intervention& Study& suggested& a& negative&
correlation&between&psychoticism&and&actual&time&spent&engaged&with&mathematical&
study&in&the&treatment&group&only.&However,&the&analysis&of&data&from&the&Term&Long&
Intervention&Study& found& that&only&participants&with&medium& (within&one& standard&
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deviation& of& the& mean)& scores& on& the& psychoticism& scale& (treatment& and& control)&
showed& statistically& significant& improvements& in& their& usage& of& the& Mathematics&
Support&Centre.&Both&the&Term&Long&and&Year&Long&Intervention&Studies&suggest&that&
the&intervention&had&no&effect&on&the&usage&of&the&Mathematics&Support&Centre.&The&
inconsistent& results& from& the& two& studies& suggest& that& psychoticism& could& be&
moderating&the&effectiveness&of& implementation& intentions& (Year&Long& Intervention&





As&was&highlighted&by& Lodhi,&Deo& and&Belhekar& (2002),& a& negative& correlation&may&
exist& between& the& scales& of& conscientiousness& and& psychoticism.& The& negative&





in& attendance.& However,& the& subsequent& Term& Long& Study& did& not& show& any&





while& the& Term& Long& Study& did& not.& Furthermore,& the& second& study& also& included&
students& who& studied& Social& Work.& Due& to& the& small& sample& size& (Treatment&
condition& consisted& of& 16& participants)& in& the& Year& Long& Intervention& Study,& it&was&
not&possible&to&carry&out&the&analysis&separately&for&each&course&being&studied.& If& it&




influence&on& the& improvements& in& usage&of& the&Mathematics& Support& Centre& even&
though&implementation&intentions&were&not&effective.&Past&literature&suggested&that&
personality& could& influence& the& effectiveness& of& implementation& intentions& (e.g.&
Webb,&Christian&and&Armitage&2007).&However,&this&study&has&suggested&that&the&use&
of& implementation& intentions& to& improve& the&use&of& the& support& services& by& those&
students& was& ineffective.& The& results& from& the& study& discussed& in& this& chapter&
suggested& that& only& participants& with& medium& levels& of& psychoticism& showed&
significant& improvements& in& the& amount& of& time& using& the& Mathematics& Support&
Centre&with&no&difference&between&control&and&treatment&conditions.&This& result& is&
only& partially& in& line&with& the&hypothesis& that& increases& in& the& time& spent& engaged&
with& mathematical& study& would& be& negatively& correlated& with& scores& on& the&





through& with& their& personal& study& plans& or& would& have& preferred& to& work& more&
independently.& However,& those& scoring& lower& on& the& psychoticism& scale& did& not&
improve& their& usage.& Low& scorers& were& likely& to& be& higher& scorers& on& the&
conscientiousness& scale.& As& such& they& would& already& be&more& likely& to& be& able& to&
work&in&groups,&though&not&necessarily&within&the&Mathematics&Support&Centre.&With&
these& students& tending& to& be& more& conscientious& they& could& have& shown& little&
improvement&in&the&usage&of&the&Mathematics&Support&Centre&due&to&already&having&
well& established& study& habits& at& baseline.& However,& it& should& be& noted& that& the&
current&study&did&not&explore&the&other&strategies&that&students&could&have&used&to&
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the& studies& there& was& no& significant& difference& between& mathematics& diagnostic&
scores& for& Psychology& and& Sports& Science& students.& However,& these& two& groups&




Psychology& and& Sports& Science& courses.& While& the& Year& Long& Study& showed& that&




choose& courses& so& as& to& avoid&mathematics& in& their& post& 16& education& (The& Royal&
Society&2008).&&
&
The& difference& in& the& psychoticism& scores& could& be& explained& by& the& influence& of&
personality&on&career&choice&(GarciaUSedeño,&Navarro&and&Menacho&2009).&However,&
their& research& focused& on& differences& between& science& and& social& science& careers&
and& not& explicitly& on& social& science& careers& or& university& course& choices.& It& is&




to&particular&courses.&Again& it& is&suggested&that& though&these&differences&may&exist&







8.2.4) ) IS) THERE) A) RELATIONSHIP) BETWEEN) PERSONALITY) AND) MATHEMATICAL)
ABILITY?)
In&Section&8.2.3&the&differences&in&psychoticism&and&mathematics&scores&between&the&






This&would& suggest& that& it&was& difficult& to& generalise& the& relationships& observed& in&
any&one&group&to&other&groups.&Where&there&was&a&relationship,&students&from&those&
groups& could& be& supported& and& encouraged& to& develop& their& group&working& skills.&
Students&who&did&have&higher&scores&on& the&psychoticism&scale&may&have&also&had&
greater&difficulty& in&addressing& their&mathematical&problems&due& to& lower& levels&of&




there& was& no& relationship& between& psychoticism& and& mathematical& ability& while&
extraversion& was& correlated& with& mathematical& ability& for& students& who& had& no&







For& the& Year& Long& Intervention& Study& (Chapter& 5),& a& significant& positive& correlation&
was&found&for&Business&Management&students&and&a&significant&negative&correlation&
was& found& amongst& the& Psychology& students& only.& This& seems& to& go& against& the&
literature,&which&suggests&that&this&correlation&should&have&been&observed&to&some&
degree& within& all& groups& that& were& assessed.& A& study& by& Manzurul,& Rabman& and&&
Mahmud& (1986)& found& that& academic& achievement& correlated& negatively& with& the&
EPQUR& measure& of& psychoticism.& Eysenck& and& Eysenck& (1976)& also& argued& that&
educational& achievement& and& psychoticism& should& be& negatively& correlated& with&
each& other.& A& study& by& ChamorroUPremuzic& and& Furnham& (2003)& found& that& the&
academic& performance& of& 75& British& university& students& were& associated& with& the&
EPQUR&personality&measures&of&psychoticism,&extraversion&and&neuroticism.&Of&these&
three& variables& they& observed& a& negative& association& between& psychoticism& and&
academic&performance.&A&negative&relationship&between&psychoticism&and&academic&
achievement&could&be&explained&by&the&requirements&of&academic&study.&Academic&
study& tends& to& involve& organization,& planning,& strategies& for& prioritizing& tasks,&
working&effectively& in&groups&and& individually&and& increased& initiative.&High& scorers&
on& psychoticism& were& considered& to& be& less& able& to& fit& in& and& work& with& others&
(Section& 4.4.3).& The& negative& correlation& between& psychoticism& and&
conscientiousness&also&suggests&that&high&scorers&on&the&psychoticism&scale&are&less&
likely&to&be&able&to&follow&through&with&their&strategies&for&study&and&adhere&to&any&
study& schedule& they&may& have& created;& consequently& they& are& less& likely& to& be&
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able& to& engage&with& independent& study& and& comply&with& deadlines.& The& results& of&






questionnaires,& the& study& behaviour& data& were& collected& later& on& during& the&
academic& year.& It& is& also& possible& that& the& students& improved& their& mathematical&





given& that& data& on& the&mathematical& demands& of& students& leading& up& to& the& preU
intervention&data&on&study&habits&collection& instrument& is&not&available,& it&does&not&
appear& possible& to& meaningfully& interrogate& the& data& further& without& making&
assumptions&that&could&be&inherently&incorrect&or&flawed.&&
&
Before& trying& to& explain& the& inconsistencies& in& the& observed& correlations,& the&









refer& to& the&antiUsocial& tendencies&of& the&participants&as& suggested&by&Eysenck&and&
Eysenck& (1991)& but& rather& to& academic& and& studyUrelated& dispositions& and&
tendencies.&To&clarify&this,&psychoticism&can&be&thought&of&as&being&a&combination&of&
scales&i.e.&conscientiousness&and&agreeableness&and&openness&(Matthews&et&al.&2003:&
21U36).& A& study& conducted& by& Lodhi,& Deo& and& Belhekar& (2002)& involving& 300&
undergraduate& students& at& a& university& in& India& explored& the& relationship& between&
the&big& five& factors&as&measured&by&NEOUFFI&and&the&three& factors&of&EPQUR;& it&was&
found& that& there& were& significant& correlations& between& psychoticism& and& both&




and& openness.& It& is& thus& assumed,& based& on& the& evidence& in& the& literature,& that&
psychoticism& is& negatively& correlated& with& both& agreeableness& and&
conscientiousness.& Agreeableness& scales& measure& how& individuals& interact& with&
those& around& them,& in& particular& trust,& straightforwardness,& altruism,& compliance,&
modesty,&and&tenderUmindedness&(Costa&and&McCrae&1992).&The&agreeableness&scale&
suggests& that& high& scoring& individuals& could& be&more& able& to& use& peerUtoUpeer& and&
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group&study& strategies.&Conscientiousness&however& is&of&more& interest&as& it& relates&
more& directly& with& an& individual’s& personal& study& behaviours,& beliefs& and& possibly&
academic& achievement.& High& scorers& on& the& conscientious& scale& tend& to& be& more&
meticulous,& organised,& better& at& planning& and& also& more& able& to& self& motivate&
towards& a& goal.& The& literature& described& earlier& in& this& chapter& suggests& that&
conscientiousness& is& positively& correlated& with& academic& achievement& suggesting&





as& used& in& this& study).& However,& as& reported;& correlations&were& only& found&within&
some& groups& of& students& (see& Table& 5.7).& Those& groups& scoring& lower& on& the&
psychoticism& scale& scored& higher& on& the& mathematics& diagnostic& test& than& higher&
scoring& groups,& which& to& some& extent& would& support& the& literature& on& the&
relationship& between& psychoticism& and& academic& achievement.& At& this& point& it&
should&be&noted& that&within&both&of& the& studies& that&were&described& in& this& thesis&
there& were& inconsistencies& in& the& correlations& observed& across& groups& and& across&
studies&that&do&not&appear&to&be&in&line&with&the&literature.&Combining&data&from&all&
of&the&students&would&have&suggested&that&a&negative&correlation&should&have&been&







perception& of& mathematical& requirements& of& the& course,& perception& of& their& own&
mathematical&ability&and&personality;&combining&all&of&the&data&may&give&a&misleading&
result&for&an&overall&correlation&between&mathematical&ability&and&psychoticism.&The&




is& harder& to& identify.& Allik& and& Realo& (1997)& for& example& found& no& significant&
correlation& between& extraversion& and& intelligence& tests,& only& finding& correlations&
with& language& related& tasks.& Furthermore,& research& by& Martin& et& al& (2006)& (using&
scales&for&ambition&and&sociability&that&could&be&considered&proxies&for&extraversion)&
suggests&that&extraversion&is&correlated&with&achievement.&The&analysis&in&this&thesis&
supports& the&reviewed& literature&as& there&was&not&enough&evidence&to&suggest&any&
significant&correlation&between&extraversion&and&mathematics&achievement.&&
&
These& results& can&be&used& to&provide& information&about& the& types&of& learners&who&
were&involved&in&the&study,&in&particular&those&who&scored&lower&on&the&mathematics&
diagnostic& test& and&higher&on& the&psychoticism& scale.&As&was&discussed&earlier,& the&
literature& suggests& that& there& is& a& weak& negative& correlation& between&




able& to& work& in& groups& and& find& it& harder& to& follow& through& with& personal& study&
intentions& and& schedules.& Learning& through& group& work,& collaboration& and& the&
formation& of& communities& of& learning& have& been& shown& to& be& important& in& the&
learning& process& e.g.& Social& Constructivism& (Vygotsky& 1978)& and& Communities& of&
Practice&(Lave&and&Wenger&1991,&Wenger&1998).&Furthermore,&the&ability&to&adhere&
with& personal& study& intentions& and& schedules& is& important& in& allowing& students& to&






to& have& significantly& different& psychoticism& scores& and& mathematics& scores,& with&
those& groups&who& scored& higher& on& the& psychoticism& scale& tending& to& have& lower&
mathematics& scores& (e.g.& Business& students).& Importantly,& it& should& be& noted& that&
these& conclusions& are& based& on& the& assumption& that& a& mathematical& test& is& an&
acceptable& proxy& for& mathematical& aptitude.& As& this& cannot& be& taken& as& fact,& the&
maths& diagnostic& test& is& only& taken& as& a& proxy& that& indicates& how& well& a& student&
would&perform&when&taking&a&mathematical&test&as&part&of&their&course&and&to&some&




still& be& thought& of& as& a& useful& tool& for& predicting& performance& under& similar&
conditions.& If& the& results& from& this& study&were& to& be& generalised& to& students& from&
other&disciplines&then&there&are&implications&for&how&students&from&different&subjects&
are& assisted& in& not& only& developing& their& mathematical& abilities& and& examination&
technique,&but&also&on&the&effectiveness&and&value&that&the&assistance&would&provide.&
An&additional&instrument&to&measure&perceived&ability&could&be&used&in&place&of&the&
mathematics& diagnostic& test& to& measure& attitudes& and& beliefs& relating& to& the&








Mathematics& Support& Centre.& This& thesis& aimed& to& explore& the& use& of&
implementation& intentions&as&a&means&to& increase&the&use&of&Mathematics&Support&
Centres.&The&literature&(see&Section&8.1&and&Chapter&1)&has&suggested&that&the&usage&
of& services& similar& to& the& Mathematics& Support& Centres& could& improve& the&







This& study& aimed& to& use& implementation& intentions& as& a& means& to& increase& the&
amount&of&time&students&engaged&with&the&Mathematics&Support&Centre&at&Coventry&
University.& Historical& Mathematics& Support& Centre& usage& data& (refer& to& Table& 1.1)&
from&Coventry&University&suggests&that&88.7%&of&students&were&from&the&Faculty&of&
Engineering&and&Computing,&0.7%&of&the&usage&was&known&to&be&from&students&from&
the& Faculty& of& Health& and& Life& Sciences.& & The& students& being& targeted& by& this&
intervention& were& primarily& those& from& courses& where& a& GCSE& (Grade& C)& in&







Mathematics& Support& Centre& significantly& more& than& those& who& had& not& –&
Term&long&and&Year&Long&Studies&(if&limited&sample&considered)&
2. Students&who&had&aspirations& to&use& the&Mathematics&Support&Centre&used&






4. General& Mathematical& Study& did& increase& for& those& in& the& treatment&
condition& (however,& variations& at& baseline& and& small& sample& size&make& the&
interpretation&of&the&result&difficult).&–&Year&Long&Study&
5. Limited& evidence& to& suggest& that& psychoticism& is& negatively& correlated&with&
increases&in&the&time&spent&engaged&with&mathematical&study&for&those&who&
had&formed&implementation&intentions.&–&Year&Long&Study.&Though&the&Term&









the& result& of& general& maturation& of& the& participants& through& increased& familiarity&
with& the& course& requirements,& knowledge& of& the& support& on& offer.& The& main&
outcome& was& that& the& implementation& intentions& were& ineffective& when& used& to&




aspirations& (i.e.& intentions& to& study)& were& the& greatest& predictor& of& usage& of& the&
Mathematics& Support& Centre.& It& was& found& that& those& with& intentions& to& use& the&
support&services&used&them&more&than&those&who&did&not&regardless&of&the&condition&
they& had& been& allocated& to.& The& literature& has& suggested& that& implementation&




work& was& due& to& participants& having& thoughts& and& feelings& that& hindered& the&
performance&of&goal&directed&behaviours.&&
&
It& was& noticed& that& aspirations& to& use& the& Mathematics& Support& Centre& at& preU
intervention& was& a& predictor& of& students’& usage& of& the& support& centre& postU
intervention.&Aspirations&to&use&the&services&would&have&been&based&on&individuals’&
relationship& with& mathematics& at& preUintervention.& Their& relationship& with&
mathematics& and& aspirations& to& use& the& service& would& have& been& influenced& by&
students’& selfUassessment& of& their& own& mathematical& ability,& perception& of& the&
course& requirements,& comparisons& of& perceived& ability& with& that& of& the& course&
requirements&and&the&role&of&mathematics.&The&implementation&intention&aimed&to&
provide&a&stimulusUcue& link&to&ensure&the& individual&used&the&Mathematics&Support&














with& mathematics& in& addition& to& actual& ability& measures& using& a& mathematics&
diagnostic&test.&
&




be& students&who& are& low& scorers& on& the&mathematics& diagnostic& test& but& perceive&
their& ability& to& be& adequate& for& the& requirements& of& their& chosen& course& of& study.&
Students&would&then& identify&areas&of&mathematics&that&they&need&support&with&at&
the&start&of&an&intervention&study.&Participants&allocated&to&the&treatment&condition&





week& they&would& report& if& their&maths&problem&had&been&addressed&and&also&how&
this&was&accomplished.&Participants&would&need&to&provide&details&such&as&duration&
of& study& and& frequency& of& study.& This& process& would& allow& students& to& provide&





in& frequency& of&measurement& of& goal& directed& behaviours.& Increased& frequency& of&
measurement&is&also&likely&to&identify&usage&of&the&Mathematics&Support&Centre&for&
small&mathematics&problems&that&can&be&remedied&with&just&one&visit.&It&may&also&be&
prudent& to& focus&on& the&ability&of& the& individual& to& react& to&mathematics&problems&
(by&using&the&Maths&Support&Centre&or&seeking&support)&rather&than&focusing&solely&








In& carrying& out& the& intervention& and& pilot& studies,& a& number& of& limitations& were&
identified;&these&limitations&had&implications&on&the&data&that&was&collected&as&well&
as&subsequent&analysis.&This&section&aims&to&outline&the&limitations&arising&from&the&
instruments,& measures,& data& collection& methods& and& subsequent& analysis.& Where&













It& was& possible& that& the& reports& of& mathematical& study& habits& and& usage& of& the&
Mathematics& Support& Centre& were& perceptions& of& their& usage& rather& than& an&
accurate&measure&of& their&usage&of& the& services.& There& is&no& suggestion& that& there&
was& deliberate& deception& by& participants.& However,& their& recollections& of& actual&








Several& alternative& strategies& were& considered& to& gather& data& on& study& habits;&




opening& hours& of& the& location& the&Mathematics& Support& Centre.& Furthermore,& this&
would& need& to& have& been& done& on& a& daily& basis& for& the& duration& of& the& study.& To&
accurately& record&the&usage&of& individuals& it&would&also&have&been&necessary& to&be&
able&to&recognise&and&distinguish&participants&involved&in&the&study&from&users&of&the&
services& not& involved& in& the& study.& Lastly& the& observation&method&would& not& have&
been& able& to& capture& study& behaviours& taking& place& outside& of& the& university& (e.g.&
home,& café& or& bars)& as& was& required& for& the& Year& Long& Intervention& Study.& The&










was& to&use&data&collected&by& the& service&provider& itself.&Users&of& the& services&have&
been& encouraged& to& provide& details& about& themselves& (name,& faculty,& course& of&
study& and& year& of& study)& either& by& scanning& their& university& identity& card& under& a&
barcode&reader&or&by&writing&these&details&down&upon&entry&to&the&centre.&Providing&
these& details& were& not& mandatory& in& order& to& receive& support.& This& strategy& was&
considered& as& a& possible& means& of& gathering& accurate& usage& data.& However,& this&
method& also& appeared& inaccurate& upon& closer& inspection.& Students& were& not&
required&to&provide&details&upon&entry&to&the&service&although&they&were&encouraged&





engaged&with& the& services.& However,& it& is& acknowledged& that& selfUreport&measures&
are&prone&to&inaccuracies&due&to&the&instruments&relying&on&participants’&memories&
of& their&usage&and&assumptions& that& their&perceptions&of&usage&were&very& close& to&
their&actual&usage.&&
&
The& treatment& intervention& was& constructed& such& that& participants& were& guided&
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through& a& process& that& first& required& them& to& identify& barriers& that&were& stopping&




so& it& is& difficult& to& ascertain& if& any& improvements& in& the& study&habits& of& individuals&
were& down& to& the& identification& of& barriers& and& strategies& or& as& a& result& of& the&
intervention.& This& entanglement& of& the& two& parts& of& the& intervention& could& be&
removed&through&the&use&of&a&third&control&group&that&consisted&only&of&participants&
who& had& completed& the& first& stage& of& the& intervention.& However,& it& would& not& be&





Prestwich,& Ayres& and& Lawton& 2008)& suggests& that& implementation& intentions& are&
most&effective&when&applied&to&volitional&behaviours.&The&interventions&used&in&this&
thesis&were&administered&to&participants&who&did&not&necessarily&have&intentions&to&
use& the& Mathematics& Support& Services& at& Coventry& University.& It& is& possible& that&
although& implementation& intentions& aim& to& strengthen& links& between& situational&





An& improved&method&of&administering& the& intervention&could&have&been& to&modify&
the& intervention& such& that& participants& in& both& control& and& treatment& conditions&
were&provided&with&a&motivational&activity&prior&to&the&control&and&treatment&tasks.&
The&aim&of&the&motivational&activity&would&be&to&firstly&raise&participants&awareness&
of& their& own&mathematical& ability& and& need& for& support,& secondly& it&would& aim& to&
raise& the& appeal& of& using& the&Mathematics& Support& Centre& as& a&means& to& improve&
mathematical& ability& regardless& of& current& ability& or& type& of& course& being& studied.&







not& consistent& across& the& studies.& Literature&would& suggest& that& conscientiousness&
could& be& a& better& construct& to& measure.& A& future& study& may& wish& to& examine&
conscientiousness,& psychoticism& and& extraversion& using& the& NEO& PIUR& test&
instrument.&During&all&of&the&studies&a&mathematics&diagnostic&was&used&to&ascertain&





of& this& thesis.& Furthermore,& a& shorter& test& was& considered& adequate& as& it& both&
covered& the& main& areas& of& GCSE& mathematics& and& was& concise& enough& to& be&
completed&within& approximately& 15&minutes.& The& time& taken& to& complete& the& test&
was& important& as& the& time& available& for& testing& participants& was& limited.& A& more&
accurate&assessment&would&have&required&a&longer&test&(more&items&covering&various&
maths& topics& at& different&difficulty& levels).& A& longer& test&would&have&been&a&better&
option& for& gauging& the& participants’& mathematical& abilities.& Across& the& university,&
some& students& (depending& on& the& course& of& study)& are& required& to& take& a& longer&
mathematics&diagnostic& test&during& induction&week.&However,& those& tests&varied& in&





more&difficult& to& compare& scores&between&participants& from&different&departments&
as& was& done& in& both& the& Year& Long& and& Term& Long& studies.& The& mathematics&
diagnostic&tests&used&in&the&studies&also&focused&purely&on&mathematical&ability.&&
&
No& measures& looking& at& perceptions& of& mathematical& ability& were& used,& it& seems&
plausible&to&suggest&that&there&could&be&differences&in&actual&ability&and&perceptions&
of&ability.&The&use&or&intention&to&study&could&therefore&be&more&dependent&on&the&
individuals& perceived& ability& than& actual& ability.& & Furthermore,& the& individual’s&
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intention& could& be& measured& using& a& questionnaire& looking& at& the& participant’s&
relationship& with& mathematics& (Section& 7.4.1);& this& would& also& identify& feelings& or&




Some& of& the& difference& scores& in& the& Year& Long& Intervention& Study& were& close& to&





infrequently& and& less& still& who& were& frequent& users.& This& could& not& be& corrected&
through& transformations.& Difference& scores& suffered& from& less& severe& skewness&
problems&that&could&be&remedied&using&transformations.&However,&the&distributions&




8.4.3.1& Contamination& and& distortion& of& the& control& and& treatment&
groups&






to& complete.& As& a& result& it&may& have& been& possible& for& the& control& and& treatment&
groups& to& become& distorted& if& certain& types& of& students& preferred& one& task& over&
another& and& swapped&worksheets& accordingly,& leading& to& an& increased& risk& of& the&
control& group& and& treatment& group& being& unrepresentative& and& biased.& To& help&
reduce&this&effect&the&distribution&of&tasks&to&students&in&the&control&and&treatment&
group&aimed&to&use&the&natural&features&of&the&lecture&theatre&to&limit&reUdistribution&
of& tasks& by& students.& Lecture& theatres& and& classrooms& that&were& in& use&during& the&
research&were&arranged&such&that&students&would&need&to&sit&in&rows.&By&splitting&the&
class& into&a& left& and& right&block& (based&on&where& they&are& sitting& in& relation& to& the&
lecturer)&and&allocating&one&block&the&control&task&and&the&other&block&the&treatment&













group.& By& participants& discussing& the& treatment& task& there& could& have& been& a&
reduced&chance&of&observing&the&effect&of&the&treatment.&Even&if&the&treatment&was&
effective,& members& of& the& control& group& being& exposed& to& the& treatment& would&
reduce& the& ability& to& identify& the& effect& of& the& treatment.& These& effects& were&
minimised& by& splitting& the& class& into& two& blocks& as& described& above;& participants&
would&be&less&likely&to&be&aware&of&a&difference&in&the&task&compared&to&their&peers&
sitting& on& the& other& side& of& the& class& (with& the& exception& of& those& sitting& on& the&
boundary).&Though&this&does&not&stop&contamination&occurring&outside&of& the&class&
once& the& intervention& is& over.& However,& this&was& reduced& if& those& students& sitting&
near&each&other&have&the&same&tasks&(again&the&boundary&area&is&the&exception)&by&
ensuring& each& row& in& a& lecture& theatre& was& allocated& to& the& same& condition.& The&




kept& in& mind& that& this& does& not& rule& out& any& discussion& between& participants.&
Participant& contamination& within& the& treatment& group& could& have& occurred& if&
participants&discussed&the&tasks&with&each&other.&Responses&on&the&worksheet&would&
then& have& been& peer& influenced.& In& that& situation& the& resulting& implementation&
intention& that& was& constructed& in& Task& 4& (see& Appendix& 2.9)& may& not& have& been&
related& to& the& participant’s& actual& barriers& and& strategies& for& improving& their& own&
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Due& to& the& limitations& in& student& and& research& availability& combined& with& time&







and& the& time& at&which& the& postUintervention& questionnaire&was& completed.&During&
that&time&period&it&was&possible&that&a&participant&may&have&changed&their&behaviour&




intention& would& not& have& been& successful& in& achieving& a& longUterm& change& in&
engagement&with&mathematical&study.&So&even&though&an&effect&occurred,& it&would&
not& have& been& picked& up& by& the& postUintervention& questionnaire.& This& inability& to&
capture&or&record&potential&changes&in&behaviour&occurring&at&times&other&than&when&
the& postUintervention& questionnaire& was& completed& could& under& estimate& the&
effectiveness&of& implementation& intentions.& In& future& the& study& could&be& improved&




The& data& that&were& obtained& deviated& from&normality& so& severely& that& parametric&
analyses&could&not&be&used.&In&light&of&this,&nonparametric&tests&were&performed&that&
made& no& assumption& as& to& the& distributions& of& the& data.& It& is& likely& that& data& on&
participants&study&habits&is&inherently&not&normally&distributed.&The&consequence&of&
this& was& that& the& analysis& used& was& limited& predominantly& to& performing& tests&









Rank& Transform&method& to& enable& an& ANOVA& type& analysis& to& be& performed.& This&
was&an&improvement&over&the&classical&nonUparametric&techniques&that&were&used&in&
the& analysis& of& the& Year& Long& Intervention& Study& data& as& it& allowed& interactions&
between& factors& to& be& examined.& An& improvement& to& the& analysis& used& could& be&
achieved& by& a& refinement& in& the& way& data& on& study& habits& were& being& collected.&
Rather& than& focusing& on& changes& in& total& amount& of& time& being& spent& using& the&
Mathematics& Support& Centre,& usage& data& could& be& collected& more& frequently&
(perhaps& weekly)& in& addition& to& participants& providing& data& on& the& mathematics&
problems& they& currently& have& and& how& they& have& addressed& them&over& the&week.&
Coding&and&subsequent&analysis&could&aim&to&focus&on&how&able&an&individual&was&to&
deal&with&identified&areas&of&mathematical&development.&It&is&suggested&that&focusing&
analysis& on& whether& an& individual& is& successful& in& using& the&Mathematics& Support&












the& mental& rehearsal& of& the& cue& and& behaviour& link.& SelfUreports& are& also&




in& particular& the& time& spent& engaged& with& mathematics& support& services.& The&
entanglement& of& the& intervention& resulted& in& any& improvement& due& to&
implementation& intentions& not& being& separable& from& effects& due& to& other& parts& of&
the& intervention.& Finally,& the& data& itself& being& nonUparametric& severely& limited& the&
predictive& capability& of& the& tests& and& also& prevented&more& advanced& analysis& that&
could&have&revealed&interaction&effects.&&
&
Future& research& may& wish& to& examine& how& usage& of& support& centres& such& as& the&
Mathematics& Support& Centres& is& measured,& particularly& in& the& case& of& nonU
mathematics&students&whose&usage&data&is&likely&to&contain&a&sizeable&proportion&of&
users&with&no&engagement&whatsoever.&Measurement&of& usage&needs& to& take& into&
account&not&only&the&number&of&visits&but&also&the&type&of&use&and&the&duration&of&
use.& In& light& of& this,& future& research& may& wish& to& examine& the& usage& of& support&
centres& in& other& institutions& where& appointment& based& support& is& predominantly&
provided.&Doing&so&would&allow&usage&to&be&accurately&recorded,&together&with&the&









• Implementation& intentions& have& been& used& effectively& in& health& related&
behaviours.& Why& was& there& no& statistically& significant& effect& as& a& result& of&
implementation& intentions& in& the& context& of& nonUcompulsory&mathematical&
study?&&
• What& was& different& about& this& context& compared& to& research& in& other&
contexts&where&noticeably&large&effects&have&been&observed?&




• What& influence& do& attitudes& to& mathematics& learning& based& on& past&








Based& on& the& limitations& described& in& Sections& 8.4& and& 8.5.2& together& with& the&




rather& than& total& number& of& hours& the& service& was& used.& Secondly& and& more&
interesting& is& the&question&of&why& implementation& intentions&did&not&seem&to&have&





Future& work& may& aim& to& look& at& attitudes& towards& mathematics& in& addition& to&
mathematical& ability.& Past& experiences&of&mathematics& possibly& negative&may&exist&
(e.g.& Bhakta,& Lawson& and& Goodband& 2007)& and& influence& their& current& attitudes&
towards&learning&mathematics.&For&students&with&negative&attitudes&to&mathematical&
study& it& is& suggested& that& the&act&of& forming& implementation& intentions&may&evoke&
negative&attitudes&towards&mathematical&study&and&hence&negate&the&effectiveness&










8.6& & CONCLUSIONS& AND& RECOMMENDATIONS& BASED& ON& THE& CURRENT&
RESEARCH&&
Based& on& the& results& there& is& little& evidence& to& support& the& hypothesis& that& the&
formation& of& implementation& intentions& can& improve& the& usage& of& mathematics&
support&services&in&a&university&context.&The&biggest&difference&in&usage&was&between&
those& who& intended& to& use& the& services& and& those& who& had& not.& Until& a& way& of&
implementing& the& use& of& implementation& intentions& in& a& way& that& is& effective& in&




Research&needs& to& focus&on&why& this& intervention&does&not&work& in& the& context&of&
nonUcompulsory&educational&behaviours&with&a&view&to& finding&strategies& to&enable&
the& intervention’s& effective& use.& Possibly& through& a& two& stage& approach,& first&
changing&attitudes&towards&mathematical&study&(removal&of&negative&attitudes)&and&
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• Drop& in& mathematics& workshops& (available& to& all& students& across& the&
university)&









• Students& are& also& able& to& email&mathematics& problems& to& the&Mathematics&
Support&Centre&via&email&if&they&are&unable&to&visit&the&centre&
• Videos/podcasts& available& from& the& maths& centre& website&
(http://www.mathcentre.ac.uk/)&
• Paper&based&resources&available&in&the&Mathematics&Support&Centre&include&a&
variety& of& handouts& on& mathematical& topics& and& a& small& library& of&
mathematics&texts&&
• Trialling& of& &mathematics& drop& in&workshops& located& in& the&Health& and& Life&










with& it.& Their& aim& is& to& support& nursing& students& by& helping& them& to& develop& the&
mathematical& skills& that&of&direct& relevance& to& their& chosen&vocation& (e.g.&addition,&
subtraction,& multiplication,& division& and& SI& units& and& to& a& smaller& extent& the&
interpretation&of&graphs&and&data).&
• Diagnostic&test&for&all&nursing&students&given&by&the&university&to&assess&skills&





























































































WITHOUT& using& a& calculator.& If& you& need& to& do& any& rough& working,& you& may& use&





















































WITHOUT& using& a& calculator.& If& you& need& to& do& any& rough& working,& you& may& use&











































































This&section& looks&at&how&often&you& intend&or& feel&you&need&to&study&using&various&
methods.&The&aim&of&this&section&is&to&find&out&how&often&you&would&like&to&study&and&







through&and&study& in&the&particular&ways&you&have&described.&All&that& is&required& is&
for&you&to&describe&how&you&might&study&in&an&idea&world&situation.&
&
1. Do& you& know& of& any& support& offered& by& the& university& designed& to& help&
students&with&numeracy&or&mathematics&related&problems?&
&

























4. Ideally,& how& often& (number& of& visits)& would& like& to& use& the& mathematics&
support& services& offered& by& the& University& to& get& help& with& numeracy& or&
mathematics&problems&over&the&next&month?&
&











8. Of& all& of& the&ways& in&which& you& can& improve& your&mathematics,&which&one&
method&do&you&feel&is&the&least&useful?&
&
9. Thinking& about& your& own& mathematics& and& what& is& expected& of& you,& how&
























3. Please& fill& in& the& blank& spaced& in& the& table& by& answering& the& following&
question:&
&

































































Paul' is' a' student' and' feels' he' needs' help'with' his'mathematics.' Over' the' past'month' he' has' spent' 15' hours' studying'






















' ' ' ' Using'peer'support'' ' ' '






















































' ' ' ' Reading'text'books'' ' ' '













This& section&of& the&questionnaire& aims& to& explore& the& study&habits& of& students& at& Coventry&University.&Of& particular&
interest&is&how&you&make&use&of&services&provided&by&the&university.&For&example&of&the&drop0in&services&offered&by&the&
Maths& Support& Centre& located& in& the& Armstrong& Sideley& Building& (Room& AS327).& The& service& is& free& for& all&
undergraduate& and& post0graduate& students& at& Coventry& University& who& may& want& help& with& their& numeracy& or&
mathematics.&&
You&will&be&asked&to&describe&your&use&of&Maths&Support&Centre&over& the&past&month&together&with&your&predicted&




A& student& visited& the&Maths& Support& Centre& 6& times& and&has& spent& 5& hours& trying& to& improve& their& numeracy& skills&


































& 1& 2& 0& & 6&
ASPIRATION&
(next&month)& 0& 5& 0& 2& 3& 0& & 9&
ESTIMATE&
(next&month)& 0& 2& 0& 3& 2& 0& & 4&
&
QUESTIONS:&
Fill& in& the& table& below& by& writing& down& how& many& HOURS& you& would& spend& DOING& the& activities& listed& in& the&
‘ACTIVITY’&columns&to&help&you&improve&your&maths.&If&you&do&not&perform&a&particular&activity&leave&that&row&blank.&































& & & & &
ASPIRATION&
(next&month)&
& & & & & & & &
ESTIMATE&
(next&month)&








agree& or& disagree& with& it& by& placing& a& tick& in& either& the& True& (agree)& or& the& False&
(disagree)&column&next&to&the&statement.&&
Q& Statement& True&& False&
& & & &
1& Before& voting& I& thoroughly& investigate& the& qualifications& of& all& the&
candidates.&
& &
2& I&never&hesitate&to&go&out&of&my&way&to&help&someone&in&trouble.& & &
3& It& is& sometimes& hard& for& me& to& go& on& with& my& work,& if& I& am& not&
encouraged.&
& &
4& I&have&never&intensely&disliked&anyone.& & &
5& On&occasion&I&have&had&doubts&about&my&ability&to&succeed&in&life.& & &
6& I&sometimes&feel&resentful&when&I&don’t&get&my&way.& & &
7& I&am&always&careful&about&my&manner&of&dress& & &









11& I&like&to&gossip&at&times.& & &
12& There& have& been& times&when& I& felt& like& rebelling& against& people& in&
authority&even&though&I&knew&they&were&right.&
& &
13& No&matter&who&I’m&talking&to,&I’m&always&a&good&listener.& & &
14& I&can&remember&“playing&sick”&to&get&out&of&something.& & &
15& There&have&been&occasions&when&I&took&advantage&of&someone.& & &
16& I’m&always&willing&to&admit&it&when&I&make&a&mistake.& & &
17& I&always&try&to&practice&what&I&preach.& & &





19& I&sometimes&try&to&get&even&rather&than&forgive&and&forget.& & &
20& When&I&don’t&know&something&I&don’t&at&all&mind&admitting&it.& & &
21& I&am&always&courteous,&even&to&people&who&are&disagreeable.& & &
22& At&times&I&have&really&insisted&on&having&things&my&own&way.& & &
23& There&have&been&occasions&when&I&felt&like&smashing&things.& & &
24& I& would& never& think& of& letting& someone& else& be& punished& for& my&
wrongdoings.&
& &
25& I&never&resent&being&asked&to&return&a&favour.& & &
26& I& have&never& been& irritated&or& vexed&when&people& expressed& ideas&
very&different&from&my&own.&
& &




29& I&have&almost&never&felt&the&urge&to&tell&someone&off.& & &
30& I&am&sometimes&irritated&by&people&who&ask&favours&of&me.& & &
31& I&have&never&felt&that&I&was&punished&without&cause.& & &
32& I& sometimes& think& when& people& have& a& misfortune& they& only& got&
what&they&deserved.&
& &









and& how& it& might& be& related& your& personality.& & To& complete& this& section& of& the&




an& answer& another& person&may& have.&What& is& important& here& is& that& you& try& and&
describe&your&feelings&or&answer&as&clearly&as&possible.&
Task&1&



























As&part&of& the& research& in& to& study&habits&and&barriers& to& learning&mathematics,& this& short&
task&is& intended&to&explore&what&you&feel&helps&or&hinders&you&from&studying&mathematics.&
Please& complete& the& task& by& following& the& instructions& and& writing& your& answers& in& the&
spaces&provided.&
Task&1&











































short& task& is& intended&to&explore&what&you&feel&helps&or&hinders&you&from&studying&
mathematics.& Please& complete& the& task& by& following& the& instructions& and& writing&
your&answers&in&the&spaces&provided.&&
Task&1&














improve& their&maths&skills.&Think&back& to& task&1&and& the&areas&of&maths&you&would&
like&to&improve.&&&
If&you&were&to&improve&these&skills&using&the&maths&support&centre&think&about&when&
would& be& the& most& convenient& time& to& make& use& of& the& services& during& normal&
opening&hours,&think&about&when&you&feel&you&would&most&likely&go&bearing&in&mind&








“If& I& have& a& problem&with& [maths# topics# or# areas# (from# Task# 1)?]& and& [When# you#
would#use#the#support#(from#Task#3)?]&then&I&will&go&to&the&Maths&Support&Centre”&
&
































































































































16&to&20&& & 31&to&40& &
21&to&25& & 41&to&50& &












2& GCSE& (Grades&A*& to& C),& Key& Skills& (level& 2),& BTEC& First&Diploma& and&
Certificates&
&
3& AUlevels,& International&Baccalaureate,&NVQ&(level&3),&Key&Skills& (level&
3)&
&











Full&time&study& & Part&time&study& &
&
Q.7)& Which& of& the& following& best& describes& your& student& status?& (circle& your&
answer)&




















The& study&will& focus& on& the& study& habits& of& students& at& Coventry& University& when&
involved&in&mathematics&related&study..&&It&will&focus&on&those&studying&for&degrees&in&




























The&study&will&help&us&understand&better& the& factors& that&affect& students’&usage&of&
mathematics& support& services& and& should& help& us& to& design& more& effective&
programmes&of&support&for&students.&Through&participation&in&the&research,&students&
will&be&able&to&explore&their&own&study&behaviour&and&possibly&identify&factors&which&




There& are& no& perceived& disadvantages& or& risks& in& taking& part,& apart& from& the& time&
required& for& completing& the& questionnaire.& If& required,& students& are& reminded& to&




Yes& –& your& name& and& personal& details& will& not& be& used& in& any& report& about& the&
research.&&&
&






Only& members& of& the& research& team& will& have& access& to& the& completed&







in& an& interview)& to& the& questionnaire& data.& Only& the& researcher& (Roy& Bhakta)& will&
have&access&to&your&student&number&and&unique&identification&number,&once&all&the&








addition,& the& results& will& be& disseminated& at& mathematical& education& conferences&
and&published&in&academic&journals.&
&
If& you&would& like& information& regarding& the& findings& and& conclusions& of& the& study,&
















You& are& free& to& withdraw& at& any& time& without& giving& any& explanation& for& your&









If& you& would& like& further& information& about& the& study& please& contact& Roy& Bhakta&








































looks&at& the&study&habits&of&students&at&Coventry&University.& &The&project& focuses&on&those&
studying& for& degrees& in& disciplines& where& an& element& of& mathematics& is& needed& such& as&
business&and&nursing.&The&aim&of&the&research&is&to&identify&factors&that&have&an&effect&on&the&
learning&experience&with&a&particular&focus&on&the&learners’&experience&and&usage&of&support&




























b. By& dropping& off& your& sealed& envelope& containing& your& responses& to& the&
reception&staff&of&the&Armstrong&Siddeley&building.&Ask&for&it&to&be&placed&in&



















& Statistic& df) p) Statistic& df) p)
Mathematics&&&&
&&Diagnostic&
0.112& 284& 0.000& 0.972& 284& 0.000&
Marlowe&&
&&Crowne&
0.077& 284& 0.000& 0.986& 284& 0.008&
Psychoticism& 0.129& 284& 0.000& 0.945& 284& 0.000&
Extraversion& 0.117& 284& 0.000& 0.955& 284& 0.000&
Neuroticism& 0.073& 284& 0.001& 0.984& 284& 0.000&
Criminality& 0.074& 284& 0.001& 0.987& 284& 0.000&
Addiction& 0.072& 284& 0.001& 0.988& 284& 0.016&
Lie&
&






Variable& Course& KolmogorovUSmirnova& ShapiroUWilk&
& & Statistic& df) p) Statistic& df) p)
Marlowe&Crowne& 1& 0.078& 72& 0.200*& 0.986& 72& 0.579&
& 2& 0.115& 61& 0.044& 0.968& 61& 0.116&
& 3& 0.279& 6& 0.158& 0.864& 6& 0.204&
& 4& 0.096& 51& 0.200*& 0.987& 51& 0.835&
& 5& 0.097& 50& 0.200*& 0.980& 50& 0.545&
& 6& 0.126& 44& 0.075& 0.955& 44& 0.086&
Maths&diagnostic&score& 1& 0.133& 72& 0.003& 0.954& 72& 0.011&
(1st&Term)& 2& 0.149& 61& 0.002& 0.960& 61& 0.043&
& 3& 0.262& 6& 0.200*& 0.902& 6& 0.385&
& 4& 0.142& 51& 0.012& 0.959& 51& 0.074&
& 5& 0.107& 50& 0.200*& 0.966& 50& 0.166&
& 6& 0.146& 44& 0.019& 0.947& 44& 0.044&
Psychoticism& 1& 0.147& 72& 0.001& 0.943& 72& 0.003&
& 2& 0.160& 61& 0.001& 0.950& 61& 0.015&
& 3& 0.333& 6& 0.036& 0.873& 6& 0.238&
& 4& 0.136& 51& 0.020& 0.942& 51& 0.015&
1931051&
& 430&
& 5& 0.118& 50& 0.081& 0.976& 50& 0.399&
& 6& 0.188& 44& 0.000& 0.887& 44& 0.000&
Extraversion& 1& 0.115& 72& 0.019& 0.952& 72& 0.008&
& 2& 0.118& 61& 0.034& 0.954& 61& 0.022&
& 3& 0.234& 6& 0.200*& 0.789& 6& 0.047&
& 4& 0.166& 51& 0.001& 0.914& 51& 0.001&
& 5& 0.120& 50& 0.069& 0.969& 50& 0.210&
& 6& 0.208& 44& 0.000& 0.920& 44& 0.005&
Neuroticism& 1& 0.071& 72& 0.200*& 0.982& 72& 0.378&
& 2& 0.084& 61& 0.200*& 0.976& 61& 0.287&
& 3& 0.288& 6& 0.131& 0.869& 6& 0.222&
& 4& 0.149& 51& 0.006& 0.943& 51& 0.016&
& 5& 0.116& 50& 0.089& 0.977& 50& 0.434&
& 6& 0.097& 44& 0.200*& 0.981& 44& 0.667&
Lie& 1& 0.112& 72& 0.026& 0.977& 72& 0.211&
& 2& 0.090& 61& 0.200*& 0.976& 61& 0.282&
& 3& 0.217& 6& 0.200*& 0.945& 6& 0.700&
& 4& 0.088& 51& 0.200*& 0.977& 51& 0.423&
& 5& 0.082& 50& 0.200*& 0.979& 50& 0.509&
1931051&
& 431&
& 6& 0.074& 44& 0.200*& 0.967& 44& 0.235&
Addiction& 1& 0.080& 72& 0.200*& 0.968& 72& 0.067&
& 2& 0.123& 61& 0.023& 0.976& 61& 0.265&
& 3& 0.234& 6& 0.200*& 0.854& 6& 0.168&
& 4& 0.143& 51& 0.011& 0.966& 51& 0.146&
& 5& 0.108& 50& 0.200*& 0.975& 50& 0.380&
& 6& 0.112& 44& 0.200& 0.977& 44& 0.533&
Criminiality& 1& 0.058& 72& 0.200*& 0.983& 72& 0.464&
& 2& 0.084& 61& 0.200*& 0.976& 61& 0.283&
& 3& 0.213& 6& 0.200*& 0.924& 6& 0.532&
& 4& 0.118& 51& 0.073& 0.963& 51& 0.107&
&
5& 0.101& 50& 0.200*& 0.969& 50& 0.206&














Statistic& df) p) Statistic& df) p)
Mathematics&
diagnostic&
0.140& 41& 0.041& 0.948& 41& 0.058&
Psychoticism& 0.191& 38& 0.001& 0.869& 38& 0.000&
Extraversion& 0.179& 38& 0.003& 0.934& 38& 0.027&
Neuroticism& 0.113& 38& 0.200*& 0.938& 38& 0.035&
Lie& 0.113& 38& 0.200*& 0.954& 38& 0.124&
Add& 0.152& 38& 0.026& 0.947& 38& 0.070&
Cri& 0.091& 38& 0.200*& 0.953& 38& 0.111&
Actual&(int)& 0.189& 61& 0.000& 0.809& 61& 0.000&
Aspirational&(int)& 0.219& 61& 0.000& 0.831& 61& 0.000&
Estimated&(int)& 0.224& 61& 0.000& 0.797& 61& 0.000&
Actual&(post)& 0.199& 61& 0.000& 0.765& 61& 0.000&
1931051&
& 433&
Aspirational&(post)& 0.190& 61& 0.000& 0.810& 61& 0.000&
Estimated&(post)& 0.214& 61& 0.000& 0.763& 61& 0.000&
Change&in&Actual& 0.151& 61& 0.002& 0.934& 61& 0.003&
Change&in&Aspirational& 0.167& 61& 0.000& 0.898& 61& 0.000&





















Age& 19/&19& 249/&41& U0.292& 0.771& U0.017&
Gender& 1.13/& 1.07&
(mean)&
308/&57& U0.533& 0.606& U0.028&
Year&mathematics& qualification&
achieved&
2005/&2006& 227/&35& U1.397& 0.163& U0.086&
Mathematics&Diagnostic&score& 5/&5& 253/&41& U0.283& 0.778& U0.017&
Psychoticism& 7/&6& 247/&38& U1.712& 0.087& U0.101&
Extraversion& 17/&14.50& 247/&38& U2.581& 0.010& U0.153&
Neuroticism& 12/&13.50& 247/&38& U0.065& 0.949& U0.004&
Lie& 9/&11.00& 247/&38& U1.246& 0.214& U0.074&
Addiction& 11/&11.00& 247/&38& U0.441& 0.661& U0.026&




Table& 2:& Median& and& means& for& the& data& split& according& to& condition& and& the&
formation&of&implementation&intentions.&




Control&& 33& Intervention& 11& 15.28&(16.77)&
& & Post& 13& 15.82&(22.09)&
Treatment&(no&II*)& 11& Intervention& 7& 10.55&(11.67)&
& & Post& 14& 18.50&(16.27)&
Treatment&(with&II*)& 17& Intervention& 5& 11.79&(14.25)&










187& of& the& 228& students&who& had& completed& the& first& questionnaire& had& provided&
complete&data&on&their&study&aspirations&and&had&also&completed&the&mathematics&
diagnostic& test.&Preliminary&examination&of& the&data&suggested&that&33.7%&of& these&
participants&had&no&aspiration&to&study&within&the&support&centre&at&the&time&of&the&




compared& to& those& whose& aspirations& were& greater& than& zero& (Mdn& =& 6)& at& the&
intervention&stage,&U&=&3127,&z&=&U2.248,&p&<&0.025,&r&=&U0.164.&
&
In&addition& to&differences& in&mathematics& scores&between& these& two&groups& it&was&




to& their& intended& behaviours,& it& was& decided& to& separately& analyse& the& data& from&








A& check& was& made& at& baseline& to& ensure& that& there& was& no& significant& variation&
between& the& control& and& treatment& groups& on& the& three& measures& of& actual,&
aspirational&and&estimated&usage&variables&prior&to&the&intervention.&It&was&expected&
that&there&would&be&a&difference&between&those&with&aspirations&equal&to&zero&and&
those&with&aspirations&greater& than&zero.&However,& it&was&also&expected&that& there&
would&be&no&significant&difference&between&control&and&treatment&conditions&within&
the&same&aspiration&group.&Data&from&the&treatment&group&was&examined&to&assess&
the& compliance& with& the& tasks& involved& as& part& of& the& formation& of& the&
implementation& intentions.& As& a& result& it&was& found& that&within& the& control& group&
there&were&18&participants&who&had&not& completed& the& task& sufficiently& to&assume&
that&they&had&formed&implementation&intentions.&&
&













































































From&Table& 1& (above),& there& appeared& to& be& a& noticeable& difference& in& the& actual,&
1931051&
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aspirational&and&estimates&of& the&number&of&hours& that&participants& studied&across&
the& groups.& Specifically,& the& difference&was&most& observable& between& participants&
who&had&aspirations&=&0&(means&of&approximately&0)&and&those&with&aspirations&>&0&
(means& greater& than& 0,& actual& approximately& 5,& aspirational& approximately& 11& and&
aspirational& approximately& 10).&Within& aspiration& groups& there& seemed& to& be& less&
variation&in&the&participants&reported&number&of&hours&engaged&with&study.&In&all&but&
one& group& (ambiguous& group)& the& actual&mean& number& of& hours& studied&was& less&
than& the&mean& aspirational& hours& reported& and& an& estimated& study& time& that&was&
greater&than&the&actual&but&less&than&the&aspirational&figures.&&&&&
&
A&KruscalUWallis& test&was&performed&to& test& for&differences& in&Actual,&Aspiration&an&
Actual&usage&data&between&the&four&groups&summarised&above&in&Table&1&(data&from&
the&ambiguous&group&has&not&been& included).&A& significant&difference&between& the&
groups&on&all& three&measures&Actual& usage,&H(3)& =& 12.414,&p& <& 0.001;&Aspirational,&
H(3)& =& 103.375,& p& <& 0.001;& Estimated,& H(3)& =& 87.901,& p& <& 0.001& was& found.&









& & U) Z) p&(2&tailed)& r)
Aspiration&=&0& Actual&& 253.000& U1.399& 0.162& U0.204&
(baseline)& Aspirational*&& 552.000& 0& 0& 0&
& Estimate& 264.000& U1.022& 0.307& U0.149&
& & & & & &
Aspiration&>&0&& Actual& 1787.500& U0.211& 0.833& U0.019&
(baseline)& Aspirational& 1811.500& U0.044& 0.965& U0.004&
& Estimate& 1681.500& U0.722& 0.470& U0.066&
Aspiration&=&0& Actual&& 239.500& U1.131& 0.258& U0.165&
(post)& Aspirational&& 259.000& U0.472& 0.637& U0.069&
& Estimate& 260.000& U0.476& 0.634& U0.069&
Aspiration&>&0&& Actual& 1817.000& U0.017& 0.987& U0.002&
(post)& Aspirational& 1560.000& U1.359& 0.174& U0.124&






The& above& results& (as& presented& in& Table& 2)& suggest& that& there& was& no& significant&
difference&at&baseline&in&any&of&the&scores&on&any&of&the&three&selfUreport&measures&
between& control& and& treatment& groups& within& either& of& the& aspiration& groups.&
However,& the& analysis& on& postUintervention& scores& suggest& that& there& may& be& no&
difference& in& the& usage& metrics& between& the& control& and& treatment& groups.& & All&
subsequent& analysis& involving& the& effectiveness& of& implementation& intentions& was&







focus& primarily& on& the& change& in& actual& time& spent& studying& mathematics.& To&
supplement& this&measure& the& difference& between& their& actual& time& spent& studying&
after& the& intervention& and& their& aspirations& of& study& prior& to& the& intervention&was&
calculated& (Actual& –& Aspiration).& This& measure& indicated& how& close& an& individuals&
behaviour&was&to&their&aspired&behaviour.&Values&close&to&zero&suggested&behaviour&
that&was&very&close&to&their&aspired&behaviour.&Values& lower&than&0&suggests&usage&





Table& 3:& Descriptive& data& for& the& composite& variables& derived& from& the& original&






& & Aspiration&=&0& Aspiration&>&0&
Actual&(Post)&subtract&Aspiration&(Pre)& Control& 0,&1.13&(3.42)& U5,&U7.29&(11.41)&
& Treatment&& 0,&1.83&(4.32)& U5,&U6.02&(14.85)&
& All& 0,&1.47&(3.86)& U5,&U6.61&(13.33)&
&








This& also& further&highlighted& the&need& to&analyse& the& two&groups& separately& in& the&




mean& and& median& scores& on& the& two& measures.& However,& the& large& standard&










Statistic) df) p) Statistic) df) p)
Mathematics&Diagnostic& 0.125& 24& 0.200*& 0.949& 23& 0.275&
Marlowe&Crowne& 0.140& 24& 0.200*& 0.955& 23& 0.362&
Psychoticism& 0.174& 24& 0.057& 0.958& 23& 0.426&
Extraversion& 0.204& 24& 0.011& 0.951& 23& 0.309&
Neuroticism& 0.184& 24& 0.035& 0.968& 23& 0.635&
Actual&(Intervention)& 0.509& 24& 0.000& U& U& U&
Aspiration&(Intervention)& U& U& U& U& U& U&
Estimate&(Intervention)& U& U& U& 0.215& 23& 0.000&
Actual&(Post)& 0.504& 24& 0.000& 0.497& 23& 0.000&
Aspiration&(Post)& 0.454& 24& 0.000& 0.564& 23& 0.000&
Estimate&(Post)& 0.495& 24& 0.000& 0.471& 23& 0.000&
Actual&(Post)&–&Aspiration&
(Pre)&
0.504& 24& 0.000& 0.497& 23& 0.000&
Actual& (Post)& –& Actual&
(Pre)&











Statistic) df) p) Statistic) df) p)
Mathematics&Diagnostic& 0.198& 54& 0.000& 0.152& 64& 0.001&
Marlowe&Crowne& 0.074& 54& 0.200*& 0.083& 64& 0.200*&
Psychoticism& 0.167& 54& 0.001& 0.141& 64& 0.003&
Extraversion& 0.202& 54& 0.000& 0.126& 64& 0.013&
Neuroticism& 0.131& 54& 0.022& 0.093& 64& 0.200*&
Actual&(Intervention)& 0.386& 54& 0.000& 0.385& 64& 0.000&
Aspiration&(Intervention)& 0.180& 54& 0.000& 0.286& 64& 0.000&
Estimate&(Intervention)& 0.206& 54& 0.000& 0.248& 64& 0.000&
Actual&(Post)& 0.277& 54& 0.000& 0.307& 64& 0.000&
Aspiration&(Post)& 0.161& 54& 0.001& 0.244& 64& 0.000&
Estimate&(Post)& 0.209& 54& 0.000& 0.256& 64& 0.000&
Actual& (Post)& –& Aspiration&
(Pre)&
0.200& 54& 0.000& 0.164& 64& 0.000&



















Mathematics&Diagnostic& U0.110& U0.063& 0.145& U0.353**& 0.012&
Psychoticism& U0.194**& U0.206& U0.055& U0.405**& U0.102&
Extraversion& 0.037& 0.067& 0.184& U0.151& 0.109&
Neuroticism& U0.198**& 0.008& U0.331*& U0.054& U0.317**&
Actual&(Intervention)& 0.002& 0.056& .& 0.156& U0.092&
Aspiration&(Intervention)& U0.115*& .& .& U0.217*& 0.036&
Estimate&(Intervention)& U0.090& .& 0.303& U0.106& U0.018&
Actual&(Post)& U0.024& U0.131& 0.169& 0.038& U0.013&
Aspiration&(Post)& U0.088& U0.091& 0.216& U0.113& U0.044&
Estimate&(Post)& U0.039& U0.047& 0.339& U0.033& U0.011&
Actual&(Post)&–&Actual&(Pre)& U0.026& U0.154& 0.169& U0.031& 0.026&
Actual& (Post)& –& Aspiration&
(Pre)&






3.369,& p) =& 0.037.& This& results& suggests& that& the& Actual& amount& of& time& that&









was& found& to&be&not& significant&at&medium& [F(1,&102)&=&0.510,&p)=&0.477]&and&high&
[F(1,& 20)& =& 3.823,& p) =& 0.065]& levels& of& psychoticism.& However,& it& was& found& to& be&
significant& for& participants& with& a& low& score& on& the& psychoticism& scale,& F(1,25)& =&









Figure& 1:& Interaction& plot& showing& the& relationship& between& Condition& and&









Figure& 2:& Interaction& plot& showing& the& relationship& between& Condition& and&
improvements& in& the& amount& of& time& spent& studying& mathematics& in& the&
Mathematics&Support&Centre&for&those&with&low&psychoticism&scores&and&Aspirations&
greater&than&zero.&
The& significant& Time*Aspiration*Condition& interaction& for& participants& with& low&
scores&on&the&psychoticism&scale&was&explored&further&by&carrying&out&an&analysis&of&
the&Time*Condition& interaction&across&both& levels&of&Aspiration& (equal& to& zero&and&
greater&than&zero)&for&participants&who&had&low&scores&on&the&psychoticism&scale.&It&
was&found&that&the&Time*Condition&interaction&was&not&significant&when&Aspirations&
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The moderating role of personality on the effectiveness of 
implementation intentions aiming to increase engagement 




‘Advanced economies need an increasing number of people with more than 
minimum qualifications in mathematics to stay ahead in international 
competitiveness and, in particular, to effectively exploit advances in 
technology. An adequate supply of young people with mastery of appropriate 
mathematical skills at all levels is vital to the future prosperity of the UK’ 
(Smith, 2004, p.12)  
 
Over the past two decades the types of qualifications that have been 
accepted as valid for entry onto higher education courses has been relaxed 
by many institutions; the result of this has been a greater influx of students 
into higher education combined with greater variation in educational and 
social backgrounds. A by-product of the influx of new students is the variation 
 in attainments and potential future attainments of the students (Engineering 
Council UK, 2000). As the overall intake of students into higher education 
increases, the numbers of students who may not be able to cope with the 
mathematics involved in their particular course have also correspondingly 
increased.  
 
Widening the participation in higher education would suggest that there 
should be a corresponding rise in the proportion of skilled workers in the 
workforce. However with the widening of entrance qualifications the number of 
students who are entering universities with an inadequate mathematical 
background has risen substantially; such students are more prone to failing or 
dropping out due to mathematical inadequacy. Wolf (1997) discusses the 
differences between England and other parts of the world, identifying the non-
compulsory nature of mathematics study once the compulsory phase of 
education has been completed in English schools. This feature sets the 
English education system apart from the majority of other developed countries 
where mathematics is to some extent compulsory and seen by students prior 
to entering university as an essential deciding factor for acceptance onto 
university courses.  
 
Many types of support are currently available and also in development which 
aim to reduce the mismatch by helping students to improve their mathematical 
skills once in university. One such support mechanism is the mathematics 
drop-in support centre; students can visit without a prior appointment and 
seek assistance with their mathematical problems. The quality of the support 
and its potential effectiveness in raising or improving the mathematical skills 
of students becomes irrelevant if students do not use the service. This 
research project looks into exploring why students who have acknowledged to 
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engagement with support have a behaviour which conflicts with their own best 
interest e.g. tendencies not to use mathematics drop-in services 
 
 
Dweck (1999) suggests that many students’ personal view of intelligence is 
that either it is genetically pre-determined or it is acquired as a result of 
prolonged study. This could suggest one possible reason why students may 
not engage with support mechanisms i.e. if students’ have come to the 
conclusion that achievement in mathematics is beyond their reach because 
they have not been born with innate mathematical ability. More recent 
research (Solomon, 2006; Macrae et al, 2001) also points to the effect of 
student attitudes towards mathematics with Sheffield and Hunt (2007) looking 
at the effects of anxiety and working memory on mathematics performance. 
Macrae et al (2001) highlight how little research has been done with regards 
to attitudes of higher education students in England.  
 
Attitudes have for a long time been believed to be strong predictors of 
behaviour e.g. Theory of Planned Behaviour (Ajzen et al, 2007). Recent 
research is suggesting that attitudes are only a good predictor of intentions 
and not behaviours. It is suggested that some other mechanisms such as the 
creation of implementation intentions (Webb and Sheeran, 2007) maybe 
acting to bridge the gap between intention and behaviour and could explain 
why behaviours are not so well predicted by attitude. Implementation 
intentions being short statements or plans constructed by an individual that 
link a specific situational cue to a desired action or behaviour (If X then Y) e.g. 
“If it is Tuesday then I will go to the gym after work”.  
 
A meta analysis by Webb and Sheeran (2006) on behaviour change suggests 
that there is a considerable amount of research looking at changing intentions 
and behaviours with the use of implementation intentions e.g. Condom use 
(Caron et al, 2004). Data would suggest that the formation of implementation 
intentions does produce behaviour change in health behaviour, however a 
review of the literature also suggests that a significant number of studies may 
lack measures of one or more of the following: 
• Intention 
• Behaviour 
• Control group 
 
 
Currently there is little research related to attitudes of non-mathematics 
specialist students in higher education and none relating to exploring the 
intention and behaviour gap in the domain of mathematics education and 
support. Recent research has also hinted at how the effectiveness of 
individuals in being able to accomplish certain behaviours maybe influenced 
by their personality (Song et al, 2006; Hooft et al, 2005). The research 
suggests that for some individuals the difference between intention and 
behaviour can be explained by differences in the personality traits of 
individuals. Through the research outlined below it is hoped that an increased 
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of mathematics support services by students who need extra support.  At the 
same time it is hoped to supplement other research in the area of 
implementation intentions by taking into account all of the measures 
described above (including personality) whilst applying what has been learned 
in the area of health to that area of mathematics support. 
 
Attitudinal (including personality) research up until now in the area of 
mathematics has been limited to students who have had a continuous history 
of studying mathematics, for example engineering students (Shaw and Shaw, 
1997). This is significantly different from the students who are at the focus of 
this research. Students who will be involved in this research do not have a 
continuous history of mathematics and in many cases have made a decision 
prior to entering university that they did not want to study mathematics further 
after their compulsory schooling was complete. 
 
The research proposed in this proposal will contribute to the current body of 
knowledge by showing how mental constructions which may exist to bridge 
the intention-behaviour gap may be effected by a number of personality traits. 
Following on from this, the research will attempt to explain why some currently 
existing strategies for encouraging self help and usage of support mechanism 
in mathematics may be failing or not having as high an effect as intended. 
 
 
Aims of the research 
 
The proposed research aims to show how mental constructions which may 
exist to bridge the intention-behaviour gap may be effected by a number of 
personality traits and thus explain the low levels of effectiveness of some 
currently existing strategies for encouraging self help and usage of support 
mechanism in mathematics; and this leads to the specific research questions: 
• What is the relationship between personality and the effectiveness of 
implementation intentions? 
• How effective is the construction of implementation intentions for 




• To gather personality data from students before and after a planned 
intervention that is aimed at facilitating the formation of implementation 
intentions. 
• To gather performance data from students relating to proficiency at 
performing contextual questions and abstract questions before and 
after the interventions. 
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For the investigation it is proposed that data are gathered through a 
combination of interviews and questionnaires. Data will be gathered from 
students in the first year of study. The criteria for participation in the study are 
as follows (both criteria must be met): 
 
• Currently enrolled on a non-mathematical course (e.g. Nursing, 
Business, Psychology, etc. the term non-mathematical here defines a 
course where the equivalent of an A-level in mathematics is not 
required on entry and where 20% or less time is devoted to 
mathematical study) 
• Students must be in their first year of an undergraduate 
degree/diploma course 
 
All eligible students will be informed of the study either in writing or through a 
course tutor and asked to volunteer to participate. To assist in the recruitment 
of participants, flyers and leaflets will be made available to potential 
volunteers. These leaflets will briefly describe the research and potential 
benefits for those who may wish to volunteer. Information on how then to 
proceed with volunteering and participating in the research will be attached to 
the flyer (e.g. contact email address and where further information on the 
research can be found). Flyers will ideally be distributed in key locations 
where students are known to pass through regularly e.g. library, common 
areas. However, before the flyers can be distributed requests and 
authorisation will be sought from those in charge of those locations. 
 
Volunteers will be given a participant information sheet and consent form (see 
appendices A and B). Students who wish to participate in the focus groups 
and interviews will be asked to complete and return these forms as soon as 
possible. From the pool of willing participants, a random sample will be 
selected to take part in the focus groups such that the sample is 
representative of the overall intake of students from non-mathematical 
courses. Participants who exhibit interesting responses (in relation to the 
research) will be invited back to participate in structured interviews to explore 
their attitudes further. As students from different disciplines may be composed 
of students with different backgrounds (mathematical ability, A-level subjects 
taken, age etc) each discipline will be treated as a subgroup. When sampling, 
each sample representing a particular course will be such that the following 
characteristics in the sample will be representative of the same characteristics 
in the population (i.e. the students taking the course): 
• Age 
• Mathematics qualification achieved prior to entry 
• Number of years since the qualification was obtained 
• Gender 
• Home, EU or International Student 
Students will be asked to provide this information at the time of completing the 
questionnaires by completing a small number of demographics type questions 
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For the study a mixed methodology will be used to gather qualitative and 
quantitative data through a combination of interviews and questionnaires that 
will aim to gather personality, mathematical competence and usage data. To 
reduce the effects of social desirability bias which may manifest itself in the 
questionnaire data, the Marlowe Crowne social desirability test will be used 
with all participants in both phase 1 and 2. Data collection will involve the two 
phases as show below.  
 
Phase 1 (Pilot) – Short exploratory interviews (questions to be asked are 
outlined in the interview schedule located in appendix C) with students to 
explore the reasons students may have for not using mathematics support 
services. Mathematics diagnostics and usage (measuring intended and actual 
usage of mathematics support provision) questionnaires will be trialled to 
ensure the suitability of questions (see appendix F and G). The usage 
questions (for measuring behaviour) in appendix G include several questions 
that are asking the same question but worded slightly differently. During the 
analysis of pilot data, an analysis of the responses will be used to refine the 
diagnostic questions and remove items in the usage questionnaire that are 
not needed to obtain accurate information relating to intended and actual 
usage of mathematics support services.  Phase 1 participants will be students 
who are enrolled on a nursing course at Coventry University.  
 
Phase 2 (Main Data Collection) – Pre intervention data will be collected using 
the four instruments described below in term 1, post intervention data will be 
collected again using the same four instruments in term 3. Personality will be 
measured both pre and post intervention as it will not be assumed that the 
personality construct is stable over time. Although the aim of the treatment is 
not to change behaviour and not personality; personality will still be measured 
so before and after the interventions so that it can be shown that personality 
was stable over the time span of the study. If personality did fluctuate 
significantly between those two points in time then it would be significantly 
harder to ascertain the personality of an individual during the treatment phase 
if it was measure only once. 
 
Although it is not personality that is being modified; it is hoped that through its 
measurement at two points in time it can be confirmed that it is stable over the 
time span of the research.  Instruments to be used during the data collection 
phase are: 
• Personality measurement -  Eysenck Personality Questionnaire (EPQ) 
personality test  (see appendix D) 
• Social desirability questionnaire - Marlowe Crowne Social desirability 
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• Mathematics competency - Mathematics diagnostic questionnaire 
piloted and developed in Phase 1 (see appendix F) 
• Support service usage – usage questionnaire piloted and developed in 
Phase 1 (see appendix G) 
 
Supervision and training in the use of the EPQ and Marlowe Crowne test 
instruments is being given by Dr Clare Wood). 
 
In term 2 the intervention (consisting of a brief talk to students) will be applied 
to all participants in the treatment groups this talk already takes place and is 
given by members of staff at the university and aims to inform students of the 
existence of mathematics support services around the university. Some staff 
will be asked to supplement their talks with an intervention; the aim of which 
will be to facilitate the formation of implementation intentions by the students. 
The intervention will be a simple request to ask students to think about a way 
in which they might be able to use the support services more and write this 
down in the form of a 1 line statement or plan (If X then Y). Once the students 
have constructed and written down the plan, these will be collected and later 
analysed by looking for patterns in the plans constructed and also the quality 
(how well it addresses a specific barrier that prevents usage in addition to how 
well it adheres to the “If X then Y” pattern). A second technique for the 
intervention would be to use 2 versions of a questionnaire, the treatment 
version would guide students on the formation of interventions while those in 
the control condition complete another activity which does not include the 
formation of implementation intentions. 
 
 Ethics and Safety 
 
Consideration has been made for the safety and protection of all participants 
in this study. The students involved will be interviewed in a non-threatening 
environment such as a seminar room. No physical risks are anticipated for 
either the interviewer or students. 
 
Personal details will not be used in any report about the research.  Interviews 
will be recorded to assist in analysis but these recordings will be held securely 
in a locked cabinet and the data they contain will only be used for the 
purposes of this research.  Only members of the research team will have 
access to the completed questionnaires and recordings. Raw data relating to 
individuals will be kept for no longer than is necessary in order to complete 
the analysis and dissemination of the research. All results will be reported in a 
way that preserves confidentiality. Consent forms and raw data will be stored 
in locked cabinets in separate locations. 
 
Not all of the students will be given instructions to construct implementation 
intentions, moreover as the study will run over one academic year, the 
students who are not in a treatment group will not have the opportunity to 
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supplement to support they may already be receiving. In light of this there 
does not seem to be an immediate ethical issue for students who do not 
receive the treatment. Staff involved in the teaching of the students from 
control groups may at their discretion choose to use the treatment with their 
students after the data collection has ended. A short summary of the results 
and outcomes will be made available to all students who participated in the 
research; students can then make evaluations of the value of implementation 




The proposed research has the following outcomes that will benefit both the 
participants and the larger population from which the participants were drawn: 
 
• A PhD thesis discussing the effectiveness of implementation intentions 
on increasing the usage of mathematics support services at Coventry 
University. 
• Good practice guidelines that aim to enhance the effectiveness of 
support at university for non mathematics specialists during their 
tertiary education. 
• Dissemination of the results, analysis and good practice guidelines 
through conference presentations and publications.   
• Through participation in the research, students will be able to explore 
their own study behaviour and possibly identify factors which may 
inhibit their effectiveness. Participants may also be able to identify 
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